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EXECUTiVESUMMARY

D.C. Cook Nuclear Generating Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Examination Reports 50-315/97305; 50-316/97305

The examination results included: Four Reactor Operator applicants passed the examination;
one Senior Reactor Operator applicant failed the written examination; three Senior'Reactor
Operator applicants and three Reactor Operator applicants failed the operating examination.

~ The examiners noted during control room observations that the control room was free of
unnecessary distractions and that the operators demonstrated an appropriate level of
attention to the control boards.

~ The examiners considered the licensee's knowledge of the examination development
guidelines; attention to detail during examination development; and the ability to develop
technically accurate examination material in accordance with the examination guidelines
as poor (Section 05.2).

~, The examiners identified a concern regarding the licensee's ability to determine the
correct Protective Action Recommendations for the emergency event that was an
Administrative Topic Job Performance Measure task on the examination (Section 05.2).

Poor attention to detail by the training staff resulted in the failure to include all questions
on the Reactor Operator written examination when it was administered. The question
was considered compromised and was deleted from the examination (Section 05.3).

The examination's high failure rate indicated that the license applicants were not well
prepared for the examination (Section 05.4).

The applicants control and supervision of reactivity manipulations, during the dynamic
simulator scenarios, was considered a strength (Section 05.4).

The applicants'bilities to communicate and diagnose events, during the dynamic
simulator scenarios, were considered weaknesses (Section 05.4) ~

One non-cited violation, with two examples, concerning examination security
requirements was identified (Section 05.5).
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0 e ion

01 Conduct of Operations

The examiners reviewed selected operations and administrative procedures during the
examination development and administration process and the observations are
documented in Section 03 of this report. Additionally, the examiners observed licensed

operator performance during steady state power operations on both Units 1 and 2.

The examiners control room observations, over a two hour period, noted an appropriate
level of attention to the control boards, the control room environment was free of
unnecessary distractions, and access to the control room was well controlled.

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation

a. s tio co

The examiners reviewed OHI 4023, "Emergency Operating Procedure Users Guide,"
Attachment 2, "STA (Shift Technical Advisor) Guideline for CSFST (Critical Safety
Function Status Trees) Usage," Revision 4.

b. Obs rvatio F'n
OHI 4023, Attachment 2, Step 3.5, indicated that ifa Red or Orange condition existed,
then CSFST monitoring frequency must be increased and that the time between
consecutive evaluations should not exceed 10 minutes. The Westinghouse Owners
Group Users Guide For Emergency Response Guidelines, dated September 1, 1983,
stated, "Status Tree monitoring should be continuous if.any ORANGE or RED condition
is found to exist." The issue of CSFST monitoring frequency during a Red or Orange
condition will be tracked as Inspection Follow-up Item (IFI 50-315(316)/97305-01(DRS).

c. oncl si

OHI 4023, Attachment 2, Step 3.5, could allow a 10 minute lapse in CSFST monitoring
while a Red or Orange condition existed which was not in accordance with the
Westinghouse Owners Group Users Guide For Emergency Response Guidelines.

05 Operator Training and Qualification

5." ~C
Operator initial licensing examinations were administered to four Senior Reactor
Operator (SRO) applicants and six Reactor Operator (RO) applicants. The operating
examination was administered by the examiners during the week of July 7, 1997, and



the written examination was administered by the licensee's training staff with approval
from and observation by the examiners on July 30, 1997.

The licensee volunteered to develop the initial operator license examination in
accordance with guidance prescribed in NUREG 1021, "Operator Licensing Examiner
Standards," Revision 7, and NUREG BR-0122, "Examiners Handbook for Developing
Operator Licensing Written Examinations." The examination development was also
subject to additional criteria as stated in NRC Generic Letter 95-06, "Changes in the
Operator Licensing Program," dated August 15, 1995. The examiners reviewed and
approved all examination material that was developed by the licensee prior to
administration.

05.2 Ex min ti nD v m n Valid ti

The licensee developed the examination material in accordance with the prescribed
examination development guidelines. The examiners reviewed, revised, and validated
the written and operating examination material during the week of June 23, 1997.

b. Observations and Findin s

xami tion Outline

The examiners identified the following deficiencies with the examination outline:

~ Safety functions were repeated and the reactor coolant system was used
to evaluate more than one safety function within subcategory B.1,
"Control Room Systems" on the individual walkthrough examination
which was not in accordance with NUREG 1021, Section ES-301 D.3.a.
The examiners provided comments regarding this deficiency during the
outline review. However, the deficiency was not corrected before the
examiners were on site to validate the examination material. Therefore,
the examiners had to request changes to the proposed JPMs again to
ensure that the guidance in the examiners standards was met.

~ The originally submitted sample plan for the written examination did not
contain any questions in the "K2" area, knowledge of power supplies, for
the plant systems'ection on the SRO examination which was not in
accordance with NUREG BR-0122, Section 2.2.2.3. The examiners .

identified this deficiency to the licensee following the examiners review.
However, this deficiency was repeated on the second submittal for the
"K2"area, this time in the emergency and abnormal section of the SRO
examination.

~ The third written examination sample plan submitted by the licensee
indicated that the SRO examination contained 99 questions and that the



RO examination contained 101 questions. This did not reflect the actual

examinations which both contained 100 questions. The licensee then

submitted a revised sample plan which accurately reflected the written

examination content.
I

t Ea 'i
The examiners noted the following regarding the dynamic simulator scenarios:

The dynamic simulator scenario events were generally well integrated
and would enable all the applicants to be evaluated on all the required
competencies and rating factors.

The dynamic scenario examination originally submitted by the licensee
was not in accordance with Generic Letter 95-06, Pilot Examination
Guidelines, in that one group of applicants would not have been
evaluated on a "new" or "significantly modified" scenario.

In several instances, the expected operator actions documented on Form
ES-301-4, "Operator Actions," were not sufficient to provide an objective
method for evaluating the applicants'erformance which was not in
accordance with NUREG 1021, ES-301, Section D.4.f.

There were isolated instances when a malfunction was counted toward
the minimum required number that each applicant should be evaluated
on which did not meet the appropriate criteria as described in ES-301.
For example, in one scenario a failed open pressurizer power operated
relief valve was counted as a component malfunction. However, there
were no actions that the operator could take to correct the problem
because of other planned malfunctions.. Therefore, while this malfunction
would result in a major transient, safety injection, it should not have been
counted as a component malfunction.

There were isolated instances when a malfunction was counted twice
toward the required minimum number for which each applicant should be
evaluated which was contrary to ES-301 guidance. For example, in one
scenario an Anticipated Transient Without a Scram (ATWS) event was
counted both as a major system transient and a reactivity manipulation.
The ATWS event would result in a major system transient which would
require the operators to address the reactivity concerns. However, the
reactivity concerns are in response to the major system transient and this
was not a planned and controlled reactivity manipulation. Therefore, the
ATWS event sho'uld only be counted as a major system transient.



tio

It appeared that the licensee had submitted the proposed JPMs to the examiners
without conducting a thorough validation of them. This resulted in numerous
items identified by the examiners, during examination validation and examination
administration, that did not meet the guidance in NUREG 1021, ES-301, Section

'D.3. The deficiencies included:

five JPMs that did not match the associated procedural steps;
three JPMs that did not contain all the needed cues;
a majority of the JPMs were missing the associated K/As;
six JPM questions were technically incorrect;
four JPM questions which were considered to be direct "look ups,"

The following are some specific examples of the deficiencies that the examiners
identified regarding the system and administrative JPMs, and associated
questions:

The original answer key for the dose assessment projection
administrative task JPM that was administered to the RO applicants was
incorrect and a new key had to be generated to match the conditions
given in the JPM.

The original answer key for the emergency event declaration
administrative topic JPM that was administered to the SRO applicants
was in error. The incorrect protective action recommendations (PARs),
per procedure PMP 2080 EPP.105, "General Emergency," Revision 2, for
the conditions given in the JPM were identified and a new answer key
had to be generated. Both the licensee's training staff who developed the
examination material, and the operations personnel who validated the
examination material, determined the incorrect PARs for the given
conditions in the JPM. Also, the SRO applicants'bility to determine
PARs was an identified weakness during the examination (Section 05.4).

An in-plant JPM to perform a gaseous release contained an error in Step
10 which was a critical step. JPM Step 10 had the candidate open the
flow control valve (12-RRV-306) to 60% open which was contrary to
procedure OHP 4021.023.002, "Release of Radioactive Gaseous Waste
from Gas Decay Tanks," Revision 13, Step 6.4.20 for the JPM given
conditions.

Step 6.4.20 required the valve position to be opened (%), based on the
Figure 1 flow curve in OHP„4021.023.002, for the required flow rate as
specified on Data Sheet 3. The specified flow rate for the JPM was 125
standard cubic foot per minute, which required 12-RRV-306 to be opened
approximately 98% instead of 60%.



A JPM question required the applicants to calculate the time allowed to
restore core cooling before core uncovery occurs following a loss of RHR
cooling. The original question was technically incorrect in that the
calculated time was based only on that determined from Figure 4, "Time

From Onset of Boiling Until Core Uncovery," of OHP 4022.017.001, "Loss

of RHR Cooling," Revision 6. However, the technically correct time, and
revised answer, included the time from OHP 4022.017.001, Figure 3,
"Time to Boil For Liquid at 100 Deg. F Subcooling," which was added to
the time determined from Figure 4.

~
'

JPM question required the applicants to state how a total loss of
instrument air would affect letdown line pressure as indicated on letdown
line pressure instrument, QPC-301. The original answer was incorrect in

that it stated the indicated pressure in the letdown line would approach 0

psig. The technically correct answer was the letdown line would indicate
Volume Control Tank pressure (approximately 15 psig).

Written Examinati n

The examiners reviewed approximately 80 questions from the written
examination that was originally submitted by the licensee and identified that
about half of the questions reviewed did not meet the written examination
question development guidance stated in NUREG 1021 and NUREG/BR 0122.
Based on this review, the examiners determined that the written examination
was not adequate, rejected the proposed examination, and informed the licensee
of the identified deficiencies. The identified deficiencies included:

~ 12 RO examination questions and 15 SRO examination questions
referenced incorrect K/As or contained typographical errors in the
question;

~ six RO examination questions and nine SRO examination questions
contained implausible distractors;

three RO examination questions either contained multiple correct
answers or were technically incorrect.

The examiners identified similar written examination question development
deficiencies in the second examination submitted by the licensee as those
identified in the original submittal. The number of deficiencies were less than in
the original submittal; however other deficiencies were identified on the revised
submittal regarding questions on topics that were also being tested in the JPM
area or on other written examination questions which were considered "double
jeopardy." The identified deficiencies in the second submittal included:

~ two common (both RO and SRO) examination questions were technically
incorrect;



two RO, three SRO, and five common (both RO and SRO) examination
questions contained implausible distractors;

~ five common (both RO and SRO) examination questions were considered
"double jeopardy."

The examiner identified written examination development deficiencies
contributed to delaying the examination administration for two weeks. The as-
administered examination also contained technical deficiencies which were
identified by the licensee and the examiners during the post examination review,.
which are documented in Section 05.6 of this report.

C

The licensee's knowledge of the examination development guidelines; attention to detail
during examination development; and the ability to develop technically accurate JPMs
and written examination material in accordance with the examination guidelines was
considered poor.

The examiners have a concern regarding the licensee's ability to determine the correct
PARs for the emergency event that was an administrative topic JPM on the SRO
examination.

05.3 Ex mi tion Administr ti

The examiners administered the operating examination during the week of July 7, 1997.
The written examination was administered on July 30, 1997, by the licensee's training
staff with approval from and observation by the examiners.

b. Observ ti ns F'n in

obP rfor e s reW Ikthr u hEx min tio

The examiners identified the following examination administration deficiencies:

~ During the simulator JPMs, the licensee's lead simulator operator was
unexpectedly absent and the licensee's other simulator operators were
unable to access the simulator files which contained the previously
established and validated JPM initial conditions. The simulator initial
conditions that were subsequently established for the JPMs were
unstable in that the reactor coolant system temperatures were changing.
Therefore, the examiners had to terminate a JPM concerning rod control
testing until stable reactor coolant system temperature conditions could
be established. The simulator operator reset the simulator and then





reestablished the required conditions. This unnecessarily delayed
examination administration.

One JPM was administered incorrectly due to the simulator operator
error. The JPM required the applicant to pressurize a safety injection
accumulator which, by procedure, required opening a local nitrogen valve
(2N-113, Nitrogen Supply to Unit 2 Accumulators). However, the
simulator operator was apparently unfamiliar with the JPM and the
accumulator started to pressurize before the applicant directed the local
nitrogen valve to be opened. This unexpected simulator response
required the examiner to ask additional follow-up questions regarding the
applicants failure to direct valve 2N-113 to be opened.

The examiners determined that the simulator did not model valve 2N-113
and therefore, there were actions required by the simulator operator to

- provide the expected response which were not accomplished. Also, the
examiners identified that valve 2N-113 was a normally closed valve as
indicated in procedure 12-OHP 4021 030.001, "Operation of the Reactor
Nitrogen Gas System," Lineup Sheet Number 1, "Nitrogen Distribution,"
Revision 7, which was consistent with the required procedural actions to
open the valve to pressurize the accumulator. However, the applicable
system flow diagram, drawing number OP-12-518B-38, indicated valve
2N-113 as normally open which was not consistent with the required
valve position identified on the lineup sheet.

2. Writt E amin ti

The following deficiencies were identified by the licensee during examination
administration:

~ An RO license applicant identified that Question ¹43 was missing while
page checking the examinations that were distributed to the license
applicants. This question was also contained on the SRO examination
but was not missing from the SRO examination. The licensee made
additional copies of question ¹43 and provided them to all the RO
applicants prior to beginning the examination.

The examiner questioned the licensee regarding the missing question
and their controls in place regarding this matter. The licensee indicated
that after the examinations were copied the clerk checked the copy
machine to ensure that no examination material was left and none was
identified. The licensee also indicated that the examinations were page
checked by two training staff members independently after all the copies
were made and no missing pages were identified.

Following further questioning by the examiner regarding the loss of
positive control regarding question ¹43, the licensee indicated that the



question would be deleted from both the RO and SRO examination due

to security reasons. (See Section 05.5 for further details).

An RO license applicant identified that Figure 5.1, "Unit 2 Cycle 11

Moderator Temperature Coefficient vs. Boron Concentration," from the

Unit 2 Technical Data Book was not included with the examination
package and that it was identiTied as a required reference to answer
question 23. The examination proctor then made copies of Figure 5.1

and distributed them to the RO applicants.

The weaknesses in the abilities to access and establish previous validated simulator
initial conditions and to operate the simulator to provide the expected system response

by licensee personnel were isolated to a couple of instances. However, these
weaknesses resulted in unnecessary delays in examination administration.

Poor attention to detail by the licensee's training staff resulted in the failure to include all
questions and the required reference material on the written examination when it was
administered. This resulted in one question being considered compromised and was
therefore deleted from the examination.

05.4 Lic n A licant Perform n

a. Examin tion Sco e

Operator initial licensing examinations were administered to four SRO applicants and six
RO applicants.

b. Ob erva'o d Fin i

D n micSimul t r Ex 'nation

Two SRO applicants and two RO applicants failed the operating examination's
dynamic simulator section. The examiners had the following observations
regarding applicant performance:

During all reactivity changes, the ROs ensured that the SRO was aware
of and concurred with any boration or dilution evolutions, turbine load
changes, and control rod movements prior to the evolution.

In many instances, communications from the ROs to the SRO did not
provide any parameter specifics (i.e. actual value and trending rate). For
example, only "yes" or "no" and "rising" or "lowering" were provided by
the ROs when asked ifsteam generator level was greater than 12%.
Also, in many instances, the ROs failed to provide key information to the
SRO, such as ruptured steam generator levels, on a continuing basis.
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These communications contributed to misdiagnosis and incorrect or no

event mitigation actions directed by the SRO.

One example included an RO who misdiagnosed normal pressurizer level
and pressure responses to a reactor trip as a loss of coolant acclderit.
The RO communicated to the SRO that pressurizer level and pressure
were rapidly dropping and recommended safety injection actuation. The
SRO concurred with the recommendation and directed a manual safety
injection without verifying or asking for more information regarding actual
pressurizer level and pressure. However, pressurizer level and pressure
were responding as expected following a reactor trip and were trending to
their normal post trip values when the safety injection was actuated.
Subsequently the pressurizer went solid and pressure was maintained by

'he

pressurizer power operated relief valves cycling until safety injection
was terminated.

A second example was during a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR)
scenario. Following event initiation, the ruptured steam generator level
increased at a rapid rate due to the 600 gpm leak rate. However, the
Balance of Plant operator failed to ensure the SRO fully understood the
ruptured. steam generator's status and the need to isolate it. At one time,
the Balance of Plant operator requested to isolate the ruptured steam
generator because the level was greater than 12% and rising. At this
point, the ruptured steam generator narrow range level was actually at
70% and rising rapidly. The ruptured steam generator was not isolated
by the crew. until narrow range level was 100%.

F

~ The applicants demonstrated numerous errors in diagnosing events. For
example: (1) Two crews incorrectly diagnosed that a SGTR event was in
progress when there was not one; (2) One RO misdiagnosed that a loss
of coolant accident had occurred following a reactor trip based on
pressurizer level and pressure response, However, pressurizer level and
pressure were responding as expected following a normal reactor trip; (3)
One RO misdiagnosed that the pressurizer spray valves had failed when
they were responding as designed for the event in progress.

JobPerf rm ceMeas reW Ikt hEx mi tio

Two SRO applicants failed the examination's Administrative Topics section and
one RO applicant failed the examination's JPM Waikthrough section. All other
applicants passed these sections but demonstrated numerous weaknesses.

The examiners had the following observations regarding the
applicants'erformance

on the examination's JPM Walkthrough and Administrative Topics:

~ A majority of the applicants demonstrated unsatisfactory performance on
a JPM to "Initiate RCS Isolation and Control Room Evacuation" per
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procedure 02-OHP 4025.001.001, "Emergency Remote Shutdown,"
Revision 1. Based on the JPM conditions, the applicants were to
transition to procedure 02-OHP 4025.LTI-5, "Spurious Valve Isolation,"
Revision 0, Attachment LTI-5-1, "Isolation of RCS and SGBD," due to
Reactor Coolant System vent valves 2-NSO-61 arid 2-NSO-62 failed
open. LTI-5-1, Step 2, directed the applicants to fail closed valves by
removing the applicable control power fuses.

The applicants should have removed all the control power fuses listed in
LTI-5-1, Steps 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, and 2.d, to correctly accomplish this step.
However, the applicants'pulled the control power fuses only for valves 2-
NSO-61 and 2-NSO-62 which completed only a portion of LTI-5-1, Step
2.b, and therefore would not have accomplished the procedure.

Three out of four SRO applicants demonstrated unsatisfactory
performance on an Administrative Topics JPM that required the
applicants to classify an event in accordance with PMP 2080 EPP.101,
"Emergency Classification," Revision 1, and then determine the required
PARs in accordance with PMP 2080 EPP.105, "General Emergency,"
Revision 2. All four SRO applicants were able to correctly classify the
event as a "General Emergency." However, three SRO applicants failed
to identify the appropriate PARs for the given conditions. This would
have resulted in communicating the incorrect PARs to the local and state
authorities regarding this event.

~ Two out of four SRO applicants demonstrated unsatisfactory
performance on an Administrative Topics JPM that required the'applicant
to review a gaseous release package and prepare the 12-OHP 4021-002,
"Release of Radioactive Gaseous Waste From Gas Decay Tanks,"
Revision 13, for the 'Auxiliary Equipment Operator to use to complete the
release. The JPM was developed with errors in the release package in
that the gaseous waste sample was more than 24 hours old and that the
required radiation release monitor (VRS 1500) was not operable. The
release package should not have been approved due to either one of
these errors. However, the applicants failed to identify both the errors
and approved the gaseous release which would have violated procedural
requirements.

~ Both SRO-Instant applicants were unfamiliar with the location of plant
equipment that was required to perform a gaseous release and stated
during examination administration that'they had never done this before.

E inatio

One SRO applicant failed the written examination and all other applicants
passed. There were 11 written examination questions, (2 on the RO
examination only; 6 on the SRO examination only; 3 that were common to both
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examinations), that a majority of the applicants answered incorrectly. These
were considered generic weaknesses and are being provided to the D. C. Cook
training, staff for consideration and implementation into their Systematic
Approach to Training based program:

Qmstiml

RO 05

RO 36

Technical Specification requirements ifthree control rods
are declared inoperable, due to electrical problems, but
trippable.

The designation used in Technical Specifications to denote
that the Limiting Condition for Operation applied to both
units.

SRO 08

SRO 14

Functional design of thermocouples.

The Technical SpeciTication basis for cooling the Reactor
Coolant System to less than 500 'F due to high specific
activity.

SRO 17 The normal method used to backfill the refueling cavity to
just below the reactor vessel flange.

SRO 28 Individuals who are not authorized to operate the reactor
controls under the instruction or supervision of a licensed
operator.

SRO 29 The time allowed to complete the notification to the NRC
following an upgraded classification from an "alert" to a
"general emergency."

SRO 35 The maximum Reactor Coolant System temperature and
pressure that the Residual Heat Removal System can be
placed in service on Unit 1 by procedure.

RO/SRO 49 The ability to determine the event that caused control rods
to step out in automatic and the Reactor Coolant System
average temperature to rapidly drop.

RO/SRO 74 The effect that a blown instrument power fuse on an
intermediate range instrument would have on plant
operations if reactor power was initiallyat 10~ amps in the
intermediate range.
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RO/SRO 93 Determining the preferred option, when considering the
total exposure, from given conditions to complete a

mandatory work assignment near a radiation source.

C.

The high failure rate on the examination indicated that the applicants were not well
prepared.

During the dynamic simulator scenarios, the applicants control and supervision of
reactivity manipulations was considered a strength. The-applicants'bilities to
communicate and diagnose events were considered weaknesses. The demonstrated
weaknesses resulted in an unnecessary challenge to the pressurizer power operated
relief valves and the failure to isolate a ruptured steam generator until narrow range
level was 100%.

During the JPM walkthroughs, the applicants'bility to use procedure 02-OHP
4025.001.001, "Emergency Remote Shutdown," was considered a weakness. Also, the
SRO applicants'bility to determine the required PARs for a given event, and their
ability to review a gaseous release package were considered weaknesses on the
Administrative Topics.

05.5 Ex mi tio Securi

a. The examiners observed the written examination administration and reviewed Condition
Report (CR) No. 97-1166.

bserv ti n n
F''he

following two examination compromise issues were identified by the licensee during
this examination:

~ The licensee used "Interim Examination Security Agreement," Form ES-201-1,
which identified personnel who had specific examination knowledge and placed
controls regarding training and evaluating the license applicants on those
personnel. Also, only personnel on the security agreement were allowed access
to the examination material.

On or about April 14, 1997, the licensee was validating a dynamic simulator
scenario and had placed signs on the simulator doors which stated "NRC Exam
in Progress. Absolutely No Admittance by Unauthorized Personnel." However,
a training staff m'ember, who was an initial license instructor and not on the
examination security agreement, entered the simulator to prepare for a class that
was to begin the next shift. The licensee's simulator instructor who was
validating'the examination material identified the extra instructor and asked him
to immediately exit the simulator. The licensee considered the scenario that was
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being validated as compromised, deleted it from the examination, and wrote CR

No. 97-1166.

The licensee immediately contacted the NRC regarding this examination
compromise issue and provided a copy of the scenario to the examiners. The
examiners questioned the licensee regarding this matter and determined that the

simulator doors were only posted with the signs and were not locked since all

instructors had keys to the simulator. The examiners also determined that the
instructor was in the simulator control booth area for approximately five minutes
before being discovered and that there was no other examination material
present in the simulator booth.

The licensee stopped all examination material validation until short term
corrective actions were implemented which included placing a physical barrier
(ribbon) across the simulator entry doors while validating examination material.
They also counseled the individual instructor and the license applicants
regarding examination security. Subsequently, the licensee placed card readers
on the simulator entry doors which could be programmed to control access which
was in place during examination administration.

~ On July 30, 1997, an RO license applicant identified that question ¹43 was
missing from the written examination while page checking the examination that
was distributed to the license applicants. This question was also contained on
the SRO examination but was not missing from the SRO examination. The
licensee then made additional copies of question ¹43 and provided them to all
the RO applicants prior to beginning the examination.

The examiner questioned the licensee regarding the missing question and their
controls in place regarding this matter. The licensee indicated that after the
examination was copied the training staff clerk checked the copy machine to
ensure that no examination material was left in the copy machine and there was
none. The licensee also indicated that the examinations to be distributed were
independently page checked by the training staff clerk and one additional
member after all the copies were made. No missing pages were identified.

Following further questioning by the examiner regarding the loss of positive
control for question ¹43, the licensee indicated that the question would be
deleted from both the RO and SRO examination due to security reasons.

The compromised dynamic simulator scenario and written examination question were in
violation of 10 CFR 50.49, "Integrity of Examinations and Tests." The violation was
considered of minor significance, was licensee identified and corrected, and is being
treated as a Non-Cited Violation (50-315(316)/97305-02(DRS)), consistent with Section
VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy.
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One non-cited violation, with two examples, of examination security requirements was
identified. The licensee's training staff members not associated with examination
development did not possess the appropriate level of awareness or'sensitivity regarding
examination security. Also, the licensee's poor attention to detail resulted in the written
examination question compromise.

tEx min i n tivitie

~c)e

The examiners reviewed the written examination grading that was performed by the
licensee in accordance with Form ES-403-1, "Interim Examination Grading Quality
Assurance Checklist," contained in the examination guidance referenced in NRC
Generic Letter 95-06. The examiners also reviewed the post written examination
comments submitted by the licensee.

0 serv tion n 'n i

The licensee originally submitted Form ES-403-1, "Examination Grading Quality
Assurance Checkoff Sheet," from NUREG 1021, Revision 7, instead of the required
form referenced in Generic Letter 95-06. The required form contained signature blocks
for licensee personnel involved in written examination grading and review which were
not contained on the forms'that were submitted. After the examiners identified that the
incorrect forms were utilized the licensee submitted the correct form.

The examiners identified that the grading for two SRO applicants was incorrect.
Following post examination review, one review comment indicated that the licensee had
determined two correct answers should be accepted for a question on the SRO
examination. The examiners concurred with the comment and determined that credit
should have been given to the two SRO applicants who had chosen the additional
accepted choice. However, the examiners identiTied that the licensee failed to give the
additional point to the two applicants. The examiners regraded the examinations,
credited the applicable applicant's scores, and then approved the final results. The
additional point did not affect any pass/fail results.

The examiners identified, during their post written examination review, that SRO
question 15 was technically inaccurate in that there were two correct answers, which the
licensee failed to identify. The examiners also noted that RO question 27, which was
determined to be technically inaccurate following the licensee's post examination review,
was a question taken directly from the licensee's examination bank. The examiners
review comments and the licensee's submitted post written examination comments are
detailed in Enclosure 2, "Post Written Examination Facility Comments and NRC
Resolution."
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C. I io

The licensee demonstrated poor attention to detail regarding written examination

grading and reviewing, and also in submittal of the incorrect examination grading quality

assurance checkoff sheet.

05.7

Some simulator discrepancies were identified as described below and are noted in

Enclosure 3.

~ The simulator froze on two separate occasions for no apparent reason, In the
first instance, the scenario was terminated prior to the designated endpoint.

In'he

second instance, the scenario was unnecessarily delayed for approximately
20 minutes in order to reset the machine.

In the first instance, the examiners had observed applicant performance on all the,
required evolutions prior to scenario termination and in the second instance the scenario
was completed after the simulator was reset. Therefore, the examiners concluded that
the simulator deficiencies did not preclude the applicant's evaluations.

S1 Conduct of Security and Safeguards Activities

a. ns ection c e

The examiners observed security practices regarding entering and exiting the auxiliary
building by licensed operators and license applicants during examination validation and
examination administration.

b. bserv tion nd 'i
After logging into the radiation protection access control area computer the examiners
and the licensed operators proceeded to enter the auxiliary building to validate the
examination material. The examiners observed that two licensed operators entered the
auxiliary building (railroad bay area) from the radiation protection access control area
through a door which appeared to be a security door without using the access card
reader. Also, the examiners observed a license applicant enter and exit the auxiliary
building, on three occasions, through the turbine building access door without using the
card reader.

The examiners questioned this practice and insisted that the individuals involved, in
each specific instance, use the access card reader. Some individuals involved indicated
to the examiners that it was not required to use the card reader to enter and exit the
auxiliary building through the turbine building access door or to enter the railroad bay
area because entry was authorized after logging into the radiation protection access

17



control computer. This item will be reviewed during a future inspection and will be
tracked as Inspection Follow-up Item (IFI 50-315(316)/97305-03(DRS).

lu ions

The practice of entering the railroad bay area from the radiation protection access
control area, and entering and exiting the auxiliary building through the turbine building
access door without using the access card reader appeared to be common practice for
a number of the individuals observed. This item was discussed at the inspection exit
meeting.

V a e e Meeti s

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

The examiners conducted an exit meeting with members of licensee management on July 30,
1997, and also conducted a telephone exit on September 5, 1997, to inform licensee
management of the examination results. The licensee acknowledged the findings presented
and indicated that the materials reviewed were not considered proprietary.

18



PARTIALLIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED

R. Anderson, Operations
D. Draper, Training
G. McCullough, Training
W. Nelson, Training
J. Sampson, Plant Manager
G. Tollas, Operations

B. Fuller, Resident Inspector

OPENED

50-315(316)/97305-01(DRS)

50-315(316)/97305-02(DRS)

50-315(316)/97305-03(DRS)

CLOSED

50-315(316)/97305-02DRS)

. ITEMS OPENED AND CLOSED

IFI CSFST monitoring requirements

NCV Operator initial licensing examination
security compromise

IFI Entering auxiliary building without using
access card readers on doors

NCV Operator initial licensing examination
security compromise
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Enclosure 2

ii m d NR

i n

N E 12:

Plant conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 4.
A containment purge is in progress in preparation for refueling.
Containment radiation monitor (VRS 1201) is out of service for repair.

Which ONE of the following describes the response of containment purge system to
high radiation?

b.

Only Train A containment purge valves isolate.

Only Train B containment purge valves isolate.

Neither Train A or B containment purge valves isolate.

Both Train A and B containment purge valves isolate.

ANSWER b.

REFERENCE: RO-C-AS21; KA: 029000A301 [3.8]

LICENSEE COMMENT:

VRS-1101 should isolate Train "A"valves in response to a High Radiation condition.
Answer. key delineates Train "B" containment Isolation valves which is incorrect.
Therefore, the answer key will be changed to reflect "a" as the correct answer.

t~l~RR~c~R~S I~

I.'omment

accepted. Procedure 12-OHP 4024.139, "Annunciator Panel Number 139,"
Revision 4, indicated that VRS-1101, Upper Containment Normal Range Monitor, would
isolate only Train "A" Containment Isolation valves which was choice "a" for the
question.

2. 0 E INATION UE N 2:

Unit 1 is operating at 50% power. On the previous shift, turbine impulse pressure
(MPC-253) failed high. Rods are in manual and the actions of 4022.013.016, "Turbine
First Stage Impulse Pressure Instrument Malfunction" has been completed.



Which ONE of the following describes the reason why rods must be operated in the

manual mode?

If placed in automatic, the rods will:

a. withdraw due to an existing temperature error,

b. continuously insert due to power mismatch.

c. not respond to outward motion demands.

d. not respond to inward OR outward motion demands.

ANSWER a

REFERENCE: RO-C-NS04; KA: 000001A203 [4.5]

C SEE C NT:

The stem of the question states that actions have been completed as per procedure
OHP 4022.013.016, "Turbine First Stage Impulse Pressure Instrument Malfunction,"
which would include tripping of bistable C-5. This bistable prevents automatic rod
withdrawal. Therefore, the answer key is incorrect and distractor "c" would be the
correct answer. The answer key will be changed to reflect choice "c" as the correct
response.

NRC RESOLUTION:

Comment accepted. The examiners reviewed procedure OHP 4022.013.016, Revision
1, and determined that bistable PS-505C would be tripped for the given conditions in the
question which would enable permissive C-5 and block automatic rod withdrawal.

3. SRO EXAMIN UE T

During a transient where a Pressurizer Code Safety Valve has failed open, the RO
inadvertently blocks the Pressurizer Low Pressure Safety Injection (P-11) with the
transient still in progress. Which ONE of the following describes the status of the plant?

a. The plant is analyzed for this event; Safety Injection will be initiated by
containment pressure.

b. The plant is analyzed for this event; Safety Injection initiation delays are
assumed in the analysis.

c. The plant is in an unanalyzed condition; however, EOP (Emergency Operating
'rocedure)implementation will correct the problem before fuel damage occurs.



d. The plant is in an unanalyzed condition; no credit is taken for procedural
correction of operator errors.

ANSWER d

REFERENCE: UFSAR DC Cook; KA 000027A204 [4.3]

Based on the wording of the stem, the student is unable to determine ifthe correct
response should be based upon the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) or a
procedural response. Answer "c" recognizes it to be true that the plant is in an
unanalyzed condition as per the UFSAR. The second half of answer "C" is also true,
because implementation of EOP actions will correct the condition and prevent fuel
damage. Furthermore, based on the stem description, conditions would arise that will
lead to EOP implementation. Therefore, distractor "c" must also be correct.

~CRBSOLUTI

Comment accepted. The examiners concluded that the question stem did not explicitly
solicit UFSAR information and also concluded that implementation of appropriate EOP
actions would mitigate the problem. Therefore, choices "c" and "d" would be acceptable
responses for the question.

4. SRO EXAMIN UES 0 36:

A surveillance is being conducted on Diesel Generator 2CD when a station blackout
occurs.

Which ONE of the following describes the effect of the blackout on Diesel Generator
2CD?

a. No load shed, load shed relay picks up for 2 seconds to trip DG output breaker,
output breaker stays open.

b. Load shed relay picks up to trip DG output breaker, load shed occurs and
breaker recloses, load sequence timers start.

c. Load conservation occurs, trip signal to load shed relay is blocked, DG output
breaker remains closed.

d. Load shed occurs, load sequence timer starts, trip signal to load shed relay is
blocked, DG output breaker remains closed.

ANSWER b.





\

REFERENCE: L.P. RO-C-AS10 Student Handout; KA: 000055A102 [4.4]

N EE EN:

The question should be deleted due to technical inaccuracy. The diesel generator (D/G)
output breaker will trip and lockout on overcurrent prior to the Safety Injection/Blackout
interlock tripping the output breaker. The stem is ambiguous because it does not
describe the actual condition of the D/G output breakers for the surveillance being
conducted. Under surveillance conditions, both or only one of the D/G output breakers
could be closed.

Ifboth D/G output breakers are closed, then the diesel and/or the output breaker will trip
and lockout on an overcurrent condition. Under this condition there is no correct
answer.

Ifonly one D/G output breaker is closed, then by procedure it would be the output
breaker supplying the safeguards pump bus, which has overcurrent protection. In this
configuration during a station blackout, the opposite safeguards bus would experience a
load shed after two seconds. During this two second window the overcurrent trip would
occur and lockout the breaker. Again, under this condition there is no correct answer.

~NR0 0 0

Comment accepted. The examiners concluded that for D/G CD one or both of the
output breakers (T2C3 and T21D8) could be closed depending on the specific
surveillance conditions as directed in procedure 02-OHP 4030.STP.027CD, "CD Diesel
Generator Operability Test (Train A),"Attachment 1, "DGCD Slow Speed Start,"
Revision 12. The examiners also verified that the overcurrent trip would occur and
lockout the D/G output breaker(s) during a station blackout. The question was
technically inaccurate and therefore, was deleted from the examination,

6. R RO EXAMINA 0 E I 2:

Unit 2 is in mode 6 with refueling in progress, when VRS 2101 experiences a loss of
power. IfVRS 2201 indicates normal then which ONE of the following applies for these
conditions?

a. Stop refueling procedures until VRS-2101 is operable.

b. No specific actions are required to continue refueling.
R

c. Must verify that containment purge and exhaust penetrations are closed.

d. Must begin to perform area surveys in order to continue refueling.

ANSWER: b



REFERENCE: RO-'C-AS21 page 28; Technical Specifications Table 3.3-6

KA: 000036K202 [3.4/3.9]

EN E E

The question stem does not discriminate between a Technical Specification or
Procedural response to the question, If the assumption is made that the stem is
requiring a procedural response with containment purge in cleanup mode, then
distractor."c" is also correct. Since the student cannot determine whether a Technical
Specification or procedural response is desired, then there are two correct answers.

Procedure 2-OHP 4021.028.005, "Operation of Containment Purge System," requires ',
closure of the containment purge valves ifan Eberline event occurs while in the cleanup
mode. An Eberline event includes a loss of power of VRS-1201 (Fail Alarm). The
answer key will be changed to accept "c" as an additional answer.

R ESOL I

Comment accepted. The examiners concluded that choice "c" would be considered
correct for a loss of power to VRS-1 201 as per procedure 2-OHP 4021.028.005. The
question stem did not specify. Technical Specification or procedural requirements and
therefore, choices "b" and "c" would be acceptable responses for the question.

7. RO R E N T N UES 0

LICEN EE COM ENT:

During examination administration question 43 was noted missing from the RO
examination. It was decided, due to security reasons, this question would be deleted
from the exam.

C RESOL

Comment accepted. The licensee could not provide any definitive explanation as to why
question 43 was missing from the RO examination. The question was determined to be
compromised and deleted from the examination.

8. RO/SR EXAMINAT N U 5 ~

Given the following initial plant conditions:

100% reactor power.
Rod control in automatic.
Tave = Tref.



Which ONE of the following statements describes how the rod control system will

respond to a 3 degree F rise in Tave'

a. Rods drive out at approximately 72 steps per minute until the deadband is

entered.

b. Rods drive in at 8 steps per minute until Tave = Tref.

c. Rods drive out at 8 steps per minute until the dead band is entered.

d. Rods drive in at approximately 40 steps per minute until Tave = Tref.

ANSWER b

REFERENCE: RO-C-NS04; KA: 001000K403 [3.5/3.8]

E S E

Since Tavg will only be restored to within 1 'F of Tref (dead band), there are no correct
answers. The keyed answer is incorrect because it assumes Tave will be restored to
Tref. This question will be deleted from the examination.

~IIC E ~ U I tl.

Comment accepted. The examiners concluded, following a review of Rod Control
training material (RO-C-NSO4-HO-1), that rod motion would be inward and would stop

'henTavg was within 1'F of Tref for the conditions given in the question. There was
no correct answer in the given choices, and therefore the question was deleted.

8. RO SRO XAMINATI N UESTI

Which set of Intermediate Range [IR] Nuclear Instrumentation Channel indications
below would be the FIRST to allow the Source Range Channels to be blocked on a
power increase?

N35 reads 1 x 10" amps.
N36 reads 5 x 10-«amps

b. N35 reads 5 x 10 " amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10 'mps.

N35 reads 1 x 10" amps.
N36 reads 5 x 10" amps.

d. N35 reads 5 x 10" amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10~ amps.



ANSWER b

REFERENCE: RO-C-NS09; KA: 000032A204 [3.1/3.5]

Due to the vague wording of the stem, there is a potential for three correct answers.
The question was meant to ask what are the minimum requirements (power level and
coincidence) for the Source Range Instruments to be blocked. The question actually
asks what would be the first indications that would allow Source Range channels to be
blocked on a power increase. This statement would imply that a time element
comparison with respect to the distractors was required. Ifa snap shot is taken of a
reactor at all four conditions at the same time, then the answer is "d" because "d"

would'ave

reached the power level and coincidence sooner in time then the other three.

Ifyou were looking at just the lowest value along with minimum 1/2 coincidence, then
answers "b", "c", and "d": would be correct because they all have one Intermediate
Range instrument at 1E-1 0 amps. Because of the various interpretations that can be
taken, the question was deleted.

NRC R SOL'UTO

Comment accepted. The examiners concluded that the question wording was not
specific enough to solicit the required response. Also, choices "b", "c", and "d" all met
the proper coincidence for blocking Source Range instruments and therefore, could be
correct responses depending on how the question was interpreted. The question was
deleted from the examination.

NR Po t r'tt E a ination R vi w:

SR EXAMINAT0 U S I

P

During a reactor startup the plant is in Mode 2 when a rod drops in shutdown bank C.
Which ONE of the following describes the general actions to be taken?

b.

Stabilize the reactor, then recover by repositioning the single rod.

Stabilize the reactor, then recover by repositioning shutdown bank C.

C. Shutdown the reactor by opening the reactor trip breakers.

Shutdown the reactor by inserting the control banks.

ANSWER c.





REFERENCE: OHP 4022.012.005 page 5; RO-S-0305 OBJ 9.1; RO-S-0401 OBJ 11.1

KA: 000003K304 [3.8/4.1]

R P T

The conditions in the question would result in implementation of procedure OHP
4022.001.003, "Power Reduction," Revision 13. OHP 4022.001.003, Step 4.22, would
direct the operator to shutdown the reactor by either simultaneously opening the reactor
trip breakers OR by inserting all control banks. The procedure NOTE prior to step 4.22
stated that opening the reactor trip breakers (choice "c") was the preferred method of
reactor shutdown. However, the question did not specify "preferred" method and
therefore, inserting all control banks (choice "d") would be an acceptable method to
shutdown the reactor. The answer key was changed to reflect choices "c" or "d" as
acceptable responses.



Enclosure 3

Tlo ILI P R

Facility Licensee: D. C. Cook

Facility Licensee Docket Nos.: 50-315; 50-316

Operating Tests Administered On: July 7-11, 1997

This form is to be used only to report observations. These observations do not constitute audit
or inspection findings and are not, without further verification and review, indicative of
noncompliance with 10 CFR 55.45(b). These observations do not affect NRC certification or
approval of the simulation facilityother than to provide information that may be used in future
evaluations. No licensee action is required in response to these observations.

While conducting the simulator portion of the operating tests, the following items were
observed:

ITEM DE RIPTION

Simulator Modeling "Froze" The simulator modeling "froze" on the following two
separate occasions for no apparent reason:

(1) While implementing mitigation actions 35
minutes following a loss of all AC power
event.

(2) Immediately following a loss of vital AC
power event (bus T21A) due to a bus fault.



Name:

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WRITTEN EXAMINATION

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Region:

Date: Facility/Unit: Cook Nuclear Pant

License Level: RO Reactor Type: W

INSTRUCTIONS

Use the answer sheets provided to document your answers. Staple this cover sheet on top of
the answer sheets. Points for each question are indicated at the top of page before each
question. The passing grade requires a final grade at least 80 percent. Examination papers
will be picked up 4 hours after the examination starts.

All work done on this examination is my own. I have neither given nor received aid.

Applicant's Signature

Examination Value

RESULTS
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QUESTION: 41 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The operator notes a white lamp indication above the fan control
switches for the following fans:

Pressure Relief Exhaust Fan.
Instrument Room Ventilation Fans.
Hot Sleeve Ventilation Fans.
Upper Containment Ventilation.
Lower Containment Pressurizer Enclosure Fans.
Lower Containment Reactor Cavity Supply Fans.

What conclusion can the operator draw from the Indications?

a, Reactor Trip signal has been actuated.

b. Safety Injection signal has been actuated.

C.

d.

Containment Isolation Phase A signal has been actuated.

Load Conservation signal has been actuated.

ANSWER d

KA 0220 00A401 [3.6/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS 08

NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: ¹2 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A large break LOCA has occurred on Unit 1. The RO informs the US that containment pressure is 3.5

psig and WMO 713/714 and WMO 717/718 (Containment Spray Heat Exchanger Outlet Valves) did
not open. Which ONE of the following describes the operation of the Heat Exchanger valves?

a. The valves willAUTO'open when the plant is aligned for hot leg recirculation.

b. The valves should have repositioned when the Sl signal actuated.

c. The valves willAUTO open when the plant is aligned for cold leg recirculation.

d. The valves should have repositioned due to high containment pressure.

ANSWER: c

KA 026000K102 [4.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS02 Page 15

NEW



QUESTION: 43 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

What is the primary purpose of adding Sodium Hydroxide (NaOH) to containment spray water?

a. To remove hydrogen from containment atmosphere.

b. To reduce radioactive corrosion products in containment spray.
A

c. To ensure boric acid stays in solution in the sump.

d. To remove iodine from containment atmosphere.

ANSWER: d

KA 027000G010 [3.0]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS15

NEW



= QUESTION: P4 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The contents of the Waste Gas Decay Tanks are being released to the atmosphere using the normal
gaseous waste discharge path. If high gaseous activity existed in these tanks, which ONE of the

following radiation monitors would alarm?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Containment Purge Air Exhaust Monitor [ERS 1305/2305].

Auxiliary Building Ventilation Monitor [VRS 1505/2505].

Service Building Ventilation Monitor [ERS 7405].

'uel

Handling Building Ventilation Monitor [VRS 5005).

ANSWER b

KA 071000A302 [2.8]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS21

NEW



QUESTION: 45 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

In accordance with Technical Specifications, which ONE of the following statements apply, if the
operator determines that three control rods are capable of being tripped but inoperable due to rod
control system electrical problems?

80

b.

The operating crew must initiate a manual reactor trip and verify all rods insert.

The plant must be placed in hot standby within the time required by the action statement.

C. There are no limitations on power operations unless the inoperable rods become untrippable
which then requires immediate emergency boratlon.

d. Power operations may continue provided the Technical Specifications requirements for rod
alignment and system "Operability" are implemented.

ANSWER b

KA 000005G008 [3.1]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications 3.1.3.1.b

NEW



QUESTION: P6 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following single channel failures in the excore nuclear instrumentation system
would allow non-conservative operation of the listed permissive?

a.

b.

P-6:

„P-6:

PERMISSIVE SINGLE CHANNEL FAILURE

Intermediate Range overcompensated on plant
startup.

Intermediate Range undercompensated on plant
shutdown.

C.

d.

P-10:

P-10:

Power Range failed HIGH on plant shutdown.

Power Range failed HIGH on plant startup.

ANSWER b

KA 015000K407 [3.7]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS09

NEW



0



QUESTION: P7 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

During a Loss of Coolant Accident, all automatic safety injection systems functioned properly,
pressurizer level stabilized, and RCS pressure stabilized at 1700 pslg. Which ONE of the following
sets of data should be used to determine break flow rate?

80

b.

C.

d.

Seal Injection flow, BIT flow.

Charging header flow, BIT flow, seal injection flow.

Sl pump flow, BIT flow.

Sl pump flow, charging header flow, seal injection flow.

ANSWER a

KA 006000K103 [4.2]

REFERENCE

RO-C-NS12

~ NEW



QUESTION: 48 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is used as the reactor power input to the Rod Insertion Limit (RIL)
computer?

a. Auctioneered High Tave.

b. Calculated Thermal Power.

~ c. Auctioneered High Delta T.

d. Calculated Steam Flow.

ANSWER c.

KA 014000A103 [3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS2A

Bank
RO18 Quiz
1994



QUESTION: P9 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

At 12 hours after a LOCA occurred, you are instructed to align the ECCS for hot leg injection.

Which ONE of the following describes the reason for hot leg injection?

a. Forces any hydrogen bubble formed in the head to collapse by inducing hydrodynamic
entrainment.

b. Ensures adequate emergency sump water volume in the event the break was on one of the
hot legs.

C. Precludes boron precipitation in the upper core region that may hinder core heat removal.

d. Terminates boiling in the core by providing highly cooled water directly onto the core upper
regions.

ANSWER c

KA 000011K313 [3.8]

REFERENCE
OHP-4023.E-1
Ro-C-NS12, Pg 33 of 35

NEW



QUESTION: ¹10 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The East RHR pump has Just been placed iri service using the NORMAL COOLDOWN alignment
through ICM-111, RHR to RC loops ¹2 and ¹3 containment isolation. The following conditions exist:

Cooldown in progress. Mode 4 just entered.
IRV-311, RHR Hx Bypass Flow Control Valve - THROTTLED OPEN.
IRV-310, East RHR Hx Outlet Flow Control Valve - THROTTLED OPEN.
CCW flow through E RHR Hx - 4500 gpm.
No RCPs in service.

- RHR Flow is 2000 gpm.

The cooldown rate established exceeds the upper end of the range directed by the US. To reduce the
cooldown rate, the RO should:

a. Stop the East RHR pump.

b. Reduce CCW flow through the RHR Hx.

c. Throttle IRV-310 in the closed direction.

d. Throttle IRV-311 in the open direction.

ANSWER

KA 005000A101 [3.5]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS08

NEW



QUESTION: 411 TYPE RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the effect of a loss of power to T11D on the pressurizer level
and pressure control systems

a. Power is lost to heater groups A1, A2, and A3; East CCP.

b. Power is lost to heater groups C1, C2, and C3; West CCP.

c. Power is lost to heater groups A1, A2, and A3; West CCP.

d. Power is lost to heater groups C1, C2, and C3; East CCP.

ANSWER d

KA 011000K202 [3.1l

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: 412 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Plant conditions:

Unit 1 is in Mode 4.
A containment purge is in progress in preparation for refueling.
Containment radiation monitor (VRS 1201) is out of service for repair.

Which ONE of the following describes the response of containment purge system to high radiation?

a.

b.

C.

Only Train A containment purge valves Isolate.

Only Train B containment purge valves Isolate.

Neither Train A or B containment purge valves isolate.

d. Both Train A and B containment purge valves isolate.

ANSWER Q.

KA 029000A301 |3 81

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS21

NEW

]all t'~

Qp MMLAIS
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QUESTION: 413 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes a CHANNELCALIBRATIONper Technical Specifications?

a. The qualitative assessment of channel behavior during operation by observation.

b. The adjustment, as necessary, of the channel output such that it responds with the necessary
range and accuracy to known values of the parameter which the channel monitors.

C. For Analog Channels, the injection of a simulated signal into the channel as close to the
sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITYincluding alarm and/or trip functions.

d. For Bistable Channels, the injection of a simulated signal into the sensor to verify
OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.

ANSWER b

KA 012000 G 001 [3.8]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications

NEW



QUESTION: ¹14 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following willcause the ¹21 steam generator feedwater control valve to shut when
in AUTO'F

a. High-High steam flow coincident with a low steamline pressure of 550 psig.

b. Reactor trip with Tave less than 554 degrees F.

c. Auto start of West Auxiliary Feedwater Pump.

d. ¹22 steam generator level high deviation.

ANSWER b

KA 059000K419 [3.2]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG10

NEW



QUESTION: F15 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following types of radiation is the Area Radiation Monitoring System designed to
detect?

~ ~a. Alpha.

b.

C.

Proton.

Gamma.

d. Neutron.

ANSWER c

KA 072000K601 [2.7]

REFERENCE
AE-C-AS21

NEW



QUESTION: ¹16 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

While operating at 100% equilibrium power, with all systems in automatic, the controlling pressurizer
pressure channel NPP-151 falls HIGH.

Which ONE of the following describes the response of the pressurizer
pressure control system to this failure?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Pressurizer PORV NRV-151 opens and remains open.

All pressurizer backup heaters fully energize.

Both pressurizer spray valves NRV-163 and NRV-164 open.

Pressurizer cycling heaters partially energize.

ANSWER c

KA 000027A101 [4.0]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NRC Exam 1/93



QUESTION: 417 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: C.o

Concerning the Essential Service Water (ESW) System, which ONE of the following is NOT a response
to a safety injection signal?

a. Standby ESW pump on same Unit starts.

b. ESW unit crosstie valves on the affected unit open.

c. ESW outlet valves on CCW heat Exchanger throttle.

d. Standby ESW pump on opposite Unit starts.

ANSWER b

KA 076000K307 [3.7]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS 02

NEW



QUESTION: 418 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions:

The Reactor has tripped.
Two Rod Bottom Lights for Control Bank D Rods fail to light. Rod Position Indicators
for the two Control Rods indicate 27 Steps and 30 Steps.
All other indications are normal for the Reactor Trip.

Which ONE of the following describes the actions that are required?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Open QMO-410, start one BAT pump in fast, verify greater than 10 gpm on QFI-410 for each
rod not fully inserted.

Open QMO-410, start one BAT pump in fast, verify greater than 10 gpm on QFI-410.

Open IMO 910&911, close QMO451&452, reduce letdown flow to 45 gpm.

Open IMO 910&911, close QMO451&452, raise letdown flow to 120 gpm.

ANSWER'

KA 004010A406 [3.6]

REFERENCE'~

RO-C-ER03, Obj. 15
ES-0.1

NEW





QUESTlON: ¹19 TYPE: RO POlNT VALUE: 1.o

Given the following:

Unit 1 is in Mode 6.
RCP ¹1 Motor is uncoupled from the pump.
Loop 1 is full.
Maintenance Is working on the ¹1 RCP pump.

Which ONE of the following prevents leakage of reactor coolant up the RCP shaft?

aO

b.

C.

d.

Pump shaft mates with the top of the thermal barrier assembly.

Seal Leakoff continues per normal. The seal package is unaffected by motor uncoupling.

Seal injection is maintained during the described conditions.

Nozzle dam installation prevents RCS water from entering the.RCP shaft area.

ANSWER: a
W"> 3.<

KA 003000K+f8~)

REFERENCE:
RC-N-NS2P

9/'8/7
).d~.~

r+

NEW



QUESTlON'20 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following can NOT be used to determine RCS Subcooling Margin?~

~

~

a. Core exit thermocovples.

b. NPS-121 Loop 2 WR Pressure.

c. NTP-210 Loop 1 Tcold.

d. NPS-110 RVLIS pressure.

ANSWER: c

KA 017020K401 f3.4]

REFERENCE
RC-C-NS2A

NEW



QUESTION: 421 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Control Air is isolated to containment when:

a. Ring Header Isolation is received.

b. Load Shed is received.

c. Containment Phase B is received and PRV-10 and PRV-11 close.

d. Containment Phase A Is received and XCR-100 through XCR-103 close.

ANSWER: d

KA 078000A301 [3.1]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.E-O

NEW



QUESTION: 422 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the effect of a loss of 250 VDC bus on the steam generator
PORVsf

The PORV control room controllers:

a. For ONLY steam generators 2 and 3, will work in the manual mode if a loss of CRIDs III and
IV occurs.

b. For ALLsteam generators willwork in the manual mode if a loss of CRIDs III and IV occurs.

c. For ONLY steam generators 1 and 4 willwork in the manual mode if a loss of CRIDs I and II
occurs.

d. Will NOT work in the manual mode regardless of which CRIDs are lost.

ANSWER: b

KA 063000K302 [3.5]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-EC03 OBJ. 4a

Bank
Quiz R922317
1993



QUESTION'23 TYPE RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 Is at 100% power with a boron concentration of 725 ppm when a dropped rod occurs.
Temperature drops from 573 degrees F. to 566 degrees F. as Reactor power returns to 100%
Disregarding Xe changes determine the reactivity worth of the dropped rod using the attached Tech
Data Book Curves.

a.

b.

c'.

8.6 pcm.

9.3 pcm.

119 pcm.

126 pcm.

ANSWER: c

KA 000003K103 [3.5]

REFERENCE
Tech Data U-2- 5.1

NEW



QUESTION: 424 TYPE: RO POINT. VALUE: 1.0

The spent fuel pool is required to be maintained with a shutdown margin of less than or equal to.95

~

~

~

~

K~. Which ONE of the following is the value of reactivity that will result in a k,„of .95?

a. -0.53% millirho (pcm).

b. -0.0053 delta K/K.

c. -5,300 % millirho (pcm).

d: -0.05 delta K/K.

ANSWER: c

KA 033000A201 [3.0]

REFERENCE
RO-C-RX52

NEW



QUESTION: 425 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Frost willdilute the boron concentration of the water in the containment sump below the Tech
Spec limit following a LOCA.

Excessive frost is allowed to accumulate in the Unit 1 ice condenser. Choose ONE of the following
as it applies to frost when built-up in the Ice Condenser system.

a.

b.

C.

d.

Frost when melted will dilute the pH of the water in the containment sump below the Tech
Spec limit following a LOCA.

Frost buildup will restrict the flow through the bay and result in a degradation of the ice
condenser.

J

Frost buHdup will accelerate the process of sublimination which will increase post accident
sump level.

ANSWER c

KA 025000K601 [3.4]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-NS14

NEW





QUESTION: ¹26 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 Is operating at 100% power with normal blowdown In service bypassing the treatment
demlnerallzers. Drop 43, SG 3 BLOWDOWN TO RADIATIONMONITOR FLOW LOW, on Annunciator
Panel 211 alarms.

Inadequate flow to the Radiation Monitor from ¹3 SG:

a. Requires the ¹3 SG blowdown line to be isolated.

b. Makes R-19 inoperable but blowdown can remain in service since R-24 is still operable.

c. Will automatically close only the ¹3 SG blowdown isolation valve;

d. Willautomatically close all SG blowdown isolation valves.

ANSWER
a'A

000059A205 [3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS21

NEW



QUESTION'27 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 is operating at 50% power. On the previous shift, turbine impulse pressure (MPC-253) failed
high. Rods are in manual and the actions of 4022.013.016, "Turbine First Stage Impulse Pressure
Instrument Malfunction" has been completed.

I

Which ONE of the following describes the reason why rods must be operated in the manual mode?

If placed ln automatic, the rods will:

a.

b.

C.

d.

withdraw due to an existing temperature error.

continuously insert due to power mismatch.

not respond to outward motion demands.

not respond to inward OR outward motion demands.

ANSWER

KA 000001A203 [4,5]

REFERENCE

RO-C-NS04

BANK
Not used



QUESTION: 428 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the operation of the power range nuclear instrumentation
Channel Comparator?

a. Compares detector B (lower) normalized signal to detector A (upper) normalized signal and
generates an alarm when greater than 2% difference.

b. Compares each lower detector to the average of the lower detectors and each upper detector
to the average of the upper detectors.

C. Compares total power from each channel to average power and generates an alarm when any
. one is greater than 2% difference.

d. Compares total power from each channel to lowest value of the other channel signals and
generates an alarm at 2% difference.

ANSWER d

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.002.001

BANK
RO15 Exam
1991



QUESTION: ¹29 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

An Sl has Just occurred on Unit 2 due to a stuck open spray valve (NRV-163). The crew entered E-0
and stopped ¹23 RCP. When the crew transitioned to ES-1.1 Sl Termination, and performed the
safeguards reset actions, pressurizer pressure started to rapidly decrease from a peak pressure of
2320 psig. Which ONE of the following is the cause of this pressure decrease

a. 21 RCP should have been secured; 23 RCP should not have been secured.

b.

C.

When instrument air to containment was restored, spray valve NRV-164 opened.

Spray valve NRV-163 should have been placed in manual prior to restoring air to containment.

d. The pressure decrease is normal in this condition. NRV-151 opened to restore pressure.

ANSWER: b

KA 000027A215 [3.7]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-NS03

NEW



QUESTION: 430 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The workman must be In agreement that this is the only way to provide boundary isolation.

Which ONE of the following additional requirements Is necessary when using a pressure control valve
as an Isolation boundary?

a.

b. The pressure control valve must be placed in manual and a work assistant must stand by the
local valve operator.

C. Only the work supervisor may authorize the tagging of the pressure control valve.

dg The Department Superintendent must be in agreement that this is the only way to provide
boundary isolation.

ANSWER d

194001K109 f3.4]

REFERENCE
PMI-2110

NEW



QUESTION: 431 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During an emergency condition the STA reports the following:

1. Core Cooling
2. Shutdown Margin
3. Thermal Shock
4. Heat Sink

Orange Path
Yellow Path
Orange Path
Red Path

Which ONE of the following describes the order in which the above conditions should be addressed?

a.

b.

C.

d.

1,4,3,2

2>4,1,3

4,1,3,2

4>3,1>2

ANSWER c

194001A115 [3 1i

REFERENCE
OHI-4023

NEW



QUESTION: 032 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following statements describes the method of controlling keys per OHI-4013,
Operators'uthorities and Responsibilities?

a. When a vital area key is returned to the SS he shall replace the key In the key cabinet and log
time and date on the vital area signout sheet.

b.

C.

d.

When a vital area key Is requested only the SS may authorize its issue by properly logging the
name of the requestor, key 4, date and time on the Vital Area sign-out sheet.

A set of keys to the RPS cabinets is under the direct control of the Unit Supervisor.

The RPS cabinets may only be unlocked for work performed under the direct supervision of
the Unit Supervisor.

ANSWER a

KA 194001K105 [3.1]

REFERENCE
OHI 4013

NRC Exam 1/90



QUESTION: 433 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

While performing a valve lineup verification, a valve is found closed when the required position is
open. Which ONE of the following actions should be taken per OHI 4014, Conduct of Operations:
Valve Lineups and Position Control?

80

b.

C.

d.

Inform the Unit Supervisor to decide on resolution of the mlsposition.
I

Reposition the valve and write a condition report identifying the valve misposition.

Inform the Unit Supervisor and write a clearance permit deviation report identifying the valve
reposition.

Reposition the valve and have the valve position Independently verified.

ANSWER a

KA 194001K101 [3.6J

REFERENCE
OHI-4014

NRC Exam 6/92



QUESTION: 434 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the reason a plastic seal would be inserted into an alarm tile in the
Control Room?

84 The alarm has multiple inputs, one of which may be removed, from service while the
annunciator remains in service.

b. The alarm setpoint has been temporarily changed.

C. The alarm has been removed from service but compensatory measures have not been
established.

d. The alarm is invalid and its function has been blocked.

ANSWER d

KA 194001A113 [4.3]

REFERENCE
OHI-2211

NEW



QUESTION: 435 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following list ALLof the positions that can authorize the placement of a Caution
Tag?

a. Shift Supervisor/Unit Supervisor.

b. Unit Supervisor/Assistant Shift Supervisor.

c. Assistant Shift Supervisor/Shift Supervisor.

d. Unit Supervisor/Ass. Shift Supervisor/Shift Supervisor.

ANSWER d

KA 194001K102 [3.7]

REFERENCE
PMI-2110

NEW



QUESTION: 436 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

With dual unit technical specifications, which ONE of the following conventions has been established
to denote that an LCO and associated action statements are applicable to BOTH UNITS?

a. Next to APPLICABILITY: "Unit 1 and 2."

b. Next to ACTION: "Unit 1 and 2."

c. All are assumed applicable to BOTH UNITS unless otherwise noted.
J

d. Title has 'ith legend that states "Shared system with D.C. Cook Unit 1(2)."

ANSWER d

KA 194001A101 [3.3]

REFERENCE
Technical Specification 3.9.15

NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: 437 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

A LOCA has occurred and manual initiation of Sl has taken place.

WHAT indications willthe operator observe on the CCW system 1 minute after initiation?

a.

b.

C.

d.

CCW to the Containment Pressure Equalizing Fans (CEQ) open, Letdown Hx return valve
closed, both CCW pumps running, RHR heat exchanger (Hx) return valves throttled open to
3000 gpm.

Excess letdown Hx isolated, CCW to Spent Fuel Pit Hx closed, both CCW pumps running,
CCW Hx outlets open, Letdown Hx return valve closed.

B.A. evaporator supply closed, both CCW pumps running, RHR Hx return valves open, CCW
Hx outlets open, CCW to Spent Fuel Pit Hx closed.

Letdown Hx return valve closed, RHR Hx return valves throttled open to 3000 gpm, both CCW
pumps running, CCW Hx outlets open.

ANSWER'

KA 008000A401 [3.3/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS01, OBJ. 4

BANK
7/96



QUESTION: AE38 TYPE'O POINT- VALUE: 1.0

IRV-310, East Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Heat Exchanger outlet flow control valve, will fail
on a loss of air to the valve and fail on a loss of power to Its controller.

a. OPEN, OPEN.

b. CLOSED, CLOSED.

c. OPEN, CLOSED.

d.'LOSED, OPEN.

ANSWER a

KA 000057A219 [4.0/4.3]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS08

NRC Exam 1/93



QUESTION: 039 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Taking the Steam Dump Mode control switch to RESET will...

a. bypass the P-12 block of Group 1 valves.

b. reset the C7A and C7B load rejection bistables.

c. deenergize both trains of arm/block solenoids.

d. re-enable the P-12 block of Group 1 valves.

ANSWER: b

KA 041000K414 [2.5/2.8]

REFERENCE:
page 25 RO-C-PG12

NEW



QUESTION: 440 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A station Licensee Event Report (LER) on the AuxiliaryFeedwater (AFW) system determined that an
improperly sized orifice would have actuated the flow retention signal at 1226 gpm flow. Because of
this:

a. Flow retention signal would have actuated at a higher value than design.

b.

C.

Flow retention signal would have been blocked if actuated.

The AFW system heat sink flow requirements would not be met.

d. The flow conservation signal would override the flow retention signal.
e

ANSWER a

KA 061 0 00K404 [3.1/3.4]

REFERENCE:
RO-C.-AS 11

NEW



QUESTION: 441 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

The East Charging Pump is running when a loss of the CD 250 VDC Bus occurs.

Which ONE of the following statements describes the effect that this loss of power has on vital loads
powered from this bus?

a.

/

Vital 4KV loads would only be able to be operated at their breaker cubicle.

b.. Vital 4KV loads could be operated from the control room ifthe charging springs are charged.

c. If an Sl occurred the East Charging Pump would be load shed and not restart.

d. If a blackout and safety injection were to occur the CD diesel would supply all Train A vital
4KV loads.

ANSWER a

KA 000058A203 (3.5/3.9)

REFERENCE

OHP 4022.082.003

MEW



QUESTION: 442 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is in mode 6 with-refueling in progress, when VRS 2101 experiences a loss of power. If VRS
2201 indicates normal then which ONE of the following applies for these conditions?

a. Stop refueling procedures until VRS-2101 is operable.

b. No specific actions are required to continue refueling.

c. Must verify that containment purge and exhaust penetratlons are closed.

d. Must begin to perform area surveys in order to continue refueling.

ANSWER: b O~ ~ aim dc~epk~
(e>k CRIM

KA 000036K202 [3A/3.9] ~<~nQ

REFERENCE'O-C-AS21

page 28
Technical Specifications Table 3.3-6

aeil4
/sgP

NEW



QUESTION: ¹43 TYPE: RO POINT VA E: 1.0

Identify the ONE statement that defines proper operation for control swi hes in the Control Room
Ventilation System:,

a. 1/4 switch in ISOLATE closes damper 1 and opens damper

b. 2/3 switch ln ISOLATE closes damper 2 and opens dam r 3.

c. 1/4 switch in ISOLATE opens damper 1 and closes d per 4.

d. 2/3 switch In ISOLATE opens damper 2 and close damper 3.

ANSWER: b

KA 000067A105 [3.0/3.1]

REFERENCE'O-C-AS09

page 24

NEW

<> yh



QUESTION: 444 TYPE: .RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which limiting safety system setting provides a correction for changes in density and heat capacity
of the reactor coolant system?

a. Power Range High Flux

b. Pressurizer Low Pressure

c. Overpower Delta T

d. Loss of Flow,

ANSWER: c

KA 015000A108 f3.3/3.4]

REFERENCE
TS. Basis 2.5

NEW



QUESTION: 445 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.o

During a small break LOCA, RCS pressure is 1000 psig and the Charging Pumps and the Safety
injection pumps are injecting to the RCS. It ls necessary to monitor for a rise in core exit
thermocouple temperature since this is an indication that..

aO

b.

C.

d.

entry into inadequate core cooling procedure is required.

the ECCS system should be aligned for cold leg recirculation.

natural circulation has been lost;

ECCS flow is greater than break flow.

ANSWER: c

KA 002000K517 [3.8/4.1]

REFERENCE:
OHP 4023.E-1

NEW



QUESTION: 446 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A liquid radwaste release is in progress.
RRV-286 Effluent valve radwaste isolation valve, CLOSES.

Which ONE of the following could have caused the closure of RRV-286?

a. Loss of control air to the valve.

b.

co

d.

Loss of 115 VAC supply to the valve.

Two of three running circ water pumps trip.

Hi activity alarm on monitor R-18.

ANSWER: a

KA 068000A302 [3.6/3.6]

REFERENCE
OP-12-5138



QUESTION: 447 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The Reactor is at 100% power.'ressurizer Level Transmitter NLP-151 is selected for control, and all
other systems are lined up for normal operation and In automatic, where applicable. The REFERENCE
leg for NLP-161 develops a slow leak. Which ONE of the following describes the response to this
condition?

a.

b.

C.

d,

NLP-151 level
indication will:

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

NLP-152 8 163 level
Indication will:

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Increase

VCT level
indication will:

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

ANSWER: a

KA 000028A106 [3.3/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NEW



QUESTION: 048 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A rod control urgent failure has occurred on Unit 1. The Auxiliary Equipment Operator reports that
Power Cabinet 2BD has a local urgent failure alarm and all other cabinets indicate normal. Based on
this information, which ONE,of the following describes the effect this will have on the ability to move
rods?

a. The RO can individually move all rod banks except for groups 1 and 2 of shutdown bank 8
& D.

b. The RO can individually move all rod banks except forgroup 2 of shutdown bank B and group
2 of control banks B 8 D.

C.

d.

The RO can individually move all rod banks except for group 2 of control bank D.

The RO can move all rod banks individually except for shutdown bank B.

ANSWER: b
KA 001000K105 [4.5/4.4]
REFERENCE
RO-C-NS04

NEW



0

0



QUESTION: 449 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 ls at 75% with boron concentration of 450 ppm. CVCS is lined up with 75 gpm
letdown in service. East Centrifugal Charging pump is in operation and control systems are in
automatic. The makeup system is setup in automatic for a boron concentration of 455 ppm. Allother
control systems are in automatic.

Several minutes later, you notice rods stepping out and Tave dropping rapidly. After rods stop, Tave
continues to drop. What caused this transientV

a.

b.

C.

d.

Power Range Channel N41 failing high.

QLC-451 (VCT Level) failing low.

PZR Level Channel 151 (controlling channel) failing low.

Impulse pressure MPC 253 failing high.

ANSWER: c

KA 004000K101 [3.6/4.0]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS06



QUESTION: 450 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following statements. describes how plant operations are affected if Loop 1 Wide
Range Pressure instrument [NPS-122] fails low during Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
System operation?

a. The RHR cooldown isolation valves (IMO-128 and ICM-129) will be interlocked closed.

b. The pressurizer spray valves (NRV-163 and NRV-164) willclose.

c. Pressurizer PORV NRV-152 will be unable to perform its LTOP function.

d. Pressurizer backup heaters will be energized due to the failure.-

ANSWER c

KA 002000K410 f4,2/4.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NEW



QUESTION: 451 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is a valid main steam isolation signal in Unit 1?

a. Lower containment pressure High-High at 2.9 psig sensed on 1 of 4 channels..

b.

C.

High steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels sensed on 2 of 4 loops.

Low steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels coincident with low steam line pressure on 1/1
channels on 1 of 4 loops.

High steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels on 2 of 4 loops coincident with lo-lo Tave on 2 of 4
loops.

ANSWER d

KA 039000K405 [3.7/3.7]

REFERENCE
L.P. RO-C-PG2A

NEW



QUESTION: 452 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

In preparation for surveillance testing during at-power operations, reactor trip breakers "A"and "8" and
reactor trip bypass breaker "A"are closed. Racking in and closing reactor trip bypass breaker "8" will
result in:

a.

b.

C.

d.

opening both reactor trip bypass breakers and both reactor trip breakers.

opening both reactor trip bypass breakers and reactor trip breaker "8" only.

opening reactor trip bypass breaker "8" only and both reactor trip breakers.

opening reactor trip bypass breaker "8'nly and reactor trip breaker "8" only.

ANSWER a

KA 012000A406 [4.3/4,3]

REFERENCE
OHP 4024.110

NEW





QUESTION: 453 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is NOT one of the first seven actions that may be performed concurrently
following a trip of a Main Feed Pump?

a.

b.

C.

d;

Place the operating main feed pump on main steam.

Start all Auxiliary Feed Pumps.
'

Borate to limit rod insertion.

Take both trains of steam dump to OFF.

ANSWER d

KA 059000A207 (3.0/3.3)

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.055.001

NEW



QUESTION: 454 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following for Unit 2:

The reactor has tripped. Three control rods have failed to insert on the trip.

Which ONE of the following Is the MINIMUMvolume of boric acid that must be added to the RCS as
a result of the stuck

rods'.

1500 gallons.

b.. 1960 gallons.

c. 2250 gallons.

d. 5600 gallons.

ANSWER c

KA 000005K105 f3.3/4.1]

REFERENCE
ES-0.1

NEW



QUESTION: 455 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the order of sequential start for the following equipment after an Sl plus
Blackout and Containment Isolation Phase B?

CCP pumps 2. CCW pump 3. Sl pump
4. ESW pumps 5. NESW pump 6. RHR pump
7. MDFWP 8. " CTS pump

a. 1, 3, 6, 8, 2, 4, 7,

b. 2i 4y 7i 8i 1y 3i 6

c. 1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 7, 8

8~ 1~ 3 6g 2i 4) 7

ANSWER c

KA 062000K302 f4.1/4.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-A10E

BANK
RO18 class quiz
1994



QUESTION: 456 TYPE: RO POINT ALUE: 1.0

Given the following initial plant conditions:

0 100% reactor power.
Rod control in automatic.
Tave = Tref.

Which ONE of the following statements describes how the ro control
system will respond to a 3 degree F rise in Tave?

a. Rods drive out at approximately 72 steps per min te until the deadband is entered.

b.

C.

d.

Rods drive in at 8 steps per minute until Tave Tref.

Rods drive out at 8 steps per minute until t e dead band is entered.

Rods drive in at approximately 40 steps er minute until Tave = Tref.

ANSWER b

KA 001000K403 [3.5/3.8]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS04

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 8/9 ~
g,



QUESTION: '¹57 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following does NOT indicate a possible failure of a RCP ¹1 seal?

a. ¹1 seal leakoff > 6 gpm.

b. RCP thermal barrier ~P low alarm lit.

c. ¹1 seal leakoff temperature > 185~F.

d. Reactor coolant drain tank level high.

ANSWER d

IG-
KA 000015

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.002.001

NEW



QUESTION: 458 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following conditions will automatically UNBLOCK the Unit 1 pressurizer low
pressure safety injection signalP

a. Tave increases to 541 degrees F.

b. Turbine Impulse Pressure Increases to 10A.

c. RCS pressure increases to 2015 psig.

d. Reclose the Reactor Trip Breakers.

ANSWER c

KA 013000A101 f4.0/4.2]

REFERENCE

RO-C-NS11

NEW



QUESTION: AE59 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following statements describes the operation of the Steam Generator Water Level
Control System?

a. Main steam flow and main feed water flow inputs are density compensated.

b. Feed flowtransmitters measure delta P across a flowrestriction with three selectable channels
[I, Startup, II].

C. Main feed pump delta-P controller maintains pump delta-P 100 psig plus or minus 10 psig
above steam pressure.

d. Main feed pump delta-P controller uses feed header pressure and turbine bypass header
pressure.

ANSWER d

KA 059000K104 [3.4/3.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG11

NRC Exam 5/88



QUESTION: 460 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: „1.0

Which ONE of the following ls the reason for maintaining a MINIMUMpressure
of 15 pslg ln the VCT during normal at power operation?

a. To ensure adequate hydrogen concentration in the RCS coolant.

b. To maintain a backpressure on g1 Reactor Coolant Pump seal.

c. To prevent tank collapse due to internal vacuum during a multiple CCP start.

d. To provide adequate CCP recirculation backpressure for the CCPs during normal operations.

ANSWER b

KA 004000K304 [3.7/3.9]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS2P

NEW



QUESTION: 461 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE' 0

During reduced Inventory conditions a hot leg vent path capability must be established to, ...

~

~

a. allow a vent path for nitrogen to aid in RCS draining.

b. prevent surge line flooding and subsequent RWST gravity feed loss.

c. prevent vessel head pressurization which can lead to RWST gravity feed loss and core
uncovery.

d. allow for a steam flow path which would limitRCS temperature to 212'F during a loss of RHR.

ANSWER c

KA 000025A102 [3.8/3.9]

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.017.001

BANK
03/95



QUESTION: 462 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following signals will be available to trip the 1AB Emergency
Diesel Generator (EDG) when started during a Large Break LOCA when a failure of 250V DC power
to the EDG occurs 60 seconds later?

a. Mechanical overspeed.

b. Differential overcurrent.

c. Electrical Overspeed.

d. Generator overcurrent.

ANSWER a

KA 064000K402 (3.9/4.2)

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS10

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 6/92



QUESTION: 463 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The following plant conditions exist:

A reactor trip and safety Injection have occurred.
Procedure E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection" is in use..
Both diesels were running unloaded and subsequently shutdown and placed in
standby.
Reserve power has just been lost.

Which ONE of the following statements describes ECCS pump status?

aO ECCS pumps are load shed and must be manually restarted.

b. ECCS pumps are load shed and then sequenced back on automatically by their Blackout
Sequence timers.

C. ECCS pumps are load shed and then sequenced back on automatically by their Safety
Injection Sequence timers.

ECCS pumps continue to run but ECCS valves must be re-aligneo.

ANSWER a

KA 000056A247 [3.8/3.9]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS10

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 8/93



0



QUESTION: 464 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

A complete loss of all feedwater has occurred ln conjunction with a small feed break inside
containment on S/G "12". Safety Injection was actuated.
The following plant conditions currently exist:

RCS Pressure ................1900 psig and increasing.

RCS Tave ..............,........547 degrees and stable.

RCS T-hot ...~...................575 degrees and stable.

RCS T-cold ................... ~ .520 degrees and stable.

Core Exit TCs .................575 degrees and increasing.

Pzr Level ........................45% and slowly increasing.

Containment pressure ...3 psig and decreasing.
e

13
e

30

20

FR-H.1 has been entered and an RCS bleed and feed has just been established. A report is received
in the control room that one Auxiliary Feedwater Pump is recovered and ready for use. Which ONE
of the following actions is taken under these circumstances?

b.

Feed one Steam Generator qt the maximum rate possible until CET's are < 550'F.

Feed 411 Steam Generator at z 50,000 pph until wide range level is greater than 11%.

C. Feed only 411 Steam Generator at maximum rate until WR level exceeds 40%.

d. Maintain bleed and feed until CET's are less than 550, then feed one Steam Generator at c
50,000 pph.

e

ANSWER a

KA 000054A204 [4.2/4.3]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.FR-H.1

NEW



QUEST/ON: 465 TYPE RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The detector for R5, Spent Fuel Pool Fuel Handling Building area radiation monitor fails causing a

~

~HIGH alarm. Which ONE of the following describes the effect of this failure?

a. None, there are NO interlocks associated with this area radiation monitor.

b. All movements of the Spent Fuel Handling Crane are blocked.

c. The Fuel Handling Area Ventilation is aligned to the HEPA and charcoal filters.

d. The Control Room intake duct is isolated and realigned to it's HEPA and charcoal filters.

ANSWER c

KA 000061A'101 [3.6/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS0S

NEW



QUESTION: 466 TYPE RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The reactor has tripped from 100% power due to a loss of off-site electrical power, the EDGs failed
to reenergize the 4KV ESF buses and the following plant indications are noted.

RCS pressure is 1575 psig and decreasing.
Core exit thermocouples indicate 604 degrees F, increasing.
RVLIS Indicates 34%.
Pressurizer level indicates 90%, increasing.

Which ONE of the following would cause these indications?

a.

b.

C.

d.

A pressurizer PORV has failed in the open position.

RCS over-cooling caused a bubble shift to the reactor vessel.

Cold leg accumulators have injected and filled the pressurizer.

The steam dump controller has failed with all steam dumps open.

ANSWER a.

KA 000 008 K305 [4.0/4.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.E->

NEW



QUESTlON: 467 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

ed.
Midloop operations in progress.
SG hot and cold leg manways are removed.
SG nozzle dams installed on hot legs.
SG nozzle dams not installed on cold legs.
No vents are open in the RCS.
Loss of RHR cooling occurs.

Given the following:

Plant ln Mode 6 with vessel head install

Which ONE of the following will occur as a long-term result of this event if NO corrective action can
be taken?

a. Steam formation in hot legs will cause erroneous reactor vessel level indication.

Steam formation in upper head will increase pressure enough to blow out one or more
SG hot leg nozzle dams.

C. Steam formation in upper head will depress vessel level and displace water out the SG
cold leg nozzles.

Steam formation in cold legs and resultant steam expansion will displace water out the
SG hot leg manways.

0
ANSWER c

KA 005000K301 [3.9/4.0]

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.017.001 Background

NEW



QUESTION: ¹68 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: C.o

Which ONE of the following areas is protected from fire damage by a Carbon Dioxide (CO2) fire
suppression system?

a. control room.

b. 260 VDC battery room.

c. remote shutdown station LSI-4.

d. control room cable vault.

ANSWER d

KA 086000K406 [3.0/3.3]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS18

NEW



QUESTlON: 469 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

According to Technical Specifications, which ONE of the following conditions requires an emergency
boration?

a. a steam dump valve fails open during reactor startup, resulting in an RCS cooldown to 541
degrees F, where temperature stabilizes.

b. delta-I is at -17, while at 85% reactor power.

c, shutdown margin is 1.2% delta k/k in Mode 3.

d. the ROD BANK D LOW alarm actuates while at 100% power, but rod motion has stopped.

ANSWER c

KA 000024K301 f4.1/4.4l

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications 3/4.1.1

NEW



QUESTION: 070 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following plant conditions:

Unit 1 is at 35% power increasing to 100% power.
Condenser vacuum is 21" Hg and decreasing slowly..

Which ONE of the following actions should be taken?

80

b.

C.

d.

Start all available Circ Water Pumps.

Reduce reactor power immediately.

Trip the reactor; enter E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection".

Stop the power increase and place the S/U Air Ejectors in service.

ANSWER c

KA 000051A202 [3.S/4.1]

REFERENCE
01-OHP 4024.112

NEW



QUESTION'71 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During the performance of OHP 4023.E-1, Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant, a red path for
containment pressvre is identified. The operators transition to OHP 4023.FR-Z.1,
Response to High-High Containment Pressure and vpon completion of all required steps in FR-Z.1,
the red path condition still exists. The operator shovld...

80

b.

C.

repeat the sequence of steps of FR-Z.1, then return to E-1.

return to E-1 at the step in effect, FR-Z.1 should NOT be repeated again.

continve to repeat actions in FR-Z.1 until the red path condition clears.

return to E.1 at the step in effect and repeat actions of FR-Z.1 in 5 minutes.

ANSWER b

KA 000069G012 [3.5/3.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.Z.1
LP RO-CER21

NEW



QUESTION: ¹72 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 is operating with the following parameters:
gCf f O.r-55 up>

—440 psig
Thot = 350 degrees F
Tcold = 340 degrees F
Tave = 345 degrees F.

From the following values, select the ONE that represents the correct
subcooling margin.

80

b.

C.

d.

104 degrees F.

107 degrees F.

109 degrees F.

112 degrees F.

ANSWER b

KA 000074K101 [4.3/4.7]

REFERENCE: Steam Tables

STEAM TABLES REQUIRED

NEW



QUESTION'73 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions on Unit 1:

The plant is operating at s teady-state full power when a loss of off-site power occurs.
The following indications are observed during performance of Step 1 of E-O, Reactor
Trip or Safety Injection."
Neutron flux is less than 1% and decreasing.
All rod bottom lights are NOT LIT.
RTB is closed.
RTA, BYA, and BYB are open.
The above indications remain constant when the operators actuate the manual reactor
trip breaker switches.

Which ONE of the following actions should be taken by the crew?

ae

b.

C.

d.

Go to FR-S.1, "Response to Nuclear Power Generation/ATWS."

Continue in E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection."

Go to FR-S.2 "Response to Loss of Core Shutdown."

Go to OHP 4023.ECA-0.0, "Loss of All AC Power."

ANSWER b

KA 000007A204 [4.4/4.6]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023 E-0

NEW



QUESTION: 474 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is at 10 amps in the intermediate range holding for critical data when an instrument power fuse
on intermediate range channel N35 blows.

Which ONE of the following correctly describes the effect this will have on plant operation?

a. No immediate effect. If the plant is subsequently shutdown, source ranges will have to be
manually reset.

b. The P-6 related sou'rce range block will reset causing a reactor trip on high source range
counts.

c. The reactor will trip due to a high intermediate range level trip on the failed channel.

d. No immediate effect. Ifthe plant is subsequently shutdown, the source ranges willreset below
P-6 as normal.

ANSWER" c

KA 000033A203 [2.8/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS09

BANK
Quiz 1991



QUESTION: 475 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Prior to any automatic or manual protective action the following indications exist:

Reactor power increasing
Containment pressure increasing
RCS pressure decreasing

Which ONE of the following malfunctions/accidents has occurred?

a. LOCA.

b.

C.

d.

Rod control malfunction.

Tube rupture.

Steam line rupture.

ANSWER'A

000040K105 [4.1/4.4]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.E-O



QUESTION: 476 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

When synchronizing the Diesel Generator to T11A(D), procedures direct the operator to adjust the

speed of the D/G until the synchroscope is rotating slowly in the fast direction. The two parameters

0 indicated by the synchroscope are:

b.

C.

d.

Current and voltage differences.

Frequency and current differences.

Frequency and phase differences.

Current and phase differences.

ANSWER c

KA 064000A203 [3.1/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS12

BANK
11/92



QUESTION'77 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

To avoid overcooling of the Reactor Coolant System.

Which ONE of the following explains WHY Safety Injection is terminated during recovery from a steam
generator tube rupture per E-3, "Steam Generator Tube Rupture" ?

as

b. To reestablish subcooling margin for the Reactor Coolant System.

c. To avoid continued primary to secondary leakage.

d. To restore Reactor Coolant System inventory with normal makeup.

ANSWER c

*REFERENCE
KA 00003 8K301 [4.1/4.3]

REFERENCE
4023.E-3

NEW



QUESTION: 478 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions on Unit 2:

Leakage into 423 steam generator is determined to be 0.5 gpm.
No leakage is detectable into the other steam generators.
Other leakage whose source cannot be identified is determined to be 0.6 gpm.
Leakage from known sources other than steam generator leakage is determined to be
4.0 gpm.

With these conditions in existence, Technical Specification leakage limits:

b.

d.

are not exceeded for any leakage category.

are exceeded for unidentified leakage.

are exceeded for pressure boundary leakage.

are exceeded for steam generator leakage.

ANSWER d

KA 000037G003 [3.2/3.9]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications 3.4.6.2.

NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: 479 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A main steam line break on 411 S/G has occurred inside containment.
Operators are responding to the event per OHP 4023.E2, "Faulted Steam Generator"
and are currently at the step to determine if the faulted generator is also ruptured.

Which ONE of the following parameters will be available to the operator for diagnosis of a SGTR in
the FAULTED S/G?

80

b.

C.

d.

S/G pressure stabilizing above 0 psig.

R-19 Blowdown radiation monitors.

SRA-1900 Steam Jet Air Ejector radiation monitor.

Rapid uncontrolled S/G level increase.

ANSWER a

KA 039000A203 (3.4/3.7)

REFERENCE
4023.E-2

NEW





QUESTION: 480 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following plant conditions:

100% reactor power.
75 gpm Letdown established.
Pressurizer level increasing.
VCT level decreasing.
Tave is constant.
LOW PRESSURE LETDOWN LINE PRESSURE HIGH annunciator lit.
Charging flow is decreasing.
All control systems are in automatic.

Which ONE of the following events would cause these conditions?

ao

b.

C.

d.

Orifice isolation valve QRV-161 closing.

Orifice isolation valve QRV-162 opening.

Letdown isolation valve QRV-111 closing.

Letdown pressure control valve QRV-301 closing.

ANSWER d

KA 000022G011 [3.3/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS06

NRC Exam 1/90



QUESTION: 481 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes why the main turbine is tripped during a loss of MFW ATWS
condition?

a. To initiate a reactor shutdown from doppler defect.

b. To ensure that RCS pressure does not exceed the analyzed maximum.

c. To prevent an excessive cooldown of the RCS.

d. To prevent exceeding the DNBR limits on the core.

ANSWER b

KA 000029K312 (4.4/4.7)

REFERENCE
RO-C-ER16

NEW



I



QUESTlON: 482 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following reasons explains WHY 1-OHP 5030.050.015 "Main Turbine Miscellaneous
EHC and Trip Checks" includes the precaution "Do not operate main turbine with oil trip locked out
any longer than necessary to complete the test"?

aO

b.

C.

d.

Normal overspeed trip protection is unavailable while the oil trip is locked out.

ETS fluid could overheat and present a fire hazard.

The EHC backup overspeed trip should be relied upon for emergency applications rather than
routine testing.

AMSAC will be disabled during the test.

ANSWER a

KA 045000G010 [2.6/2.8l

REFERENCE
1-OHP 5030.050.015 page 1



QUESTION: 483 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The following plant conditions exist:

Power is 100%.
Normal CCW system lineup with East CCP running.
Pressurizer level slowly decreasing.
CCW surge tank level increasing.
Rad Monitor R17A, CCW Process Rad Monitor, increasing.

C

Which ONE of the following components could be a source of in-
leakage to the CCW system under these conditions?

80

b.

C.

d.

RCP seal water heat exchanger.

Residual Heat Removal heat exchanger.

RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.

Spent fuel pool cooling heat exchanger.

ANSWER c

KA 000026G011 [3.4/3.7]

REFERENCE

OHP 4022.016.003

NEW



QUESTION: 484 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The reactor is in Hot Standby with all equipment operating normally. 414 RCP has been stopped due
to a high bearing temperature; Which ONE of the following describes how Reactor Coolant System
flow is affected by stopping the pump?

b.

C.

d.

Flow through 14 RCS loop will continue on natural circulation.

Flow through the three running RCP's will decrease.

Total RCS loop flow will decrease to less than 75% of original full flow.

Total flow through the core will decrease to less than 75% of original full flow.

ANSWER: d

KA 003000K110 [3.0/3.2]

REFERENCE
RO-C-TN31

NEW



QUESTION'E85 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE. 1.0

Which ONE of the following indications will remain available in the control room after placing LSI-3
and 4 in service per OHP 4025.001.001, Remote Shutdown? [Assume all other LSI panel are not in
service.]

a. Cold Calibrate Pressurizer Level.

b.

C.

d.

Steam Generator Pressure.

Wide Range RCS Pressure.

Charging Flow.

ANSWER'

KA 00 0068A204 [3.7/4.0]

REFERENCE
OHP 4025.001.001

NRC Exam 6/92





QUESTION: ¹86 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following explains why it is preferable to leave the RCP's running during a small
break LOCA if the RCS pressure RCP trip criteria on the foldout page are met but there is no Sl flow?

a. To maintain two phase mixture level above the break longer.

b. To provide heat removal through the break and the S/G's.

c. To limit single phase inventory loss out of the break.

d. To prevent boron stratification in the core.

ANSWER b

KA 000009A239 [4.3/4.7]

REFERENCE
Westinghouse ERG

NEW



QUESTION: AE87 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following conditions will result in a MAIN STEAM LINE
ISOLATION and a FEEDWATER ISOLATION in Unit 2?

b.

C.

d.

Steam Generator High-High Level [78% NR].

Containment High Pressure [1.1 psig].

Low Steam Line Pressure [585 psig].

Reactor Trip with Low Tave [Tave 554 degrees F].

ANSWER c

KA 013000K403 [3.9/4.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-P G2B
RO-C-P G10
4023.E-O

NEW



QUESTION: ¹88 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE/ 1.0

Which set of Intermediate Range [IR] Nuclear Instrumentation Channel
indications below would be the FIRST to allow the Source Range Channels to
be blocked on a power increase?

a.

b.

C.

d.

N35 reads 1 x 10" amps.
N36reads 5x10'mps.

N35 reads 5 x 10" amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10

" amps.

N35 reads 1 x 10'mps.
N36 reads 5 x 10 amps.

N35 reads 5 x 10 amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10 amps.

ANSWER b

KA 000032A204 [3.'1/3.5]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS09

NEW



QUESTION: ¹89 TYPE'O POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is required following a complete loss of CCW flow according to
1-OHP-4022.016.001, "Malfunction of the CCW System" ?

aO

b.

C.

d.

To continue operation, restore CCW flow within five minutes to the affected Unit.

Trip the reactor and all reactor coolant pumps within two minutes.

Trip affected reactor coolant pumps when motor bearing temperature exceeds 180 F.

Reduce CCW loads and increase seal injection flow if power is greater than 10%.

ANSWER b

KA 000015A210 (3.7/3.7)

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.016.001

NEW



QUESTION: ¹90 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which of the following sets. of electrical protective equipment is all that is required for withdrawal of
~

~

a breaker in a 4 KV switchgear?

Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Leather Gloves.
Flashcoat.

b. Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Insulating Gloves.
Face Shield.

C. Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Face Shield.
Insulating Gloves.
Flashcoat.

Hard Hat.
Face Shield.
Insulating Gloves.
Flashcoat.

0
ANSWER c

KA 194001K107 [3.6/3.7]

REFERENCE
OSO.084

NEW



QUESTION'91 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During the performance of a spray additive system valve lineup, the operator found the Spray Additive
Tank room door closed with the confined space permit on the door. To enter the room, the operator
must ...

ao

b.

C.

d.

obtain a key from the shift supervisor as this is a locked controlled area.

contact RP and have a radiation survey performed immediately prior to entry.

check the room environment for habitability prior to entry.

inform the control room to expect a door alarm upon entry.

ANSWER c

KA 194001K114 [3.3/3.6]

REFERENCE
12 PMP 6090 CSE.600

8/93 NRC Exam



QUESTION 492 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the reason why main generator pressure must be maintained
at h'2 psig when doing an emergency degas of the main generator?

a. Prevent water vapor from entering the main generator and causing corrosion.

b. Prevent foreign material from entering the generator seals and causing damage to the seals.

c. Prevent seal oil system malfunction due to loss of minimum back pressure.

d. Prevent air entering the main generator and forming an explosive mixture.

ANSWER d

KA 194001K115 [3.4/3,8]

REFERENCE
4022.053.002

NEW



QUESTION: 493 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A point source in containment is reading 500 mRem/hr at a distance of two (2) feet.
Two options are available to complete a mandatory work assignment near this
radiation source.

Option One: Operator X can perform the assignment in thirty (30) minutes working at a distance
of four (4) feet from the point source.

Option Two: Operators Y and Z, who have trained in the use of special extension tooling, can
perform the assignment in seventy-five (75) minutes at a distance of eight (8) feet from
the point source.

Which ONE of the following is the preferred option when considering the total exposure based on the
ALARAplan?

aO

b.

C.

d.

Option One since the total exposure is 62.5 mRem.

Option Two since the total exposure is 78 mRem.

Option One since the total exposure is 125 mRem.

Option Two since the total exposure is 39 mRem.

ANSWER

KA 194001K104 [3.3/3.5]

REFERENCE
RO-C-RP01

NEW



QUESTION: ¹94 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following entries in the control room log is required to be written in RED INK?

a. Emergency Plan category changes from Site Area Emergency to a General Emergency.

b. Exiting a Tech Spec Action Statement for AFW in Mode 1.

c. Hotwell oxygen out of specification as reported by Chemistry.

d. Mode change from Mode 2 to Mode 1 ~

ANSWER

KA 194001A106 [3A/3.4]

REFERENCE
OHI-2211

NEW



QUESTION: 495 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the MINIMUMqualification requirement for the Operations
Representative to the fire brigade per Station Operating Practices?

a. Auxiliary Equipment Operator.

b. Reactor Operator.

c. Assistant Shift Supervisor.

d. Unit Supervisor.

ANSWER b

KA 194001K116 [3.5/4.2]

REFERENCE

P MI-2270

NEW



QUESTION: 496 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following components is supplied power from the "N" train DC power system?

a. Condensate storage tank cross connect valve.

b. Steam supply valve from S/G 2 to the TDAFW pump.

c. TDAFW pump trip and throttle valve.

d. ESW supply valve to the TDAFW pump.

ANSWER c

KA 061 000 K201 [3.2/3.3]

REFERENCE

RO-C-AS11 Page 11

NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: 497 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following plant responses would indicate the presence of a steam bubble in the
reactor head area, if the response occurred while using auxiliary spray?

b.

C.

d.

rapid drop in pressurizer level with rise in pressurizer pressure.

rapid drop in pressurizer level with drop in pressurizer pressure.

rapid rise in pressurizer level with drop in pressurizer pressure.

rapid rise in pressurizer level with rise in pressurizer pressure.

ANSWER c

KA 010000A105
[2.8/2.9]'EFERENCE

Westinghouse ERG

NEW



QUESTION: eee TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

If a standing steam line isolation signal fails to close the steam generator stop valves with Steam

~

~ ~Generator pressures at 500 psig...

a. steam pressure is too low to close the stop valves.

b. normal hydraulic closure is blocked.

c. local steam line isolation will not work.

d. control air is applied manually to the operating piston for closure.

ANSWER b

KA 03501 0K601 [3.2/3.6]

REFERENCE

RO-C-PG2A Page 10

NEW



QUESTION: ¹99 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE. 1.0

~

~

Unit 2 is recovering from a loss of all AC power in accordance with 02-OHP 4023.ECA-O.O "Loss of All
AC Power". Which ONE of the following reasons explains WHY the DG TRIPS DISABLEDannunciator
must be checked quickly when starting a DG?

a.

b.

C.

d.

The load on a Diesel Generator should not exceed 3500 KW.

Excessive start attempts must be avoided to conserve starting air.

Jacket water cooling restoration must be verified.

An incomplete start will inhibit the alarm.

ANSWER d

KA 000055K302 [4.3/4.6]

REFERENCE

02-OHP 4023.ECA-0.0, Page 6, Note preceding Step 5 of Attachment A.
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QUESTION: 4100 TYPE: RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) conditions meets the operability
requirements for the RWST in Mode 4?

a. 340,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2350 ppm, and a water temperature of 65
degrees F.

b. 345,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2450 ppm, and a water temperature of 70
degrees F.

C. 350,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2550 ppm, and a water temperature of 75
degrees F.

d. 355,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2650 ppm, and a water temperature of 80
degrees F.

ANSWER c

KA 006000 G01 0 [3.4/3.7]

REFERENCE

Technical Specification 3.5.5, p. 3/4 5-11
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GENERIC PUNDAMENTALS EXAMINATION
E UAT1ONS AND CONVERSIONS HANDOUT SHEET

E UATIONS

Q = mCQT

Q = UAdT

P P 1 0svR(t)

(tlr)P=Poe

A = A,e

CC 'at Circ

5T cr

K fg = 1/(1 — P)

p =, (K,gg — 1) /K u

SUR = 26. 06/t

CRsgo = S/ (1 K ff)

CRg(1 — Kaffir) CR2(l — Keyzz)

1/M = CRg/CRX

4tip / 4avg

PA

pAV

e'
p = —+

1+), z'

x 10 seconds
-1

).~~ = 0.1 seconds

Wp p
= ltd''v

ZR

9c = 32.2 ibm-ft/lbf-sec

Eff. = Net Work Out/Energy Xn

v {P2 Pg) + {y — y') + g (z2 — z,) = 0

29c 'c
CONVERSIONS.

1 Mw

1 hp

1 Btu

oC

oF

3.41 x 10 Btu/hr
2.54 x 10 Btu/hr

778 ft-lbf
(5/9)( F — 32)

(>/5)('C) + 32

1 Curie

1 kg

9alMater

3
1 ft ~ates

3.7 x 10 dps

2.21 ibm

8.35 ibm

7.48 gal
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2-OHP 4022.034.004

INDIANA MICHIGAN POWERCOMPANY
DONALD C. COOK NUCLEAR PLANT

PLACING HYDROGEN RECOMBINER IN SERVICE

1.0 OBJECTIVE

1.1 To outline Operation of the Electric Hydrogen
Recombiner Units following a LOCA.

2.0 DISCUSSION

2.1 Operation of one Hydrogen Recombiner , in conjunction
with the operation of at least one CEQ Fan, will
control and subsequently reduce hydrogen concentration
inside Containment following a LOCA. One H Recombiner
should be activated approximately six (6) hours after
the LOCA or when gas analysis indicates a containment
hydrogen concentration of 0.5 volume percent (v/o) or
greater. Operation of one H Recombiner and One CEQ
Fan will prevent the hydrogen concentration from
reaching the lower flammability limit of 4 v/o. If gas
analysis of the Containment atmosphere indicates a
hydrogen concentration of 3.5,.v/o or greater, both
H2 Recombiners should be activated.

3.0 SYMPTOMS

3. 1 Increase in Containment hydrogen concentration as
indicated by gas analyzer results.

4.0 IMMEDIATE ACTION

4.1 NONE

5.0 SUBSE UENT ACTION

5.1 Approximately six (6) hours after initiation of a LOCA,
or when gas analysis indicates a Containment hydrogen
concentration of 0.5 v/o or greater, a Hydrogen
Recombiner will be started by the following Procedure:

pcs-x

Page 1 of 4
Rev. 4, CS-1



2-OHP 4022.034.004

Verify that at least one CEQ Fan is
operating. In the event that no CEQ Fan is
operating, manually start one fan. Verify
that the Test Switch is in the NORMAL
Position. Verify that the Motor Operated
valve in the fan suction line, 2-VMO-101 (for
2-HV-CEQ-1) or 2-VMO-102 (for 2-HV-CEQ-2), is
open.

Check that the H2 Recombiner Power Adjuster
Potentiometer is set at (000).

Turn the Recombiner Control Switch to the
ON Position. Check red light on.

Measure Containment pressure after the LOCA.
Record on Attachment g4.

Determine Pressure Factor (Cp) from the
Recombiner Power Correction Factor vs.
Containment Pressure Curve (Attachment 51).
Record on A tachment 54.

Multiply Reference Power by (Cp) to determine
the required H Recombiner power setting in
accordance wit6 readout on the Power Meter.
Reference Power for Il Recombiner is 52 Kw
and for g2 Recombiner 52 Kw. Record on
Attachment 54.

Turn the Potentiometer in the clockwise
direction until the correct power setting is
obtained on the wattmeter labeled. Power to
Hydrogen Recombiner 51 (I2) Heaters.

Adjust Potentiometer as required to Maintain
Power Setting in Step 5.1.6.

For Reference Use, read and record each
fifteen (15) Minutes the H Recombiner
temperature (the average ok all 3
thermocouples) . Plot the temperature as a
function of time on Attachment 03.

Page 2 of 4
Rev. 4



2 GHP 4022. 034 ~ 004

NOTE

From the Curve Plotted in this Step it can be
Predicted when the Recombiner will Reach
Recombination temperature of 1225'F by
comparing it to Attachment 5 2 (Typical Heatup
Rate) .

CAUTION

Maximum H2 Recombiner Temperature is 1400 'F.

Adjust Power as required to Maintain
temperature between 1225'F and 1400 'F.

Verify proper operation of the H Recombiner
by observing the following:

5. 1. 11. 1 When the H Recombiner temperature
reaches th5 recombination
temperature of 1225'F and if the
Containment hydrogen concentration
is 2'4 or more a ramp increase in
temperature will occur when the
recombination temperature is
reached.

5.1.11.2 If a low hydrogen concentration,
less than 2% exists in the
Containment, the ramp increase may
be too small to detect, therefore,
the temperature of the
Thermocouples should be above
1225'F minimum to assure H2
Recombiner Operation.

5.1.11.3 Sampling of the Containment
hydrogen concentration should show
a decreasing concentration.

Verify that all three (3) thermocouples are
operational after the H Recombiner
temperature has stabilized.
5.1.12.1 Determine the Operating Temperture

by averaging the three thermocouple
readings. if a thermocouple reads
greater than 50'ifference from
the other two it should not be used
in the average.

Page 3 of 4
Rev. 4



2-OHP 4022.034.004

Measure and record the Average Containment
Volumetric Hydrogen Concentration based on
the Initial Hydrogen Concentration in
Containment.

Wait approximately 24 hours after starting
the H Recombiner and again measure and
record Containment hydrogen concentration.

If the Hydrogen Concentration has decreased
or remained constant during the 24 hour
period, Adjust Power ~onl if Containment
pressure has changed (follow Steps 5.1.5
5.1.6 and 5.1.8 above).

If Hydrogen Concentration has increased by an
increment greater than 0.4 v/o (a Containment
Concentration increase from 2.0 to 2.5 plus
percent), during the 24 hour period, or i,f
containment H concentration exceeds 3.25
percent, increase H Recombiner Power Setting
by 4 Kw above previous setting.
If Containment hydrogen concentration is
greater than 3.5 v/o Start the other H2
Recombiner (follow Steps 5.1.2 through 5.1.13
above) .

Follow Steps 5.1.13 through 5.1.16 during the
Remainder of the Recombiner Operating Period,
Rechecking and Resetting Recombiner Power at
Least once every 24 hours.

If at any time there is an indi.cation
(through the recombiner instrumentation) that
the H> Recombiner is not, operating properly,
turn 'the H Recombiner off and operate the
othe- H2 R combiner).

Page 4 of 4
Rev. 4
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2-OHP 4022.034.004
ATTACHMENT 54

HYDROGEN RECOMBINER DATA SHEET

TIME/DATE
CONTAINMENT CORRECTION HYDROGEN

PRESSURE FACTOR CORRECTION
POWER

SETTING
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QUESTION: P1 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

According to Technical Specification bases, which ONE of the following statements describes the
effect of operation with the ice condenser lower access doors open in the event of a LOCA?

Upper compartment pressure may exceed design.

b. Recirculation sump temperature may reach saturation.

c. Radioiodine absorption into recirculation sump water may decrease.

d. Hydrogen concentration may increase.

ANSWER a

KA 0250 00K301 [3.8]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications

NEW



QUESTION: 42 TYPE: SRO POiNT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is at 100% power. A simultaneous loss of Train A and Train B DC power occurs and will result
in a reactor trip signal first generated from which ONE of the following?

a. Low steam generator water level.

b. Low Reactor Coolant System Loop flow.

c. High negative rate.

d. Reactor Coolant Pump underfrequency.

ANSWER: d

KA 063000K302 [3.7]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-ECO3 page 6

NEW



QUESTION: 43 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

For Unit 2 which ONE of the following AMSAC signals will automatically actuate the AFW system?
(For failed channels, consider the failure to have just occurred; no procedural actions taken.)

al

b,

C.

d.

MPC-253

Failed High

45%

38%

Failed High

MPC-
254

25%

45%

37%

42%

*FEED
FLOW
SG 1

.9

Failed High

Failed Low

.8

*FEED
FLOW
SG 2

1.0

1.3

1.0

.9

*FEED
FLOW
SG 3

.8

1.2

.9

.8

*FEED
FLOW
SG4

.8

.9

.7

*Feed Flow values given in units of "millions Ibm/hr"; e.g. a value of 1.0 is equal to
"1,000,000 Ibm/hr."

ANSWER: d

KA 0'l6000G008 [3.2]

REFERENCE'O-C-NS11

NEW



QUESTION: ¹4 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 is at 100/ power. A leak has developed in the Unit 1 Control Air System and the 100 psi
Control Air Header has just dropped to 75 psig. What procedure should the Unit Supervisor now
implement?

a.

b.

C.

d.

OHP 4024.122.023, 100 psi Control Air Header Pressure Low.

OHP-4022.064.001, Control Air Malfunction.

OHP 4022.064.002, Loss of Control Air Recovery.

OHP 4023.E-O, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection.

ANSWER: d

KA 000065A206 [4.2]

REFERENCE:
OHP-4022.064.001

NEW



QUESTION: gS TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 has just experienced a complete loss of component cooling water. The reactor is tripped and
actions of E-0 Reactor Trip or Safety Injection, are complete.

Mitigation of the accident concentrates on preserving RCP seal injection by running:

a. Both charging pumps together.

b. The only available charging pump.

c. One charging pump until it trips, then running the other charging pump.

d. One charging pump until it trips and leaving the second charging pump secured.

ANSWER: d

KA 000026K303 [4.0/4.2)

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.016.004

NEW



QUESTION: 46 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Failure of the 120 V Critical Control Room Power inverter willresult in CCRP-1, CCRP-2 and CCRP-3:

a. Losing power indefinitely.

b. Being energized from the output of an Automatic Bus Transfer.

c. Losing power temporarily until manually aligned to CRP-3.

d. Losing power temporarily until the bypass switch on the CCRP inverter is used.

ANSWER: b

KA 000057A214 [3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG15

NEW



QUESTION: ¹7 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

ot
Which ONE of the following would cause Main Condenser vacuum to decrease? (e.g. initial vacuum

28 inches Hg, resulting vacuum of 26 inches Hg.)

Increasing condensate depression.

b. Increasing water box differential pressure.

c. Increasing gland seal supply pressure.

d. Increasing hotwell recirculation flow.

ANSWER b

KA 055000G015 [2.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4024.218 Drop 12

NEW



QUESTION: 48 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Thermocouples are designed such that:

a. EMF is produced at a welded junction of two dissimilar metals.

b. Current is measured through the junction of two similar metals.

A change of resistance is measured through the junction of two dissimilar metals.

It is unnecessary to compensate for temperature differences between the termination point
and the junction.

ANSWER: a

KA 0170 00K601 [3.0]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-MCO6 page 4

NEW



QUESTION: 49 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

One control rod is misaligned from its group by more than eighteen (18) steps and
determined to be inoperable.
The Technical Specification action statement limits reactor power to 75% RATED
THERMALPOWER.

Which ONE'of the following is the basis for this power limit?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Ensures that the affected rod remains above the Rod Insertion Limit.

Allows plant operation without performing reevaluation of the accident analysis.

Ensures that axial flux difference is maintained within the target band.

Provides assurance of fuel rod integrity during continued operations.

ANSWER: d

KA 014000G006 [3.7]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications Bases 3/4.1.3

NEW



QUESTION: 410 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A small break LOCA has occurred The reactor has tripped and off site power has been lost. For
which ONE of the following combinations of parameters can natural circulation be verified?I

b.

C.

d.

RCS
Pressure

(psia)

1500

1500

1000

1000

Core Exit
Thermocouples

('F)

586
Stable

550
Stable

550
Decreasing

570
Increasing

T-Hot
('F)

550
Stable

550
Stable

550
Decreasing

545
Stable

T-Cold
('F)

450
Decreasing

545
Stable

550
Stable

545
Stable

SG Pressure
(psia)

1000
Decreasing

1000
Stable

950
Decreasing

900
Stable

ANSWER b

KA 0 00009A237 [4.2/4.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.ES-1.2

NEW



QUESTION: 411 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The following plant conditions exist:

Reactor trip and Sl actuated.
All ECCS equipment operated as designed.
Immediate actions of E-0, Reactor Trip or Safety Injection, are completed.

Which ONE of the following plant conditions would be given FIRST priority while taking subsequent
actions to mitigate the event in progress? N

l
a.

b.

C.

d.

The RCS is losing inventory at 250 gpm.

The Diesel Generators are running unloaded.

One S/G has completely depressurized.

RCS is 20 F subcooled.

ANSWER c

000040K304 [4.7]

REFERENCE
E-0

NEW





QUESTION: 412 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: S.o

Which ONE of the following reasons describes the BASIS for raising a ruptured steam generator's
PORV setpoint to 1040 psig?

a. Prevents unnecessary lift of the PORV but allows it to lift before any safety valve lifts.

b. Minimizes secondary system contamination from the RCS.

c. Prevents excessive cooldown of the RCS due to higher AFW flowrates.

d. Allows RCS depressurization and rapid equalization with SG pressure.

ANSWER a.

KA 0 00059 K304 [4.3]

REFERENCE
Westinghouse ERG E-3

Bank
Quiz RO1825
1995



QUESTION: 413 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE. 1.0

Which ONE of the following conditions would result in vortexing at the RHR suction piping connection
to the RCS loop?

g~p ~ Q~ w~6 >

RCS Level (feet) VRHR Flow Rate (gpm) Number of RHR
Pumps Runnirg

aO

b.

C.

d.

620

617

616

614

3000

2800

2600

2000

ANSWER d

KA 000025A207 [3.4/3.7j

REFERENCE
4021.017.001
4021.002.005 Precaution 2.1/Attachments 1,2,3,5
4022.017.001



QUESTION: 414 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

In accordance with Technical Specifications "High Reactor Coolant Activity"following a
CRUD "burst", with specific activity exceeding 100/E uCi/gm, the RCS must be taken to MODE 3 and
cooled down to less than 500 degrees F within 6 hours.

Which ONE of the following is the reason/basis for cooling down below
500 degrees F?

80

b.

C.

d.

Minimize the thermal stress on the fuel cladding.

Increase the solubility of the corrosion products in the coolant.

Prevent lifting the SG relief valves in the event of a SGTR.

Limit containment radiation levels in the event of a LOCA.

ANSWER

000076K305 [2.9/3.6]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications





QUESTION: 415 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During a reactor startup the plant is in Mode 2 when a rod drops in shutdown bank C. Which ONE
of the following describes the general actions to be taken?

a. Stabilize the reactor, then recover by repositioning the single rod.

b. Stabilize the reactor, then recover by repositioning shutdown bank C.
I

c. Shutdown the reactor by opening the reactor trip breakers.

d. Shutdown the reactor by inserting the control banks.

ANSWER c. o~ J ~)oq ~<c,< k~ gdl/~~ vg~ p~+P K~ reu'~
KA 000003K304 [3.8/4.1]

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.012.005 page 5
RO-S-0305 OBJ 9.1
RO-S-0401 OBJ 11.1

NEW



QUESTION'16 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following provides the necessary indication, per FR-S.1, "Response to Nuclear
Power Generation/ATWS" that the reactor is subcritical and RCS boration may be stopped?

Level
SUR

Level
SUR

NOTE: F = Failed

80

b.

C.

d.,

N35

1E-6
-3

4E-5
-.5

7E-6
0

1E-9
+.1

N36

1E-6
-3

4E-5
».5

7E-6
0

5E-9
+.1

N41

30%

2%

< 0%

N42

32%

3%

< 0%

N43

35%

4%

< 0

N44

30%

3%

< 0%

ANSWER a

KA 000029A201 [4.4/4.7]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.FR.S-1
RO-C-ER16, OBJ. 21
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QUESTION: ¹17 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following methods is normally used to backfill the refueling cavity to just below the
reactor vessel flange?

b.

C.

d.

Gravity feed.

RHR pump.

Refueling Water Purification pump.

Reactor Coolant Drain Tank pump.

ANSWER a

KA 034000A102 [2.9/3.7]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS08

NEW



QUESTION: 418 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions:

A Loss of Offsite Power has occurred.
Tave is 557 degrees F.
Steam dumps are In the Steam Pressure mode,
Steam dump demand is manually increased to begin cooldown.
The steam dump valves failed to open.
Condenser vacuum is 15 inches.

Which ONE of the following could prevent the steam dumps from opening with the given conditions?

a.

b.

C.

d.

P-4, Reactor Trip.

C-9, Condenser Available.

P-12, LO-LO Tave.

Mode Control Switch not reset.

ANSWER b

K/A 075000K401 [2.8]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG12

NEW



QUESTION: 419 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Following an SI actuation due to a Small Break LOCA in the Pressurizer vapor space,
pressure stabilizes at 1050 psig. Which set of parameters would be monitored to make a
determination of RCS inventory?

a. Pressurizer Level and RCS Pressure.

b. RVLIS Wide Range and Subcooling Margin.

c. RCS pressure and RCS wide range Thot temperatures.

d. Core Exit Thermocouple temperatures and RVLIS Narrow Range.

ANSWER d

KA 000008A223 [4.3]

REFERENCE
Westinghouse ERG

NEW



QUESTION: ¹20 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A large break LOCA occurred yesterday.
Procedure 2-OHP 4022.034.004 was used to place the hydrogen recombiner system
in service.
At the time the recombiner system was placed in service, these conditions existed:

Containment Pressure = 5 psig
Containment Hydrogen Concentration = 3.1 volume %

Now, 24 hours later, these containment conditions exist:

Pressure = 2 psig
Hydrogen Concentration = 3.6 volume %

Choose the ONE set of conditions which describes the current status of the hydrogen recombiner
system.

Recombiner ¹1 Recombiner ¹2
ao

b.

d.

ON
67.6 Kw

ON
72.8 Kw

ON
76.8 Kw

ON
76.8 Kw

ON
67.6 Kw

OFF

ON
67.6 Kw

ANSWER d

KA 028000A402 [3.9)

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS13
2-OHP 4022.034.004 (include all Attachments)

NEW



QUESTION'21 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions on Unit 2:

i Control rods are operable in manual following a continuous rod insertion accident.i Tave is 569 degrees F.i Tref is 572 degrees F.

What should be done to RESTORE Tave to within +/- 1 degrees F of Tref?

ao

C.

d.

Borate to raise Tave.

Allow increasing Xe to raise Tave.

Pick up more turbine toad to raise Tave.

Drive rods out to raise Tave.

ANSWER d

000001K106 [4.0/4.2]

REFERENCE
- OHP 4022.012.003

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: ¹22 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During a transient where a Pressurizer Code Safety Valve has failed open, the RO inadvertently blocks~

~
~the Pressurizer Low Pressure Safety Injection (P-11) with the transient still in progress. Which ONE

of the following describes the status of the plant?

ao The plant is analyzed for this event; Safety injection willbe initiated by containment pressure.

b. The plant is analyzed for this event; Safety Injection initiation delays are assumed in the
analysis.

C. The plant is in an unanalyzed condition; however, EOP implementation will correct the
problem before fuel damage occurs.

d. The plant is in an unanalyzed condition; no credit is taken for procedural correction of
operator errors.

ANSWER d ~r C, ~l~ g <rt 3 / II f lip i gj/J) p+0 ~/@PI ~N~ I5
0 Ir"

KA 000027A204 [4.3]

REFERENCE
UFSAR DC Cook

NEW



QUESTION: 423 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The plant is operating at 100 % steady state power with containment pressure channel III failed high.
A technician troubleshooting the failed channel inadvertently de-energizes the control and instrument
power for containment pressure channel II. Select the response of Containment Spray and Phase B

Isolation.

80

b.

Both trains of Containment Spray will actuate; both trains of Phase B will isolate.

One train of Containment Spray will actuate; one train of Phase B will isolate.

co

d.

Neither train of Containment Spray will actuate; both trains of Phase B will isolate.

Neither train of Containment Spray will actuate; neither train of Phase B will isolate.

ANSWER d

026000K404 [4.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS15

NEW



QUESTION: 424 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

- Care of severe physical injuries.
- Personnel decontamination.
- First aid to other injuries.
- Definitive medical treatment.

Which ONE of the following describes the correct order of medical treatment that shall be performed
upon arrival at the scene of an injury?

aO

b. - Care of severe physical injuries.
- First aid to other injuries.
- Personnel decontamination.
- Definitive medical treatment.

C. - First aid to other injuries.
- Definitive medical treatment.
- Care of severe physical injuries.
- Personnel decontamination.

d. - First aid to other injuries.
- Care of severe physical injuries.
- Definitive medical treatment.
- Personnel decontamination.

ANSWER b

194001A112 f/4.1]

REFERENCE
PMP 2080

8/93 NRC Exam



QUESTION: 4'25 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following would be the MINIMUMallowable oxygen concentration in which work

~ ~ ~

~ ~may be performed without supplying breathing air?.

a. 20.5% Oxygen concentration.

b.

C.

d;

19.5% Oxygen concentration.

18.5% Oxygen concentration.

17.5% Oxygen concentration.

ANSWER b

KA 194001K113 [3.6]

REFERENGE
< g p~p g~~ <~c ~y

>
I. l,. g

pp
g

>
ANcLme+ / .

NEW



QUESTION: 426 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following conditions satisfies proficiency requirements for a Licensed Operator

~

~

~

~(assigned to Training) to maintain an ACTIVE RO or SRO status?

a. An SRO worked 8 hours a day as Unit Supervisor for five consecutive Saturdays beginning
in January.

b. An RO worked for 12 hours a day as a Panel Operator for 2 consecutive weekends (Saturday
and Sunday) in February and worked as a procedure writer one 8 hour day in March.

C. An SRO worked for 6 hours a day as a Unit Supervisor for five consecutive weekends
(Saturday and Sunday) beginning in January.

d. An RO worked for 12 hours a day as a Panel Operator for one work week (Monday thru Friday)
in March.

ANSWER d

KA 194001A103 [3.4]

REFERENCE

NEW

(ocFg ik.>3(<')





QUESTION: ¹27 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

~

~ ~

The plant is in Mode 6 and you are dispatched to the Containment to join a 3-man work crew that is
inspecting the ¹11 RCP. Which ONE of the following are you required to contact for authority to enter
the containment?

a. Shift Supervisor.

b. Work Crew Member.

c. Radiation Protection.

d. Job Supervisor.

ANSWER c

KA 194001A110 [3.9]

REFERENCE /p f'~P ( g]g
6/90 NRC Exam



QUESTION: 428 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following individuals is NOT permitted to operate reactor controls under the
instruction or supervision of a licensed operator?

a. A licensed Reactor Operator who recently failed an NRC administered Senior Reactor Operator
upgrade examination.

b. An individual enrolled in a current license training course to obtain an instructor certification.

c. A licensed Reactor Operator whose license has become inactive per the requirements of
10CFR55.

'd. An Auxiliary Equipment Operator enrolled in a current license training course to obtain a
reactor operator license who has received the necessary training.

ANSWER b

KA 194001A109 [3.9]

REFERENCE Oiq ~ - qg/g g~$g~ ~j y~
NEW



QUESTION: 429 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

An ALERT was upgraded to a SITE AREA EMERGENCY at 1300 hours.

Which ONE of the following is the LATEST time allowed to complete the notification to the NRC of this
upgrade in classification?

a. 1315 hours.

C.

d.

1330 hours.

1345 hours.

1400 hours.

ANSWER d

KA 19400 IA116 [4.4]

REFERENCE P $ ) g g g, pi~i

NEW



QUESTION'30 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE) is which ONE of the following'P

a. The sum of the Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) and the Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE).

b. The sum of the DDE and the Committed Dose Equivalent (CDE).

c. The sum of the CEDE and the Eye (lens) Dose Equivalent (LDE).

d. The sum of the Committed Dose Equivalent (CDE) and the Eye Dose Equivalent (LDE).

ANSWER a

KA 194001K103 [3.5]

REFERENCE P~+ ( g) p ~yg;g,+ P pg, 3

NEW



QUESTION: ¹31 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the process for positioning and tagging of valves under the
cognizance of the Chemistry Department?

a. Valves are placed in the required position only by Operations personnel and the tags are hung
by Operations personnel.

b. Valves are placed in the required position by Chemistry personnel and the tags are hung by
Chemistry personnel.

C. Valves are placed in the required position by Chemistry personnel and the tags are hung by
Operations personnel.

d. Valves are placed in the required position by Operations personnel and the tags are hung by
Chemistry personnel.

ANSWER c

194001K102 [4.1]

REFERENCE p~ +„> pg .~ f /
NEW



QUESTION'32 TYPE: SRO POIN1 VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

The reactor has tripped due to a steam line break and a substantial RCS cooldown has
occurred.
E-2, "Faulted Steam Generator Isolation" is in use.
The STA reports the critical safety function status as follows:

Subcritcality
Core Cooling
Heat Sink
Integrity
Containment
Inventory

- GREEN
- YELLOW
- YELLOW
- ORANGE
- GREEN
- YELLOW

Which ONE of the following is the required MINIMUMfrequency for monitoring the Critical Safety
Functions'P

80

b.

C.

d.

Monitor continuously.

Monitor every 5 minutes.

Monitor every 10 minutes.

Monitor every 15 minutes.

ANSWER. a

KA 194001A111 [4.1]

REFERENCE QHX — /0%3 fjApart wC~+

NEW



QUESTION: 433 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following logic circuits requires ONLY one energized

~ ~

input to yield an energized output?

a. "OR" gate.

b.

C.

d:

"AND"gate.

Retentive memory.

"NOl"'ox,

ANSWER a

KA 194001A107 [3.2]

REFERENCE
P g (. Pg) )

J

NEW





QUESTION: 434 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following statements completes the following sentence?

If EOP SUB STEPs are designated with letters, then...

a....they are IMMEDIATEACTION steps which must be performed from memory.

b....they must be performed in the sequence as written.

c.. ~ .they must be completed before progressing through the EOP.

d....they are CONTINUOUS action steps.

ANSWER b.

KA 194001A102 [3.9]

'EFERENCE
RO-C-ER01

8/93 NRC Exam



QUESTION: 435 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following Unit 1 RCS parameters are the MAXIMUMpressure and temperature that
the RHR system may be placed into service per ES-1.2, "Post-LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization"?

a. 409 psig, 378 degrees F.

b.

C.

d.

375 psig, 348 degrees F.

375 psig, 378 degrees F.

409 psig, 348 degrees F.

ANSWER d.

KA 000011A111 [4.2]

REFERENCE
Cook Plant: ES-1.2, "Post-LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization" and OHP 4024.206 Drop 31
RO-C-NS08 OBJ 6a, 9b.

NEW



QUESTION: 436 TYPE: SRO POINl VALUE: 1.0

A surveillance is being conducted on Diesel Generator 2CD when a station blackout occurs

Which ONE of the following describes the effect of the blackout on Diesel Generator 2C ?

80 No load shed, load shed relay picks up for 2 seconds to trip DG outp breaker, output
breaker stays open.

b. Load shed relay picks up to trip DG output breaker, load shed occ and breaker recloses,
load sequence timers start.

C. Load conservation occurs, trip signal to load shed relay i blocked, DG output breaker
remains closed.

d. Load shed occurs, load sequence timer starts, trip sign to load shed relay is blocked, DG
output breaker remains closed.

ANSWER b.

KA 000055A I 02 [4.4]

REFERENCE
L.P. RO-C-AS10 Student Handout

NEW



QUESTION: 437 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A LOCA has occurred and manual initiation of Sl has taken place.

WHAT indications will the operator observe on the CCW system 1 minute after initiation?

a.

b.

C.

d.

CCW to the Containment Pressure Equalizing Fans (CEQ) open, Letdown Hx return valve
closed, both CCW pumps running, RHR heat exchanger (Hx) return valves throttled open to
3000 gpm.

Excess letdown Hx isolated, CCW to Spent Fuel Pit Hx closed, both CCW pumps running,
CCW Hx outlets open, Letdown Hx return valve closed.

B.A. evaporator supply closed, both CCW pumps running, RHR Hx return valves open, CCW
Hx outlets open, CCW to Spent Fuel Pit Hx closed.

Letdown Hx return valve closed, RHR Hx return valves throttled open to 3000 gpm, both CCW
pumps running, CCW Hx outlets open.

ANSWER: d

KA 008000A401 [3.3/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS01, OBJ. 4

BANK
7/96





QUESTION: 438 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

IRV-310, East Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Heat Exchanger outlet flow control valve, will fail

on a loss of air to the valve and fail on a loss of power to its controller.

a. OPEN, OPEN.

b. CLOSED, CLOSED.

c. OPEN, CLOSED.

d. CLOSED, OPEN.

ANSWER a

KA 000057A219 f4.0/4.3]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS0S

NRC Exam 1/93



QUESTION: 439 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Taking the Steam Dump Mode control switch to RESET will...

a. bypass the P-12 block of Group 1 valves.

b. reset the C7A and C7B load rejection bistables.

c. deenergize both trains of arm/block solenoids.

d. re-enable the P-12 block of Group 1 valves.

ANSWER: b

KA 041000K414 [2,5/2.8]

REFERENCE'age

25 RO-C-PG12

NEW



QUESTION: 440 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A station Licensee Event Report (LER) on the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system determined that an

improperly sized orifice would have actuated the flow retention signal at 1226 gpm flow. Because of
this:

80

b.

C.

d.

Flow retention signal would have actuated at a higher value than design.

Flow retention signal would have been blocked if actuated.

The AFW system heat sink flow requirements would not be met.

The flow conservation signal would override the flow retention signal.

ANSWER a

KA 0 61 000 K404 [3.1/3.4]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-AS11

NEW





QUESTION: ¹41 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

The East Charging Pump is running when a loss of the CD 250 VDC Bus occurs.

Which ONE of the following statements describes the effect that this loss of power has on vital loads
powered from this bus? .

aO

b.

C.

d.

Vital 4KV loads would only be able to be operated at their breaker cubicle.

Vital 4KV loads could be operated from the control room if the charging springs are charged.

If an Sl occurred the East Charging Pump would be load shed and not restart.

If a blackout and safety injection were to occur the CD diesel would supply all Train A vital
4KV loads.

ANSWER a

KA 000058A203 (3.5/3.9)

REFERENCE

OHP 4022.082.003

sew



QUESTION: 442 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is in mode 6 with refueling in progress, when VRS 2101 experiences a loss of power. If VRS
2201 indicates normal then which ONE of the following applies for these conditions?

a. Stop refueling procedures until VRS-2101 is operable.

b. No specific actions are required to continue refueling.

c. Must verify that containment purge and exhaust penetrations are closed.

d. Must begin to perform area surveys in order to continue refueling.

ANSWER: b Ow C ~l~0 0,440PV I~i1o~iygeii)4 98@>
KA 000036K202 [3.4/3.9]

REFERENCE'O-C-AS21

page 28
Technical Specifications Table 3.3-6

NEW



QUESTION: 443 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Identify the ONE statement that defines proper operation for control switches i the Control Room
Ventilation System:

a. 1/4 switch in ISOLATE closes damper 1 and opens damper 4.

b. 2/3 switch in ISOLATE closes damper 2 and opens damper 3.

c. 1/4 switch in ISOLATE opens damper 1 and closes damper

d. 2/3 switch in ISOLATE opens damper 2 and closes dam r 3.

ANSWER: b

KA 00006?A105 [3.0/3.1]

REFERENCE:
RO-C-AS09 page 24

NEW



QUESTION: AE44- TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which limiting safety system setting provides a correction for changes in density and heat capacity
of the reactor coolant system?

a. Power Range High Flux

b.

C.

d.

Pressurizer Low Pressure

Overpower Delta T

Loss of Flow

ANSWER: c

KA 015000A108 [3.3/3.4]

REFERENCE
TS. Basis 2.5

NEW



QUESTION'E45 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During a small break LOCA, RCS pressure is 1000 psig and the Charging Pumps and the Safety
Injection pumps are injecting to the RCS. It is necessary to monitor for a rise in core exit
thermocouple temperature since this is an indication that..

a0

b.

entry into inadequate core cooling procedure ls required.

the ECCS system should be aligned for cold leg recirculation.

C.

d.

natural circulation has been lost.

ECCS flow is greater than break flow.

ANSWER: c

KA 002000K517 f3.8/4.1]

REFERENCE:
OHP 4023.E-1

NEW



QUESTION: AE46 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A liquid radwaste release is in progress,
RRV-286 Effluent valve radwaste isolation valve, CLOSES.

Which ONE of the following could have caused the closure of RRV-286?

a1

b.

C.

d.

Loss of control air to the valve.

Loss of 115 VAC supply to the valve.

Two of three running circ water pumps trip.

Hi activity alarm on monitor R-18.

ANSWER: a

KA 068000A302 [3.6/3.6]

REFERENCE
OP-12-5138

NEW



QUESTION: 447 TYPE: SRO POINT VAI UE'.0

The Reactor is at 100% power. Pressurizer Level Transmitter NLP-151 is selected for control, and all
other systems are lined up for normal operation and in automatic, where applicable. The REFERENCE
leg for NLP-151 develops a slow leak. Which ONE of the following describes the response to this
condition?

ar

b.

C.

d.

NLP-151 level
Indication will:

Increase

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

NLP-152 & 153 level
Indication will:

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Increase

VCT level
Indication will:

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

ANSWER: a

KA 000028A106 [3.3/3.6l

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NEW



QUESTION: ¹48 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A rod control urgent failure has occurred on Unit 1. The Auxiliary Equipment Operator reports that
Power Cabinet 2BD has a local urgent failure alarm and all other cabinets indicate normal. Based on
this information, which ONE of the following describes the effect this will have on the ability to move
rods?

a. The RO can individually move all rod banks except for groups 1 and 2 of shutdown bank B

& D.

b. The RO can individually move all rod banks except for group 2 of shutdown bank B and group
2 of control banks B 8c D.

c. The RO can individually move all rod banks except for group 2 of control bank D.

d. The RO can move all rod banks individually except for shutdown bank B.

ANSWER: b
KA 001000K105 f4.5/4.4]
REFERENCE
RO-C-NS04



QUESTION: 449 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 1 is at 754'ith boron concentration of 450 ppm. CVCS is lined up with 75 gpm
letdown in service. East Centrifugal Charging pump is in operation and control systems are in

automatic. The makeup system is setup in automatic for a boron concentration of 455 ppm. Allother
control systems are in automatic.

Several minutes later, you notice rods stepping out and Tave dropping rapidly. After rods stop, Tave
continues to drop. What caused this transient?

80

C.

Power Range Channel N41 failing high.

QLC-451 (VCT Level) failing low.

PZR Level Channel 151 (controlling channel) failing low.

Impulse pressure MPC 253 failing high.

ANSWER: c

KA 004000K101 [3.6/4.0]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS06

NEW



QUESTION: 450 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

~

~

Which ONE of the following statements describes how plant operations are affected if Loop 1 Wide

Range Pressure instrument [NPS-122] fails low during Low Temperature Overpressure Protection
System operation?

80

b.

C.

d.

The RHR cooldown isolation valves (IMO-128 and ICM-129) will be interlocked closed.

The pressurizer spray valves (NRV-163 and NRV-164) will close.

Pressurizer PORV NRV-152 will be unable to perform its LTOP function.

Pressurizer backup heaters will be energized due to the failure.

ANSWER c

KA 002000K410 [4.2/4,4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS03

NEW



QUESTION'51 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is a valid main steam isolation signal in Unit 1?

a. Lower containment pressure High-High at 2.9 psig sensed on 1 of 4 channels.

b.

C.

d.

High steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels sensed on 2 of 4 loops.

Low steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels coincident with low steam line pressure on 1/1
channels on 1 of 4 loops.

High steam line flow on 1 of 2 channels on 2 of 4 loops coincident with lo-lo Tave on 2 of 4
loops.

ANSWER d

KA 039 00 0K405 [3.7/3.7]

REFERENCE
L.P. RO-C-PG2A

NEW





QUESTiON: 452 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

In preparation for surveillance testing during at-power operations, reactor trip breakers "A"and "B"and
reactor trip bypass breaker "A"are closed. Racking in and closing reactor trip bypass breaker "B" will
result in:

80

b.

C.

opening both reactor trip bypass breakers and both reactor trip breakers.

opening both reactor trip bypass breakers and reactor trip breaker "B" only.

opening reactor trip bypass breaker "B" only and both reactor trip breakers.

d. opening reactor trip bypass breaker "B" only and reactor trip breaker "B" only.

ANSWER a

KA 012000A406 [4.3/4.3]

REFERENCE
OHP 4024.110

NEW



QUESTION'53 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: S.o

Which ONE of the following is NOT one of the first seven actions that may be performed concurrently
following a trip of a Main Feed Pump?

a. Place the operating main feed pump on main steam.

b. Start all Auxiliary Feed Pumps.

c. Borate to limit rod insertion.

d. Take both trains of steam dump to OFF.

ANSWER

KA 059000A207 (3.0/3,3)

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.055.001

NEW



QUESTION: 054 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following for Unit 2:

The reactor has tripped. Three control rods have failed to insert on the trip.

Which ONE of the following is the MINIMUMvolume of boric acid that must be added to the RCS as
a result of the stuck rods'P

80

b.

C.

d.

1500 gallons.

1960 gallons.

2250 gallons.

5600 gallons.

ANSWER c

KA 000005K105 [3.3/4.1]

REFERENCE
ES-0.1

NEW



QUEST(ON: ¹55 TYPE: SRO POINl VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the order of sequential start for the following equipment after an Sl plus
Blackout and Containment Isolation Phase B?

1.
4.
7.

aO

b.

C.

d.

CCP pumps 2.
ESW pumps 5.
MDFWP 8.

1) 3) 6~ 8f 2) 4 7)

2, 4, 7, 8, 1, 3, 6

1, 3, 6, 2, 4, 7, 8

8, 1) 3, 6, 2, 4) 7

CCW pump 3. Sl pump
NESW pump 6. RHR pump
CTS pump

ANSWER c

KA 062000K302 [4.1/4.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-A10E

BANK
RO18 class quiz
1994



QUESTION: 456 TYPE: SRO POINT VALU 1.0

Given the following initial plant conditions:

100% reactor power.
Rod control in automatic.
Tave = Tref.

Which ONE of the following statements describes how the rod co ol
system will respond to a 3 degree F rise, in Tave?

a. Rods drive out at approximately 72 steps per minute til the deadband is entered.

b. Rods drive in at 8 steps per minute until Tave = Tr f.

C.

d.

Rods drive out at 8 steps per minute until the d ad band is entered.

Rods drive in at approximately 40 steps per inute until Tave = Tref.

ANSWER b

KA 001000K403 [3.5/3.8]

~n

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 8/93

~

)P ll



QUESTION: ¹57 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following does NOT indicate a possible failure of a RCP ¹1 seal?

a. ¹1 seal leakoff > 6 gpm.

b. RCP. thermal barrier r P low alarm lit.

c. ¹1 seal leakoff temperature > 185'F.

d. Reactor coolant drain tank level high.

ANSWER . d

Agg.'4- 9.'L
KA 000016l8HCI [&Sj Q
REFERENCE
OHP 4022.002.001

p;f) a~/
NEW





QUESTION: AE58 TYPE SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following conditions will automatically UNBLOCK the Unit 1 pressurizer low
pressure safety injection signal?

a. Tave increases to 541 degrees F.

b. Turbine Impulse Pressure increases to 10%.

c. RCS pressure increases to 2015 psig.

d. Reclose the Reactor Trip Breakers.

ANSWER c

KA 013000A101 [4.0/4.2]

REFERENCE

RO-C-NS11

NEW



QUESTION: 459 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following statements describes the operation of the Steam Generator Water Level
Control System?

a. Main steam flow and main feed water flow inputs are density compensated.

b.

C.

Feed flowtransmitters measure delta P across a flowrestriction with three selectable channels
fl, Startup, II].

Main feed pump delta-P controller maintains pump delta-P 100 psig plus or minus 10 psig
above steam pressure.

d. Main feed pump delta-P controller uses feed header pressure and turbine bypass header
pressure.

ANSWER

KA 059000K104 [3.4/3.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG11

NRC Exam 5/88



QUESTION: ¹60 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the reason for maintaining a MINIMUMpressure
of 15 psig in the VCT during normal at power operation?

a.

b.

C.

d.

To ensure adequate hydrogen concentration in the RCS coolant.

To maintain a backpressure on ¹1 Reactor Coolant Pump seal.

To prevent tank collapse due to internal vacuum during a multiple CCP start.

To provide adequate CCP recirculation backpressure for the CCPs during normal operations.

ANSWER b

KA 004000K304 [3.7/3.9]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS2P

NEW



QUESTION: 461 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During reduced inventory conditions a hot leg vent path capability must be established to, ...

a. allow a vent path for nitrogen to aid in RCS draining.

b.

C.

d.

prevent surge line flooding and subsequent RWST gravity feed loss.

prevent vessel head pressurization which can lead to RWST gravity feed loss and core
uncovery.

allow for a steam flow path which would limit RCS temperature to 212 F during a loss of RHR.

ANSWER c

KA 000025A102 [3.8/3.9]

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.'017.001

BANK
03/95



QUESTION: 462 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following signals will be available to trip the 1AB Emergency
Diesel Generator (EDG) when started during a Large Break LOCA when a failure of 250V DC power
to the EDG occurs 60 seconds later?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Mechanical overspeed.

Differential overcurrent.

Electrical Overspeed.

Generator overcurrent.

ANSWER a

KA 064000K402 (3.9/4.2)

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS10

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 6/92



QUESTION: @63 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The following plant conditions exist:

A reactor trip and safety injection have occurred.
Procedure E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection" is in use.
Both diesels were running unloaded and subsequently shutdown and placed in
standby.
Reserve power has just been lost.

Which ONE of the following statements describes ECCS pump status'F

a0 ECCS pumps are load shed and must be manually restarted.

b. ECCS pumps are load shed and then sequenced back on automatically by their Blackout
Sequence timers.

C. ECCS pumps are load shed and then sequenced back on automatically by their Safety
Injection Sequence timers.

ECCS pumps continue to run but ECCS valves must be re-aligned.

ANSWER a

KA 000056A247 f3.8/3.9)

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS10

MODIFIED from NRC Exam 8/93



QUESTION: 464 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

A complete loss of all feedwater has occurred in conjunction with a small feed break inside
~

~containment on S/G "12". Safety Injection was actuated.
The following plant conditions currently exist;

RCS Pressure ................1900 psig and increasing.

RCS Tave .....,....~...... ~ ~....547 degrees and'stable.

RCS T-hot .................~.....575 degrees and stable.

RCS T-cold ...~.....,....,.... ~ .520 degrees and stable.

Core Exit TCs .......,...... ~ .,575 degrees and increasing.

Pzr Level ........................45% and slowly increasing.

Containment pressure ...3 psig and decreasing.

12

13

0"

30

20

FR-H.1 has been entered and an RCS bleed and feed has just been established. A report is received
in the control room that one Auxiliary Feedwater Pump is recovered and ready for use. Which ONE
of the following actions is taken under these circumstances?

a. Feed one Steam Generator at the maximum rate possible until CET's are ( 550'F.

b. Feed 411 Steam Generator at c 50,000 pph until wide range level is greater than 11%.

c. Feed only 411 Steam Generator at maximum rate until WR level exceeds 40%.

d. Maintain bleed and feed until CET's are less than 550', then feed one Steam Generator at s
50,000 pph.

ANSWER a

KA 000054A204 f4 2/4 31

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.FR-H.1

NEW



QUESTION: 465 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The detector for R5, Spent Fuel Pool Fuel Handling Building area radiation monitor fails causing a

HIGH alarm. Which ONE of the following describes the effect of this failure?

a. None, there are NO interlocks associated with this area radiation monitor.

b. All movements of the Spent Fuel Handling Crane are blocked.

c. The Fuel Handling Area Ventilation is aligned to the HEPA and charcoal filters.

d. The Control Room intake duct is isolated and realigned to it's HEPA and charcoal filters.

ANSWER c

KA 000061A101 [3.6/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS09

NEW



QUESTION: 466 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

'The reactor has tripped from 100% power due to a loss of off-site electrical power, the EDGs failed
to reenergize the 4KV ESF buses and the following plant indications are noted.

RCS pressure is 1575 psig and decreasing.
Core exit thermocouples indicate 604 degrees F, increasing.
RVLIS Indicates 31%.
Pressurizer level indicates 90%, increasing.

Which ONE of the following would cause these indications?

a.

b.

C.

d.

A pressurizer PORV has failed in the open position.

RCS over-cooling caused a bubble shift to the reactor vessel.

Cold leg accumulators have injected and filled the pressurizer.

The steam dump controller has failed with all steam dumps open.

ANSWER a.

KA 000008K305 [4.0/4.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.E-1

NEW



QUESTION: 467 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE' 0

Given the following:
0

Plan t in Mode 6 with vessel head installed.
Midloop operations in progress.
SG hot and cold leg manways are removed:
SG nozzle dams installed on hot legs.
SG nozzle dams not installed on cold legs.
No vents are open in the RCS.
Loss of RHR cooling occurs.

Which ONE of the" following will occur as a long-term result of this event if NO corrective action can
be taken?

ar Steam formation ln hot legs will cause erroneous reactor vessel level Indication.

b. Steam formation in upper head will increase pressure enough to blow out one or more
SG hot leg nozzle dams.

C. Steam formation in upper head will depress vessel level and displace water out the SG
cold leg nozzles.

d. Steam formation in cold legs and resultant steam expansion will displace water out the
SG hot leg manways.

f

ANSWER c

KA 005000K301 [3.9/4.0]

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.017.001 Background

NEW



QUESTION: AE68 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: <.0

Which ONE of the following areas is protected from fire damage by a Carbon Dioxide (CO2) fire

~

~suppression system?

a. control room.

b. 250 VDC battery room.

c. remote shutdown station LSI-4.

d. control room cable vault.

ANSWER d

KA 086000K406 f3.0/3.3]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS18

NEW



QUESTION: 469
l

TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

According to Technical Specifications, which ONE of the following conditions requires an emergency
~

~

boration?

80

b.

C.

d.

a steam dump valve fails open during reactor startup, resulting in an RCS cooldown to 541
degrees F, where temperature stabilizes.

delta-I is at -17, while at 85% reactor power.

shutdown margin is 1.2% delta k/k in Mode 3.

the ROD BANK D LOW alarm actuates while at 100% power, but rod motion has stopped.

ANSWER c

KA 000024K301 f4.1/4.4]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications 3/4.1.1

NEW





QUESTION'70 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following plant conditions:

Unit 1 is at 35% power increasing to 100% power.
Condenser vacuum is 21" Hg and decreasing slowly.

Which ONE of the following actions should be taken?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Start all available Circ Water Pumps.

Reduce reactor power immediately.

Trip the reactor; enter E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection'.

Stop the power increase and place the S/U Air Ejectors in service.

ANSWER c

KA 000051A202 f3.9/4.1]
P

REFERENCE
01-OHP 4024.112

NEW



QUESTION: ¹71 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During the performance of OHP 4023.E-1, Loss of Reactor or Secondar! Coolant, a red path for
containment pressure is identified. The operators transition to OHP 4023.FR-Z.1,
Response to High-High Containment Pressure and upon completion of all required steps in FR-Z.1,
the red path condition still exists. The operator should...

80

b.

C.

d.

repeat the sequence of steps of FR-Z.1, then return to E-1.

return to E-1 at the step in effect, FR-Z.1 should NOT be repeated again.

continue to repeat actions in FR-Z.1 until the red path condition clears.

return to E.1 at the step in effect and repeat actions of FR-Z.1 in 5 minutes.

ANSWER b

KA 000069G012 f3.5/3.5]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.Z.1
LP RO-CER21

NEW



QUESTION: 472 TYPE'RO POINT VALuE: 1.0

Unit 1 is operating with the following parameters:
gE5 Pn >s H

re 440 psig
Thot = 350 degrees F
Tcold = 340 degrees F
Tave = 345 degrees F

From the following values, select the ONE that represents the correct
subcooling margin.

a. 104 degrees F.

b.

C.

d.

107 degrees F.

109 degrees F.

112 degrees F.

ANSWER b

KA 000074K101 [4.3/4.7]

REFERENCE: Steam Tables

STEAM TABLES REQUIRED

NEW



QUESTION'73 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions on Unit 1:

The plant is operating at steady-state full power when a loss of off-site power occurs.
The following indications are observed during performance. of Step 1 of E-O, Reactor
Trip or Safety Injection."
Neutron flux is less than 1% and decreasing.
All rod bottom lights are NOT LIT.
RTB is closed.
RTA, BYA, and BYB are open.
The above indications remain constant when the operators actuate the manual reactor
trip breaker switches.

Which ONE of the following actions should be taken by the crew?

a. Go to FR-S.1, "Response to Nuclear Power
Generation/ATWS.'.

Continue in E-0 "Reactor Trip or Safety Injection."

c. Go to FR-S.2 "Response to Loss of Core Shutdown."

d. Go to OHP 4023.ECA-0.0, "Loss of All AC Power."

ANSWER b

KA 000007A204 [4.4/4.6]

REFERENCE
OHP 4023 E-0

NEW



QUESTION: 474 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is at 10 amps in the intermediate range holding for critical data when an instrument power fuse
~

~

on intermediate range channel N35 blows.

Which ONE of the following correctly describes the effect this will have on plant operation?

80 No immediate effect. If the plant is subsequently shutdown, source ranges will have to be

manually reset.

b. The P-6 related source range block will reset causing a reactor trip on high source range
counts.

c. The reactor will trip due to a high intermediate range level trip on the failed channel.

d. No Immediate effect. Ifthe plant is subsequently shutdown, the source ranges willreset below
P-6 as normal.

ANSWER c

KA 000033A203 [2.8/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS09

BANK
Quiz 1991



QUEST(ON: 475 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Prior to any automatic or manual protective action the following indications exist:

0 Reactor power increasing
Containment pressure increasing
RCS pressure decreasing

Which ONE of the following malfunctions/accidents has occurred?

80

b.

LOCA.

Rod control malfunction.

c. Tube rupture.

d. Steam line rupture.

ANSWER d

KA 000040K105 [4.1/4.4)

REFERENCE
OHP 4023.E-O



QUESTION: 476 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

When synchronizing the Diesel Generator to T11A(D), procedures direct the operator to adjust the
speed of the D/G until the synchroscope is rotating slowly in the fast direction. The two parameters
indicated by the synchroscope are:

a.

b.

C.

d.

Current and voltage differences.

Frequency and current differences.

Frequency and phase differences.

Current and phase differences.

ANSWER c

KA 064000A203 [3.1/3.1]

REFERENCE
RO-C-AS12

BANK
11/92



QUESTION: ¹77 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following explains WHYSafety Injection is terminated during recovery from a steam
generator tube rupture per E-3, "Steam Generator Tube Rupture" ?

a. To avoid overcooling of the Reactor Coolant System.

b. To reestablish subcooling margin for the Reactor Coolant System.

c. To avoid continued primary to secondary leakage.

d. To restore Reactor Coolant System inventory with normal makeup.

ANSWER c

*REFERENCE
KA 000038K301 [4.1/4.3)

REFERENCE
4023.E-3

NEW



QUESTION: ¹78 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following conditions on Unit 2:

Leakage into ¹23 steam generator is determined to be 0.5 gpm.
No leakage is detectable into the other steam generators.
Other leakage whose source cannot be identified is determined to be 0.6 gpm.
Leakage from known sources other than steam generator leakage is determined to be
4.0 gpm.

With these conditions in existence, Technical Specification leakage limits:

aO

b.

C.

d.

are not exceeded for any leakage category.

are exceeded for unidentified leakage.

are exceeded for pressure boundary leakage.

are exceeded for steam generator leakage.

ANSWER d

KA 000037G003 [3.2/3.9]

REFERENCE
Technical Specifications 3.4.6.2.

NRC Exam 8/93





QUESTION: 479 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A main steam line break on'411 S/G has occurred inside containment.
Operators are responding to the event per OHP 4023.E2, "Faulted Steam Generator"
and are currently at the step to determine if the faulted generator is also ruptured.

Which ONE of the following parameters will be available to the operator for diagnosis of a SGTR in
the FAULTED S/G?

aO

b,

C.

S/G pressure stabilizing above 0 psig.

R-19 Slowdown radiation monitors.

SRA-1900 Steam Jet Air Ejector radiation monitor.

Rapid uncontrolled S/G level increase.

ANSWER a

KA 039 0 00A203 {3.4/3.7)

REFERENCE
4023.E-2

NEW



QUESTION: 480 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following plant conditions:

100% reactor power.
75 gpm Letdown established.
Pressurizer level increasing.
VCT level decreasing.
Tave is constant.
LOW PRESSURE LETDOWN LINE PRESSURE HIGH annunciator lit.
Charging flow is decreasing.
All control systems are in automatic.

Which ONE of the following events would cause these conditions?

aO Orifice isolation valve QRV-161 closing.

Orifice isolation valve QRV-162 opening.

Letdown isolation valve QRV-111 closing.

Letdown pressure control valve QRV-301 closing.

ANSWER d

KA 000022G011 I3.3/3.6]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS06

NRC Exam 1/90



QUESTION'81 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes why the main turbine is tripped during a loss of MFW ATWS
condition?

a. To initiate a reactor shutdown from doppler defect.

b. To ensure that RCS pressure does not exceed the analyzed maximum.

c. To prevent an excessive cooldown of the RCS.

d. To prevent exceeding the DNBR limits on the core.

ANSWER b

KA 000029K312 (4.4/4.7)

REFERENCE
RO-C-ER16

NEW



QUESTlON: 482 TYPE: SRO POlNT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following reasons explains WHY 1-OHP 5030.050.015 "Main Turbine Miscellaneous
EHC and Trip Checks" includes the precaution "Do not operate main turbine with oil trip locked out
any longer than necessary to complete the test"?

aO

b.

C.

d.

Normal overspeed trip protection is unavailable while the oil trip i.: locked out.

ETS fluid could overheat and present a fire hazard.

The EHC backup overspeed trip should be relied upon for emergency applications rather than
routine testing.

AMSAC will be disabled during the test,

ANSWER a

KA 045000G010 [2.6/2.8]

REFERENCE
1-OHP 5030.050.015 page 1



QUESTION: 483 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The following plant conditions exist:

Power is 100%.
Normal CCW system lineup with East CCP

running.'ressurizer

level slowly decreasing.
CCW surge tank level increasing.
Rad Monitor R17A, CCW Process Rad Monitor, increasing.

Which ONE of the following components could be a source of in-
leakage to the CCW system under these conditions?

80

b.

C.

d.

RCP seal water heat exchanger.

Residual Heat Removal heat exchanger.

RCP thermal barrier heat exchanger.

Spent fuel pool cooling heat exchanger.

ANSWER c

KA 000026G011 [3.4/3.7j

REFERENCE

OHP 4022.016.003

NEW



QUESTION: 484 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

The reactor is in Hot Standby with all equipment operating normally. 414 RCP has been stopped due
~

~

to a high bearing temperature. Which ONE of the following describes how Reactor Coolant System
flow is affected by stopping the pump?

80

b.

C.

'd.

Flow through 14 RCS loop will continue on natural circulation.

Flow through the three running RCP's will decrease.

Total RCS loop flow will decrease to less than 75% of original full flow.

Total flow through the core will decrease to less than 75% of original full flow.

ANSWER: d

KA 003000K110 [3.0/3.2]

REFERENCE
RO-C-TN31

NEW



QUESTION: AE85 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following indications will remain available in the control room after placing LSI-3

~

~and 4 in service per OHP 4025.001.001, Remote Shutdown? [Assume all other LSI panel are not in
service.]

a. Cold Calibrate Pressurizer Level.

b. Steam Generator Pressure.

c. Wide Range RCS Pressure.

d. Charging Flow.

ANSWER: b

KA 000068A204 f3.7/4.0]

REFERENCE
OHP 4025.001.001

NRC Exam 6/92



QUESTION: 486 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: S.o

Which ONE of the following explains why it is preferable to leave the RCP's running during a small
break LOCA if the RCS pressure RCP trip criteria on the foldout page are met but there is no Sl flow?

a. To maintain two phase mixture level above the break longer.

b. To provide heat removal through the break and the S/G's.

c. To limit single phase inventory loss out of the break.

d. To prevent boron stratification in the core.

ANSWER b

KA 0 0 0009A239 [4.3/4.7]

REFERENCE
Westinghouse ERG

NEW



QUESTION'87 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0,

Which ONE of the following conditions will result in a MAIN STEAM LINE
ISOLATION and a FEEDWATER ISOLATION in Unit 2?

a. Steam Generator High-High Level [78% NR].

b. Containment High Pressure [1.1 psig].

c. Low Steam Line Pressure [585 psig].

d. Reactor Trip with Low Tave [Tave 554 degrees F].

ANSWER c

KA 013000K403 [3.9/4.4]

REFERENCE
RO-C-PG2B
RO-C-PG10
4023.E-O

NEW





QUESTION: 488 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which set of Intermediate Range [IR] Nuclear Instrumentation Channel
indications below would be the FIRST to allow the Source Range Channels to
be blocked on a power increase?

a0

b.

C.

d.

N35 reads 1 x 10 amps.
N36 reads 5 x 10" amps.

N35 reads 5 x 10 amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10 amps.

N35 reads 1 x 10 amps.
N36 reads 5 x 10" amps.

N35 reads 5 x 10" amps.
N36 reads 1 x 10 amps.

ANSWER b

KA 000032A204 [3.1/3.5]

REFERENCE
RO-C-NS09



QUESTION: AL'89 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is required following a complete loss of CCW flow according to
1-OHP-4022.016.001, "Malfunction of the CCW System" ?

a. To continue operation, restore CCW flow within five minutes to the affected Unit.

b. Trip the reactor and all reactor coolant pumps within two minutes.

c. Trip affected reactor coolant pumps when motor bearing temperature exceeds 180 F.

d. Reduce CCW loads and increase seal injection flow if power is greater than 10%.

ANSWER b

KA 000015A210 (3.7/3.7)

REFERENCE
OHP 4022.016.001

NEW



QUESTION: 490 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which of the following sets of electrical protective equipment is all that is required for withdrawal of

a breaker in a 4 KV switchgear?

a. Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Leather Gloves.
Flash coat.

b. Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Insulating Gloves.
Face Shield.

Hard Hat.
Safety Glasses.
Face Shield.
Insulating Gloves.
Flash coat.

d. Hard Hat.
Face Shield.
Insulating Gloves..
Flashcoat.

ANSWER

194001K107 [3.6/3.7]

REFERENCE
OS 0.084

NEW





QUESTION: 491 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

During the performance of a spray additive system valve lineup, the operator found the Spray Additive

~ ~

Tank room door closed with the confined space permit on the door. To enter the room, the operator
must . ~ .

aO

b.

obtain a key from the shift supervisor as this is a locked controlled area.

contact RP and have a radiation survey performed immediately prior to entry.

C. check the room environment for habitability prior to entry.

d. inform the control room to expect a door alarm upon entry.

ANSWER c

KA 194001K114 [3.3/3.6]

REFERENCE
12 PMP 6090 CSE.600

8/93 NRC Exam



QUESTION: 492 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following describes the reason why main generator pressure must be maintained

~

~

~

~

at h 2 psig when doing an emergency degas of the main generator.

a. Prevent water vapor from entering the main generator and causing corrosion.

b. Prevent foreign material from entering the generator seals and causing damage to the seals.

C. Prevent seal oil system malfunction due to loss of minimum back pressure.

d. Prevent air entering the main generator and forming an explosive mixture.

ANSWER d

KA 1 94001 K115 [3.4/3.8]

REFERENCE
4022.053.002

NEW



QUESTION: 0'93 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Given the following:

A point source in containment is reading 500 mRem/hr at a distance of two (2) feet.
Two options are available to complete a mandatory work assignment near this
radiation source.

Option One: Operator X can perform the assignment in thirty (30) minutes'working at a distance
of four (4) feet from the point source.

Option Two: Operators Y and Z, who have trained in the use of special extension tooling, can
perform the assignment in seventy-five (75) minutes at a distance of eight (8) feet from
the point source.

Which ONE of the following is the preferred option when considering the total exposure based on the
ALARAplan?

aO

b.

Option One since the total exposure is 62.5 mRem.

Option Two since the total exposure is 78 mRem.

Option One since the total exposure is 125 mRem.

Option Two since the total exposure is 39 mRem.

ANSWER a

KA 194001K104 [3.3/3.5]

REFERENCE
RO-C-RP01

.. NEW





QUESTION: 494 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following entries in the control room log is required to be written in RED INK?

80

b.

C.

d.

Emergency Plan category changes from Site Area Emergency to a General Emergency.

Exiting a Tech Spec Action Statement for AFW in Mode 1.

Hotwell oxygen out of specification as reported by Chemistry.

Mode change from Mode 2 to Mode 1.

ANSWER b

KA 194001A106 [3.4/3.4]

REFERENCE
OHI-2211

NEW



QUESTiON: 495 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following is the MINIMUMqualification requirement for the Operations

~ ~

~Representative to the fire brigade per Station Operating Practices?

a. Auxiliary Equipment Operator.

b.

C.

d.

Reactor Operator.

Assistant Shift Supervisor.

Unit Supervisor.

ANSWER b

KA 1 94001 K11 6 [3.5/4.2]

REFERENCE

PMI-2270

NEW



QUESTION: 496 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following components is supplied power from the "N" train DC power system?

a. Condensate storage tank cross connect valve.

b. Steam supply valve from S/G 2 to the TDAFW pump.

c. TDAFW pump trip and throttle valve.

d. ESW supply valve to the TDAFW pump.

ANSWER c

KA 061000K201 [3.2/3.3]

REFERENCE

RO-C-AS11 Page 11

NRC Exam 8/93





QUESTION: 497 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 3.0

Which ONE of the following plant responses would indicate the presence of a steam bubble in the
reactor head area, if the response occurred while using auxiliary spray?

a.

b.

C.

d.

rapid drop in pressurizer level with rise in pressurizer pressure.

rapid drop in pressurizer level with drop in pressurizer pressure.

rapid rise in pressurizer level with drop in pressurizer pressure.

rapid rise in pressurizer level with rise in pressurizer pressure.

ANSWER c

KA 010000A105 [2.8/2.9]

REFERENCE

Westinghouse ERG

NEW



QUESTION: 498 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

If a standing steam line isolation signal fails to close the steam generator stop valves with Steam
Generator pressures at 500 psig...

80

b.

C.

d.

steam pressure is too low to close the stop valves.

normal hydraulic closure is blocked.

local steam line isolation will not work.

control air is applied manually to the operating piston for closure.

ANSWER b

KA 03501 0K60'I [3.2/3.6]

REFERENCE

RO-C-PG2A Page 10

NEW



QUESTION'99 TYPE: SRO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Unit 2 is recovering from a loss of all AC power in accordance with 02-OHP 4023.ECA-O.O "Loss of All
AC Power". Which ONE of the following reasons explains WHY the DG TRIPS DISABLEDannunciator
must be checked quickly when starting a DG'?

b.

C.

d.

The load on a Diesel Generator should not exceed 3500 KW.

Excessive start attempts must be avoided to conserve starting air.
1

Jacket water cooling restoration must be verified.

An incomplete start will inhibit the alarm.

ANSWER d

KA 000055K302 f4.3/4.6J

REFERENCE

02-OHP 4023.ECA-0.0, Page 6, Note preceding Step 5 of Attachment A.

NRC Exam 1/93





QUESTION: 4100 TYPE'RO POINT VALUE: 1.0

Which ONE of the following Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) conditions meets the operability
requirements for the RWST in Mode 4?

a. 340,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2350 ppm, and a water temperature of 65
degrees F.

b. 345,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2450 ppm, and a water temperature of 70
degrees F.

C. 350,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2550 ppm, and a water temperature of 75
degrees F.

d. 355,000 gallon volume, boron concentration of 2650 ppm, and a water temperature of 80
degrees F.

ANSWER c

KA 006000G010 [3.4/3.7]

REFERENCE

Technical Specification 3.5.5, p. 3/4 5-11

NRC Exam 8/93
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IMPLEMENTATIONOF A CORRECTIVE ACTION PROGRAM
WAS INADEQUATETO ASSURE CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO

QUALITYWERE EFFECTIVELYCORRECTED

~ DEFICIENCIES WERE NOT PROPERLY IDENTIFIED OR
EVALUATED

~ CAUSES OF IDENTIFIED DEFICIENCIES WERE NOT
EFFECTIVELY DETERMINED SO ACTIONS DID NOT
PREVENT RECURRENCE

THESE EXAMPLES CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEGRADATION
OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT RELIED UPON TO PERFORM
SAFETY FUNCTIONS DURING DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS.





DEFICIENCIES NIERB NOT PROPERLY IDENTIFIEDOR
EVALUATED

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION XVI,"CORRECTIVE
ACTION," REQUIRES THATCONDITIONS ADVERSE TO

QUALITYSUCH AS DEFECTIVE MATERIALAND
NONCONFORMANCES ARB PROMPTLY IDENTIFIEDAND

CORRECTED,

THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO RECOGNIZE THE PROBLEM
AND IMPLEMENTCORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR FAILED
ICE BASKET SHEET METALSCREWS WHICH HAD BEEN
REPEATEDLY FOUND IN THE ICE MELTSYSTEM FILTERS
IN BOTH UNITS.

THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO IDENTIFYAND IMPLEMENT
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR THE DENTED/BUCKLED
WEBBING IN THE ICE BASKETS ON OVER 40 UNIT 1 AND
OVER 100 UNIT 2 ICE BASKETS.





FURTHER EXAMPLES OF INAMQUATECORRECTIVE

ACTIONS'HE

LICENSEE FAILED TO IDENTIFYAND IMPLEMENT
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR THE NUMEROuS ICE
BASKETS THATWERE MISSING ICE SEGMENTS NEAR
THE LOWER END OF THE ICE BASKETS FOR BOTH
UNITS.

~ THE.LICENSEE. FAILEDTO IDENTIFYAND IMPLEMENT
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS FOR NONENCAPSULATED
FIBERGLASS INSULATIONFOUND BETWEEN THE
LOWER ENTRY DOOR FRAME AND THE BULKHEAD
WALLIN ICE CONDENSER BAY24 FOR BOTH UNITS.





CAUSES OF IDENTIFIEDDEFICIENCIES WERE NOT
EFFECTIVELYDETERMINED80 ACTIONS DID NOT PREVENT

RECURRENCE

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION XVIREQUIRES THAT
THE CAUSE OF CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITfBE

DETERMINEDAND CORRECTIVE ACTIONTAKENTO
PRECLUDE REPETITION,

THE LICENSEE DID NOT IDENTIFYTHE FULL SCOPE OF
ICE BASKETS WITH FAILED BOTTOM HOLD DOWN BAR
FILLETWELDS. THE LICENSEE CHOSE TO ADDRESS
THE ISSUE BY PERFORMING AN ANALYSISTO BOUND
THIS CONDITION. THE ANALYSISWAS INADEQUATE,
BECAUSE THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT
DESIGN CRITERIA USED IN THE ORIGINALICE BASKET
DESIGN WERE NOT PROPERLY APPLIED.

2. THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO TAKE PROMPT CORRECTIVE
ACTIONS WHEN CALCULATIONNO. DCCHV12CR11N,
"CONTROL ROOM TEMPERATURE EVALUATION,"
IDENTIFIEDTHAT CONTROL ROOM EQUIPMENT
QUALIFIEDLIFE WOULD DECREASE FROM 16,000
HOURS AT AN EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER DESIGN
TEMPERATURE OF 76 F TO 12 HOURS AT 87.6'F DURING
A DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT.



FURTHER EXAMPLES QF lNEFFECTIVE CORRECTlVE
ACTlQNS:

~ THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO IMPLEMENTEFFECTIVE
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO ENSURE LEAKCOLLECTION
DEVICES WERE PROCESSED UNDER THE TEMPORARY
MODIFICATIONPROCESS. A LEAKCOLLECTION DEVICE
WAS DISCOVERED UNDER EACH REFUELING WATER
STORAGE TANKOVERFLOW PIPE. THE DEVICES WERE
NOT INSTALLEDUSING THE TEMPORARY
MODIFICATIONPROCESS AND THE ENGINEERING
STAFF DID NOT EVALUATETHE INSTALLATIONS.

~ THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO IMPLEMENTEFFECTIVE
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO PREVENT REPETITIVE
LOOSENING OF ICE BASKET BOTTOM ASSEMBLY
U-.BOLT NUTS.

~ . THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO IMPLEMENTEFFECTIVE
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS TO PREVENT REPETITIVE
SEPARATION OF UNIT 0 ICE BASKET ASSEMBLIES.



PERFORMANCE OF TEST ACTIVITIESTO ASSURE
covmNua~ aVWmeiLrrVaVO ot arena.rVOt= s~~nv

SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT WERE INADEQUATE

~ PROCEDURES HAD INADEQUATEGUIDANCE

~ PROCEDURES DID NOT HAVE PROPER ACCEPTANCE
LIMITS

PROCEDURES WERE NOT FOLLOWED

~
. CONTRACTOR CONTROLS WERE INADEQUATE

ESE EXAMPLES CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEGRADATION
OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT REI.IED UPON TO PERFORM
SAFETY FUNCTIONS DURING DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS.
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PROCEDURES HAD INADEQUATEGUIDANCE

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION V, "INSTRUCTIONS,
PROCEDURES, AND DRANIINGS,"REQUIRES THAT,

ACTIVITIESAFFECTING QUALITYBE PRESCRIBED BY
APPROPRIATELY DOCUMENTED INSTRUCTIONS AND

PROCEDURES OF ATYPE APPROPRIATE TO THE
CIRCUMSTANCES,

APPROPRIATE INSTRUCTIONS WERE NOT PROVIDED
FOR THE VISUALICE CONDENSER FLOW PASSAGE
EXAMINATIONS.PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.260,
REVISION I, "INSPECTION OF ICE CONDENSER FLOW
PASSAGES," FAILEDTO DETECT ICE BLOCKAGE IN THE
FLOW PASSAGES. SPECIFICALLY, THIS PROCEDURE
LACKED INSTRUCTIONS TO (1) PERFORM VISUAL
EXAMINATIONSFROM ACCESSIBLE AREAS ABOVE AND
BELOW THE ICE CONDENSER FLOW PASSAGES, (2)
REQUIRE AN ADEQUATE LIGHTING
SYSTEM/CONFIGURATION, AND (3) REQUIRE
INSPECTION PERSONNEL TO MEET VISUAL
QUALIFICATIONSTANDARDS .OR REQUIREMENTS.



FURTHER EXAMPLES OF INADEQUATE PROCEIMRE
GUIGANCR

PROCEDURE NO. '12 CHP 6021.ECD.006, REVISION 9,
"INSTALLATION,REPLACEMENT, AND REPAIR OF
SILICONE FIRE BARRIER PENETRATION SEALS," DID
NOT REQUIRE THAT FIBERFRAX DAMMINGMATERIAL
BE REMOVED FOLLOWING INSTALLATION,
REPLACEMENT, OR REPAIR OF FIRE BARRIER
PENETRATION SEALS.

PROCEDURE NO. 01-OHP 4030.00'I.002, REVISION 14,
"CONTAINMENT,INSPECTION TOURS," DID NOT INCLUDE
STEPS TO IDENTIFYWHETHER FIBROUS INSULATION
MATERIALHAD BEEN INSTALLED.

~ PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.260 LACKED
GUIDANCE FOR SYSTEMATIC SELECTION OF FLOW
PASSAGES FOR VISUALEXAMINATION.

~ PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.21'I AUTHORIZED
UNPINNING UP TO 60 ICE BASKETS IN MODES 3 AND 4
WITHOUTAN ANALYSISTO DETERMINE IF THE
INTEGRITYOF THE CONTAINMENTSTRUCTURE WAS
AFFECTED.





PROCEDURES DID NOT HAVE PROPER ACCEPTANCE LIMITS

16 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION Xl, "TEST CONTROL,"
REQUIRES THATTESTING IS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH WRITTENTEST PROCEDURES WHICH INCORPORATE

THE REQUIREMENTS ANDACCEPTANCE LIMITSCONTAINED
IN APPLICABLEDESIGN DOCUMENTS.

1. ACCEPTANCE LIMIT(16 PERCENT FLOW PASSAGE
BLOCKAGE)ASSUMED IN DESIGN DOCUMENT NO.
WCAP-'11902, "REDUCED TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE OPERATION FOR DONALDC. COOK
NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 'I LICENSING REPORT," WAS NOT
ADEQUATELYINCORPORATED INTO TEST-PROCEDURE
NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.260, "INSPECTION OF ICE
CONDENSER FLOW PASSAGES "

2. ACCEPTANCE LIMIT(MAXIMUMGROSS ICE BASKET
WEIGHT}IN WESTINGHOUSE EVALUATION"INDIANA
MICHIGANPOWER D. C. COOK NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
ICE CONDENSER SEISMIC LOAD STUDY NEW ICE
BASKET DESIGN," WAS NOT ADEQUATELY
INCORPORATED INTO TEST PROCEDURE NO.
EHP 4030 STP.211, "ICE CONDENSER SURVEILLANCE."





3. ACCEPTANCE I IIVIITS LOWER INLET ICE CONDENSER
DOOR OPENING TORQUES) OF TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION 4.6.6.3.'I.8.1 AND 4.6.6.3.1.8.2, WERE
INCORRECTLY TRANSLATED INTO TEST PROCEDURE
NO. 'I2 EHP 4030 STP.207, "ICE CONDENSER LOWER
INLET DOORS."

4. ACCEPTANCE LIMITS (INTERMEDIATEDOOR OPENING
FORCES) OF TECHNICALSPECIFICATION 4.6.6.3.2.8
WERE INCORRECTLYTRANSLATED INTO TEST
PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.246, "INSPECTION OF
ICE CONDENSER INTERMEDIATEDECK DOORS."



h
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PROCEDURES etERE NOT FOLLONtED

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION V, "INSTRUCTIONS,
PROCEDURES, AND DRAetlNSS„" REQUIRES THAT

ACTIVITIESAFFECTING QUALITYSHALLBE ACCOMPLISHED
IN ACCORDANCE NtlTH INSTRUCTIONS AND PROCEDURES.

THE LICENSEE FAILEDTO SELECT A REPRESENTATIVE
SAMPLE OF ICE BASKETS TO MEET TS 4.6.6.'I.8.2 ICE
WEIGHT SURVEILLANCE. THE SELECTED ICE BASKET
SAMPLE WAS NONREPRESENTATIVE, IN THAT, LIGHT
ICE BASKETS IN AZIMUTHALROW 6 WERE EXCLUDED
AND ICE BASKETS RECENTLY FILLEDAND WEIGHED
DURING PRIOR SURVEILLANCETESTS WERE INCLUDED.

3.

THE LICENSEE VISUALLYINSPECTED THE ACCESSIBLE
PORTION OF ICE BASKET 6-3P BUT FAILEDTO IDENTIFY
POTENTIALLYDETRIMENTALSTRUCTURAL DAMAGE
DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF SURVEILLANCE

. PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.212, REVISION 0, "ICE
CONDENSER BASKET INSPECTION."

UNAUTHORIZEDCHANGES WERE MADE TO COMPLETED
PROCEDURE NO. 12 EHP 4030 STP.211, REVISION 2, "ICE
CONDENSER SURVEILLANCE."





CONTRACTOR CONTROLS WERE INADEQUATE

'10 CFR 60, APPENDIX.B, CRITERION Vll, "CONTROL OF
PURCHASED MATERIAL,EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICES,"

REQUIRES THATTHE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CONTROL OF
QUALITYBY CONTRACTORS SHALL BE ASSESSED AT

INTERVALS CONSISTENT WITH THE IMPORTANCE,
COMPLEXITYAND QUANTITYOF SERVICES.

CONTRACTOR QUALITYCONTROLS WERE NOT
ADEQUATELYASSESSED DURING ICE BASKET
WEIGHING. NUMEROUS ICE BASKETS SUSTAINED
DAMAGEDURING WEIGHING ACTIVITIESPERFORMED
BY CONTRACTORS.
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'ONTROL AND MAINTENANCEOF THE FACILITYDESIGN
BASS etAS INADEQUATE

~ . THE LACKOF ATTENTIONTO DETAILBY THE
ENGINEERING STAFF RESULTED IN INADEQUATE
PREPARATION AND VERIFICATIONOF CALCULATIONS.

CHANGES WERE MADE TO THE FACILITYDURING WORK
ACTIVITIESTHAT BYPASSED THE DESIGN CONTROL
PROCESS.

~ THE DESIGN BASIS FOR SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
WERE NOT CORRECTLY TRANSLATED INTO DESIGN
DOCUMENTS.

~ THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT WAS NOT
UPDATED WHEN CHANGES WERE MADE TO THE DESIGN
BASIS.

THESE EXAMPLES CONlRIBUTED TO THE DEGRADATION
OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT RELIED UPON TO PERFORM
SAFETY FUNCTIONS DURING'ESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS.



THE LACKOF AriENTtONTO DETAlLBYTHE ENGtNEERlNG
STAFF RESULTED IN INADEQUATEPREPARATION AND

VERlFlCATlONOF CALCULATlDNS

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION III, '"DESIGN CONTROL,"
REQUIRES THATMSIGN CONTROL MEASURES PROVIM
FOR VERIFYlNGOR CHECKING THE ADEQUACYOF THE

DESIGN.

1. THE LICENSEE DID NOT VERIFY OR CHECK THE
ADEQUACYOF AN INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTY
CALCULATION. SPECIFICALLY, THE REFUELING WATER
STORAGE TANKLEVEL CHANNEL UNCERTAINTY
CALCULATIONDID NOT INCLUDETHE REFUELING
WATER STORAGE TANKDISCHARGE PIPE ENTRANCE
FRICTION HEAD LOSS AND THE VELOCITYHEAD LOSS
DURING MAXIMUMEMERGENCY CORE COOLING FLOW
RATES.





FURTHER E)VLIIIIPLESOF NOT VERIFYlNS OR CHECKING;

~ REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANKLOW-LOWLEVEL
AUTOMATICEMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM
PUMP TRIP SETPOINT WAS SET TO HIGH WHICH COULD
RESULT IN POTENTIAL VORTEXING (AIR ENTRAINMENT)
BEFORE THE PUMPS TRIPPED.

~ CONTAINMENTSUMP LEVEL INSTRUMENTATIONLOOPS
DID NOT ACCOUNT FOR THE LOOP UNCERTAINTY
IMPACT ON POST-ACCIDENT CONTAINMENTLEVELS,
DID NOT INCLUDE CONSIDERATIONS FOR RESIDUAL
HEAT REMOVALAND CONTAINMENTSPRAY SYSTEM
PUMPS NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD REQUIREMENTS,
AND DID NOT ACCOUNT FOR PUMP VORTEXING (AIR,
ENTRAINMENT).

~ CALCULATIONNO. DCCHV12AE06-N, DATED JUNE 3,
't992, "HEATGAIN CALCULATION- AUXILIARYBUILDING
ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS SUPPLY SYSTEM," WAS
INADEQUATE. THE LICENSEE DID NOT VERIFYOR
CHECK THATTHE CALCULATIONHAD USED TWO (2)
NONCONSERVATIVE DESIGN INPUTS. AS A RESULT,
THE CONTAINMENTSPRAY HEAT EXCHANGER ROOM
DESlGN TEMPERATURE COULD BE EXCEEDED DURING
CERTAIN ACCIDENTSCENARIOS.



CHANGES WERE MADETO THE FACILITYDURING WORK
ACTIVlTIESTHATBYPASSED THE DESIGN CONTROL

PROCESS

10 CFR 80, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION III, "DESIGN CONTROL,"
REQUIRES THATFIELD CHANGES BE SULlECT TO DESIGN
CONTROL MEASURES APPLIED TO THE ORIGINALDESIGN.

CHANGES WERE MADETO THE UNIT 1 IGE BASKETS
'ITHOUTBEING SUBJECT TO DESIGN CONTROL

MEASURES COMMENSURATE WITH THOSE APPLIED TO
-THE ORIGINALDESIGN. A GALVANIZEDBOLT HAD
BEEN INSTALLEDIN PLACE OF THE CLEVIS PIN THAT
CONNECTED THE ICE BASKET TO THE SUPPORT
STRUCTURE FOR IGE BASKETS 4 -1 -9, 6 -9 -1 AND 20 -3
-6. THE LICENSEE WAS UNAWARE OF WHEN THESE
MODIFICATIONSWERE INSTALLED,SINCE THEY HAD
NOT BEEN AUTHORIZED.

2. CHANGES WERE MADETO A UNIT 2 IGE BASKET
WITHOUT BEING SUBJECT TO DESIGN CONTROL
MEASURES COMMENSURATE WITH THOSE APPLIED TO
THE ORIGINALDESIGN. A SIX INCH WIDE CURVED
SHEATH OF SHEET METALHAD BEEN INSTALLEDONTO .

THE ICE BASKET MESH OF ICE BASKET 1 -7 -9. THE
LICENSEE WAS UNAWARE OF WHEN THIS
MODIFICATIONWAS INSTALLED,SINCE IT HAD NOT
BEEN AUTHORIZED.



3. THE LICENSEE CHANGED. THE DESIGN OF THE
CONTAINMENTSUMP BY PLUGGING THE ROOF VENT
HOLES WITHOUT USING THE DESIGN CONTROL
PROCESS. THE HOLES WERE NOT DESCRIBED IN THE
UPDATED FINALSAFETY ANALYStS REPORT OR
INDICATEDON A PLANT FLOW DESIGN DRAWING.



FURTHER EXAMPLES OF FACIUTYCHANMS THAT
BYPASSED THE DESIGN CONTROL PROCESS'

NINE (9) RIVETS WERE INSTALLEDIN PL'ACE OF SHEET
METALSCREWS AT THE BOTTOM ICE BASKET RIM
COUPLING OF ICE BASKET 14-6 -8 WITHOUT BEING
AUTHORIZED.

MODIFICATIONSREMOVING ICE BASKET INTERNAL
STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS WERE IMPLEMENTED
WITHOUTFOLLOWING THE DESIGN CONTROL PROCESS
OR DOCUMENTING THE MODIFICATIONSON DRAWINGS.





THB DESIGN BASIS FOR SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT NIERB
NOT CORRECTLY TRANSLATED INTO DESIGN DOCUMENTS

10 CFR 60, APPENDIX 8, CRITERION III, DESIGN CONTROL,"
REQUIRES THATTHE DESIGN BASIS IS CORRECTLY
TRANSLATED INTO SPECIFICATIONS, DRAVNNGS,

PROCEDURES, AND INSTRUCTIONS.

DURING MAINTENANCEOUTAGES CONDUCTED IN 1986,
1986, AND 1996, INADEQUATEMEASURES WERE
ESTABLISHED TO ASSURE THATTHE CONTAINMENT
SUMP DESIGN BASIS REGARDING RESTRICTIONS ON
FIBROUS MATERIALWAS CORRECTLY TRANSLATED
INTO SPECIFICATIONS. SPECIFICATION DCC-FP101-QCN
(REVISION 14 AND CHANGE SHEET I), "FIRE BARRIER
PENETRATION SEALS," DETAILS THE REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE INSTALLATIONAND MAINTENANCEOF FIRE
BARRIER PENETRATION SEALS AND FIRE STOPS.
SPECIFICALLY, THE LICENSEE THROUGH THAT
SPECIFICATION PERMITTED THE INSTALLATIONOF
FIBERFRAX REFRACTORY INSULATIONIN THE
CONTAINMENTTHAT COULD DEGRADE POST-ACCIDENT
RECIRCULATIONCAPABILITYDUE TO INADEQUATENET
POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD FOR THE RESIDUAL HEAT
REMOVALAND CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMPS CAUSED
BY INSULATIONDEBRIS BLOCKAGE OF THE
CONTAINMENTSUMP SCREENS.





2. THE LICENSEE DID NOT CORRECTLY TRANSLATETHE
CONTAINMENTWATER INVENTORYREQUIREMENTS
INTO SPECIFICATIONS. SPECIFICALLY, PREVIOUSLY
PERFORMED ENGINEERING REVIEWS DID NOT
EVALUATEDESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT FLOW DIVERSIONS
INTO THE INACTIVEPORTIONS OF THE CONTAINMENT
SUMP. THEREFORE THE LICENSEE HAD TO DEVELOP
INFORMATIONPERTAINING TO THE LOSS OF
RECIRCULATIONSUMP INVENTORYINSIDE
CONTAINMENT. AS A CONSEQUENCE, IT WAS NOT
KNOWN IF SUFFICIENT WATER,COULD BE RECOVERED
DURING A DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTTO PREVENT
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM OR
CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP VORTEXING (AIR
ENTRAINMENT). THIS COULD JEOPARDIZE LONG TERM
PUMP OPERATION.



FURTHER EXAMPLES OF FACILITYCHANGES THATNIERE
NOT CORRECTS TRANSLATED INTO DESIGN DOCUMENTS:

~ THE INSTALLATIONOF TEMP-MATWITHOUT
APPROPRIATE METALJACKETS COULD DEGRADE POST
ACCIDENT RECIRCULATION CAPABILITYDUE TO
INSULATIONDEBRIS BLOCKAGE OF THE CONTAINMENT
SUMP SCREENS.

~ RECIRCULATIONSUMP SCREEN DESIGN BASIS WAS
NOT CORRECTLY TRANSLATED INTO SPECIFICATIONS.

~ .COMPONENT COOLING WATER DESIGN BASIS FLOWS
DESCRIBED IN THE UPDATED FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT WERE NOT CORRECTLY TRANSLATED INTO
SPECIFICATIONS.

~ REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANKAPPENDIX R
INYENTORYDESIGN BASIS WAS NOT CORRECTLY
TRANSLATED INTO A SAFE SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE.



~ THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT WAS NOT UPDATED
VtHEN CHANGES NBRE MADETO THE DESIGN BASIS

10 CFR 80.7'I(E), "MAINTENANCEOF RECORDS, AND MAKING
OF REPORTS," REQUIRES THATTHE FINALSAFETY

ANALYSISREPORT BE UPDATED TO ASSURE THATTHE
INFORMATIONINCLUDED IN THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT CONTAINS THE LATEST MATERIALDEVELOPED.

1. IN 1988 THE LICENSEE ESTABLISHED THE MAXIMUM
LIMITOF 16 PERCENT ICE CONDENSER FLOW PASSAGE
BLOCKAGE IN WACP -11902, "REDUCED TEMPERATURE
AND PRESSURE OPERATION FOR DONALDC. COOK
NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT I LICENSING REPORT".
HOWEVER, THIS LIMITWAS NOT INCORPORATED INTO
THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT.



FURTHER E)DIMPLES OF INFORMATIONTHATWAS NOT
twcoepomvas two ma ureavao steat. savrrr

ANALYSISREPORT'

THE AS-BUILTWELDED ICE BASKET BOTTOM SUPPORT
BAR STRUCTURE WAS NOT THE SAME AS FIGURE 6.4.1
OF THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREP.ORT WHICH
SHOWED A MECHANICALLYBOLTED CONFIGURATION.
THIS FIGURE HAD NEVER BEEN UPDATED TO REFLECT
THE AS-BUILTDESIGN.

~ THE GRANULARFORM OF ICE USED TO REFILL THE ICE
BASKETS WAS NOT THE 2 INCH BY 2 INCH BY II8 INCH
FLAKE ICE DESCRIBED IN SECTION 1.1 OF APPENDIX M
OF THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT.

~ A 'I989 MODIFICATIONTO INSTALLPIPING STRAPPED
TO THE OUTSIDE OF DAMAGEDICE BASKETS WAS NOT
A RECOGNIZED ICE BASKET CONFIGURATION
DESCRIBED IN THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT.



~ THE MAXIMUMICE BASKET WEIGHT FILLEDWITH ICE
ALLOWEDOF 1877 LBS WAS EVALUATEDIN A 1990
SEISMIC ANALYSIS. HOWEVER, THIS INCREASED
WEIGHT WAS NOT REFLECTED IN THE MAXIMUMICE
BASKET WEIGHT LISTED IN TABLE4.3-1 OF APPENDIX M
OF THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT WHICH
LISTED 1776 LBS AS THE MAXIMUMBASKET WEIGHT.

~ IN 1992 REPLACEMENT ICE BASKETS WERE
AUTHORIZEDAND SUBSEQUENTLY INSTALLEDWHICH
WERE CONSTRUCTED FROM 2 OR 3 FOOT BASKET
SEGMENTS, VICE THE 12 FOOT SEGMENTS DESCRIBED
IN APPENDIX M OF THE FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT.





~ CONDUCT OF SAFETY EVALUATIONSTO ASSURE FACILITY
AND PROCEDURE CHANGES DID NOT CREATE UNREVIENIED

SAFETY QUESTIONS WERE INADEQUATE

~ THE FACILITIESWERE OPERATED IN AN UNANALYZED
CONDITION - THREE (3} POTENTIAL UNREVIEWED
SAFETY QUESTION ISSUES WERE IDENTIFIED.

~ SAFETY EVALUATIONSNOT PERFORMED - UFSAR
DESCRIBED EQUIPMENT DESIGN VALUES WERE
EXCEEDED WITHOUT PROPER EVALUATIONS.

~ SAFETY EVALUATIONSWERE FOUND TO BE
INADEQUATE- INCLUDINGTWO (2) EVALUATIONSTHAT
WERE RE-REVIEWED BY THE COOK STAFF AND FOUND
ACCEPTABLE.

SAFETY SCREENINGS WERE FOUND TO BE
INADEQUATE.

THESE EXAMPLES CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEGRADATION
OF SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMBNTRELIED UPON TO PERFORM
SAFETY FUNCTIONS DURING DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS.





e} THB FACILITIBSNIERB OPERATED IN AN UNANALYZED
COND)TtGN-

THRBB (3} POTENTIAL UNREVIHtVEDSAFETY QUESTION
ISSUES NIBRB IDENTIFIED

'l0 CFR 80.89 (Aj(1},'"CHANGES, TESTS AND EXPERIMENTS,"
REQUIRES THATTHE LICENSEE MAY(I}MAKECHANGES IN

THB FACILITYAS DESCRIBED IN THE SAFETYANALYSIS
REPORT AND (II}MAKECHANGES IN THE PROCEDURES AS
DESCRIBED IN THE SAFETY ANALYSISREPORT, UNLESS

THE PROPOSED CHANGE INVOLVESAN UNREVIEaIED
SAFETY QUESTION.

'f. DURING JULYAND AUGUST OF ANYYEAR SINCE 1987
AND AS RECENTLY AS JULY 17, JULY 18 AND AUGUST 4
OF 1997, THE LICENSEE HAS OPERATED THE FACILITY
ABOVE ITS MAXIMUMULTIMATEHEAT SINK (LAKE)
TEMPERATURE LIMIT(76'F AS STATED IN UPDATED
FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT, TABLES 6.3-2 AND
9.6.-3. SAFETY EVALUATIONTHAT FULLYANALYZED
PLANT OPERATION ABOVE 76'F WAS NOT PROVIDED.
FOR EXAMPLE, DURING THE SUMMER OF 1988, THE
LAKETEMPERATURE AVERAGED 8'I'F FOR 22
CONTINUOUS DAYS AND FOR THE DAYS LISTED IN 1997
THE TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED THE 76'F LIMIT.



, DURING THE UNIT 2 FULL CORE OFF-LOAD OUTAGE
AND WITH UNIT 'I AT 'i00% POWER, BOTH UNIT 2
COMPONENT COOLING WATER AND ESSENTIAL
SERVICE WATER TRAINS WERE TAKEN
OUT-OF-SERVICE LEAVINGONE UNIT 1 COMPONENT
COOLING WATER TRAIN AVAILABLETO SUPPLY SPENT
FUEL POOL COOLING.. A SINGLE COMPONENT COOLING
WATER TRAIN OPERATING AT 96'F COULD NOT
MAINTAINTHE SPENT FUEL POOL BULKWATER
TEMPERATURE LESS THAN SPECIFIED (160'F) IN
UPDATED FINALSAFETY ANALYSISREPORT, SECTION
9.4, "SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING SYSTEM," IN
ADDITION,WITH A SINGLE UNIT 1 COMPONENT
COOLING WATER TRAIN PROVIDING SPENT FUEL POOL
COOLING, A UNIT 'I DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTWOULD
ISOLATE COMPONENT COOLING WATER CAUSING THE
LOSS OF SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING. THE SPENT
FUEL POOL TIME-TO-BOILMARGINWOULD BE
REDUCED WITH THE LOSS OF COMPONENT COOLING
WATER.
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3. EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURE NOS. 01 02 -OHP
4023.ES-1.3, "TRANSFER TO COLD LEG
RECIRCULATION,"WAS REVISED (REVISION 2) IN JUNE
1992 TO PIGGY-BACK BOTH CENTRIFUGAL CHARGING
AND SAFETY INJECTION TRAINS ONTO THE WEST
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVALPUMP. HOWEVER, THE 10
CFR 60.69 SAFETY EVALUATIONFOR THIS PROCEDURE
REVISION DID NOT IDENTITYTHAT UPDATED FINAL
SAFETY ANALYSISREPORT, SECTION 6.2, "EMERGENCY
CORE COOLING SYSTEMS," IN USE IN 'f992, REQUIRED
THATTHE OPERATOR FIRST TRANSFER ONE
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM TRAIN TO
RECIRCULATIONAND THEN TRANSFER THE OTHER
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM TRAIN. THE
POTENTIAL EXISTED TO LOSE ALLHIGH HEAD
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING WITH THE FAILURE OF
THE WEST RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVALPUMP. IN
ADDITION,PROCEDURE NO. ES-1.3, REVISION NOS. 3
AND 4, AND THEIR CORRESPONDING SAFETY
EVALUATIONSDID NOT IDENTIFYTHE SINGLE FAILURE

. VULNERABILITYAND THAT ES-1.3 INCORRECTLY
IMPLEMENTEDTHE UPDATED FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS
REPORT DESCRIBED TRANSFER SEQUENCE FROM
INJECTION TO RECIRCULATION.
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SAFETY BVALUAllONSNOT 1 ERFORMFD-

. UFSAR DESCRlBED EQUlPMBNT DESIGN VALUESNBRE
EXCEEDED VNTHOUTPROPER EVALUATIONS

COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM WAS
OPERATED AT TEMPERATURES (120'F) ABOVE
UPDATED FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT, TABLE
9.6.3 SPECIFIED DESIGN VALUEOF 96'F WITHOUT
CONSIDERING THE IMPACT ON THE REACTOR COOLANT
PUMP SEALS.

2. EACH REACTOR COOLANT PUMP THERMALBARRIER
WAS OPERATED WITH COMPONENT COOLING WATER
FLOWS LESS THAN STATED IN UPDATED FINALSAFETY
ANALYSISREPORT, TABLE 9.5-2.

3. THE LICENSEE IDENTIFIEDTHATTHEY HAD OPERATED
THE.UNITS WITHOUT RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVALOVER
PRESSURE PROTECTION.



I

y SAFETY EVALUATIONSWERE FOUND TO BE INADEQUATE-

INCLUDINGTitO (2) EVALUATIONSTHAT IIERE RE-
REVIEWED BYTHE COOK STAFF AND FOUND ACCEPTABLE

THE SAFETY EVALUATIONFOR A REVISION TO
PROCEDURE NOS. 01(02)-OHP 4023 ES-0.1, "REACTOR
TRIP RESPONSE," DID NOT CONSIDER THE AFFECTS ON
SHUTDOWN MARGIN. SPECIFICALLY, THE
PROCEDURES WERE REVISED TO ALLOWTHE '

OPERATORS TO HAVE ONE ROD FULLYWITHDRAWN
AND ALLOTHER RODS "INDICATING"12 STEPS OUT
WITHOUT BORATING. NO ANALYSES HAD BEEN
PERFORMED TO DETERMINE IF THE SHUTDOWN
MARGINWOULD BE EXCEEDED, OR TO BOUND ALL
POSSIBLE ROD POSITIONS WHEN ACCOUNTING FOR
THE + 12 STEP CONTROL ROD POSITION ACCURACY.
THE POTENTIAL EXISTED TO HAVEALLRODS AT 24
STEPS WITHOUT BORATING. THIS PROCEDURE
CHANGE REDUCED THE AVAILABLESHUTDOWN
MARGINTOWARDS TECHNICALSPECIFICATION 3.1.1.1
REQUIRED SHUTDOWN MARGIN OF 1.3% DELTA K/K.
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2. PROCEDURE NO. 12-THP"6010 RPP.416, "REPLACEMENT
OF CONTAMINATEDFILTERS," IMPLEMENTEDA
CHANGE TO THE FACILITYBY REDUCING THE ORIGINAL
FILTER MEDIASIZE WITHOUTAN APPROVED SAFETY
EVALUATION. SPECIFICALLY, SEVERAL 10 CFR 60.69
SCREENINGS HAD BEEN PERFORMED FOR CHANGING
THE FILTER MEDIAMICRON SIZE AND COMPOSITION.
HOWEVER, THE SCREENINGS INAPPROPRIATELY
DETERMINED THATTHIS WAS NOT A CHANGE TO THE
PLANT. THE O. t MICRON FILTERS WERE INSTALLED IN
THE CHEMICALVOLUMECONTROL SYSTEM AND
TURNED OVER TO OPERATIONS WITHOUT PERFORMING
A SAFETY EVALUATION.
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. ~FURTHER EXAMPLES OF INADEQUATESAFHY

EVALUATIONS'ODIFICATIONS

WERE MADE TO THE UNIT 1

CONTAINMENTRECIRCULATION SUMP BEFORE
COMPLETING A SAFETY EVALUATION. FOR UNIT 2, THE
SAFETY EVALUATIONWAS COMPLETED BEFORE
FINALIZINGTHE MODIFICATION. HOWEVER, THE
SAFETY EVALUATIONTHATWAS PERFORMED DID NOT
EVALUATETHE USE OF STAINLESS STEEL VICE
GALVANIZEDSTEEL FINE MESH SCREEN, DID NOT
EVALUATETHE WELDING OF THE COARSE GRATING
AROUND THE FINE MESH, AND DID NOT EVALUATETHE
REDUCTION IN FINE MESH SCREEN SECTION SIZE.

THE APPENDIX R RELATED CHEMICALVOLUME
CONTROL SYSTEM CROSS-TIE DESIGN CHANGE
SAFETY EVALUATIONDID NOT RECOGNIZE THAT
EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM OPERABILITY
COULD BE AFFECTED WHEN THE CROSS-TIE VALVES
WERE OPENED.
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~ THE REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL INJECTION REACH
RODS WERE DISCONNECTED WITHOUT EVALUATING
SEVERAL PROCEDURES THAT RELIED ON THE REACH
RODS.

THE "[FINALSAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT] FSAR
CHANGE TOBUPPORT INCREASED [COMPONENT
COOLING WATERt CCW TEMPERATURE" SAFETY
EVALUATIONDID NOT EVALUATETHATTHE I ETDOWN
HEAT EXCHANGER CONTROL SYSTEM COULD
AUTOMATICALLYOPEN AND INCREASE COMPONENT
COOLING WATER FLOW ABOVE UPDATED FINAL
SAFETY ANALYSISREPORT, TABLE 9.6-2, 984 GPM
DESIGN VALUE.





SAFETY'CREENINGS WERE FOUND TG BE INADEQUATE

PLANTMANAGERPROCEDURE NG. PMP 'l040.SE8.001,
"SAFETY EVALUATIONSCREENING," STEP 4.1.1, REQUIRES
THATEACH PROPOSED CHANGE TG THE COOK NUCLEAR
PLANT DESIGN SHALL BE SCREENED TO DETERMINE THB

NEED FOR A SAFETY EVALUATIONAS REQUIRED BY'0 CFR80.80.

1. PREVIOUSLY DRILLED CONTAINMENTSUMP ROOF
VENT HOLES WERE NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
DESIGN DRAWING. THE HOLES WERE ACCEPTED AS-IS
WITHOUTPERFORMING A 10 CFR 50.69 SCREENING FOR
THIS CHANGE TO THE PLANT DESIGN.

2. A '/4 INCH NUT WAS MISSING ON THE UNIT 1

CONTAINMENTRECIRCULATIONSUMP SCREEN
SUPPORT BRACKET. THE MISSING NUT WAS
ACCEPTED AS-IS WITHOUT PERFORMING A 10 CFR 60.69
SCREENING FOR THIS CHANGE TO THE PLANT DESIGN.



FURTHER EXAMPLES OF INAEIEQUATESCREENINGS:

REPAIRS TO THE CONTAINMENTSUMP SCREEN
INSTALLEDSTAINLESS STEEL SCREEN MATERIAL
WHEN THE ORIGINALDESIGN USED GALVANIZED
SCREEN MATERIAL. THE REPAIRS WERE COMPLETED
WITHOUT PERFORMING A 10 CFR 60.69 SCREENING FOR
THIS CHANGE TO THE PLANT DESIGN.

~ PROCEDURES WERE CHANGED TO INCORPORATE A
REVISED REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANKLOW
LEVELSETPOINT WITHOUTTHE PROCEDURE
SCREENINGS IDENTIFYINGTHATTHE PLANT WAS
BEING CHANGED.
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John Sampson

Site Vice President
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We are in agreement with the NRC's
inspection reports:

~ Architect —Engineer and followup
~ Fibrous material
~ Ice condenser
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Management
Effectiveness

Organizational lss ues
Horizontal

Common Cause Analysis

Surveillances Design Control 50.59 Corrective Action

Programmatic Issues
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Vertical
Root Cause Analysis

Ice Condenser Fibrous Material Architect - Engineer

Specific Issues (Apparent Violations)
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~ Problems .

—recognition of"change"
—understanding of design and licensing

basis
—thoroughness ofreview
—configuration management
—training and qualification



'NERICAN"
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ECTRIC
POMMER

~ Root causes

—lack ofaccountability
—UFSAR values not recognized as design
—failure to recognize "changes"-
—incorrect interpretation of single failure
—UFSAR not emphasized
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'AIERICAN .

EtECTRlC
POWER

~ Consolidated 50.59 procedure
—lessons learned
—centralized program responsibility with

defined management role
—uniform qualification requirements
—elevated documentation standards

~ "Interim change" database to FOLIO
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AMERICAN'LECTRlC

POWER

~ Procedures on design and licensing bases
and single failure

~ Training
—consolidated safety evaluation procedure
—definition of"change"
—definition of"design and licensing basis"

and "single failure"
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~ Establishing sampling program for 50.59
screens and evaluations



ANKRICAN
FlECrRtC
POMfKR

~ Sampling program
—operability
—unreviewed safety question
.—screening responses
—tiered grading system against standards
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'NERlCAN'CECYRIC

POSER

~ Upward trend in quality of 50.59 products
~ Level of excellence achieved comparable to

top industry performers



ANERlCAN'MCfRlC

PON'ER

~ Describes activities and controls that willbe
implemented to ensure the facility is ready
to safely start up and operate in an event
free manner

~ Focuses on people, processes, and plant





'AIERICAN'l,ECTRlC

POMfER

~ Readiness reviews
—systems
—functional areas

—
programmatic

—containment
~ I'ies to engineering improvement program





ANKRICaN
EMC FRANC
BONER

We are an improving organization, but we
willnot stop here.
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'MERICAN'CECfRlC

POWER

~ Management and leadership
~ Corrective action program
~ Surveillance program
~ Design control and design bases
~ 10 CFR 50.59 program
~ Concluding remarks
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Douglas Cooper

Plant Manager
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Management
Effectiveness

~ ~ ~

Organizational lss ues

Horizontal
Common Cause Analysis

Surveillances Design Control 50.59 Corrective Action

P rograrnmatic Issues

Vertical
Root Cause Analysis

ice Condenser Fibrous Material Architect - Engineer

Specific Issues (Apparent Violations)
I
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~ Failure to measure effectiveness
~ Slow resolution ofproblems
~ Limited teamwork
~ Incomplete program implementation and

follow through
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ANERJCAN
ELECT'RlC
POWER

~ Management effectiveness
—failure to establish clear ownership/accountability
—lack of clear roles and responsibilities
—inadequate performance indicators
—inadequate effectiveness reviews





'AIERICAN'
ELECTRIC
POMfER

~ Establish a foundation ofaccountability
—. ownership willbe established
—roles and responsibilities willbe clear
—performance indicators willbe developed
—line managers and program owners willmeasure

effectiveness

~ Performance assurance will
independently assess effectiveness



. ANERluLN
EMCTRlC
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~ Program applications
—corrective action
—surveillance programs
—design control
—50.59

~ Organizational applications
—restart plan





'NEREC4gg"
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Ex ected Results

~ Assessment ofoperational readiness
—readiness reviews (continue to look for problems)
—identify and correct restart items
—plan and schedule post restart items



'AIERlCAN'MCTRlC

POWER

Ex ected Results

~ Cultural improvements
—line ownership of self assessment
—comprehensive performance indicators
—institutionalized effectiveness reviews
—improved effectiveness ofperformance assurance
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~ The solution to the problems before us
today and tomorrow is accountability:
—clear ownership
—effective performance monitoring

aggressive resolution ofproblems

~ Our behavior willindicate we have the
message
—today
—tomorrow
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Dave Morey
Corrective Action Manager
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~ Fundamental changes
—established clear program ownership
—established clear expectations and standards

established rigorous effectiveness measures

These actions form the basis for accountabilit
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'NKRICAN'EECTRlC

POMfLR

C

~ Past corrective action process improvements
have not been fullyeffective

—root cause quality
—corrective action effectiveness
—timeliness
—lack ofmanagement ownership



'MER/CAN
EMCTRfC
POMfER

~ Structure and strategy did not support a

fullyeffective corrective action process
—procedures overly coinplex, resulting in

problem over-classification

did not facilitate implementing complex
preventive actions

—corrective action process indicators not
sufficient to achieve excellent perfonnance
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'NERlCAN'MCTRlC

POND

~ Behaviors did not support a fully
effective corrective action process

management expectations and program
requirements not aligned

—culture resistant to change
—accountability inadequate for effective

program implementation
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ANENICAN'MCfRlC

POWER

~ Tools, process, and knowledge did not
support a fullyeffective corrective action
program

—information management systems outdated
—did not stay c~nTent with regard to corrective action

process technology

corrective action process inefficient





ANERECAN'LECTRlC

POMfER

~ Actions
established management review board
chaired by plant manager

forming corrective action group

meetings held to communicate standards and
roll out program improvements

comprehensive management review of
corrective action program open items





ANKRlCAN
fLECrRle
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~ Actions
—revised program directives and procedures
—implemented daily management review of

condition reports
—developing leadership behavioral expectations

based on national standards

—implementing diagnostic organizational
assessments





AMERICAN.
ELKCTRlC
POMfER

~ Actions
—implementing improved corrective action program

effectiveness indicators
—periodic indicator reports to management
—improving tracking and trending tools
—periodic overall problem analysis including

comprehensive failure mode review

Performance assurance willverify effectiveness





'NERICAN'CECratC

POOPER

~ We are committed to effective corrective
action

~ We have established a program owner
~ We have established effectiveness

measures

~ We willaggressively identi
our own problems

and resolve

~ We willhold each other accountable for
improvement
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Robert Gillespie

Operations Superintendent
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~ Examples ofprogrammatic failures

—ice condenser
—fibrous material
—hydrogen recombiner
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~ NRC inspection reports
~ Performance assurance audit
~ Self assessment

~ Fault tree root cause analysis
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ANER/CAN'MCfRIC

POMfER

~ Instructions
~ Procedural acceptance limits
~ Contractor control
~ Implementation
~ Procedure change process
~ Entry into unanalyzed condition
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'NERlCAN'MCTNIC
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~ Ownership
~

. Surveillance vs. procedure requirements
~ Standards
~ Process tools





. AMERICAN.
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~ Established clear program ownership

~ Comprehensive restart assessment of
surveillance program

~ Comprehensive restart assessment of
surveillance procedures





. ANKRECANEMCEE'RIC

POWER

~ Comprehensive program documents
~ Test results rigorously evaluated
~ Well trained and qualified personnel
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Don Hafer

Engineering Director
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'NERECAN'LECT'RlC

POOPER

~ Apparent violations against
—10 CFR 50 Appendix 8, Criterion III
—10 CFR 50.71(e)

~ In some instances, design control practices
allowed the plant to be configured and
operated outside its design and licensing-
bases





AMKR/CAN',KCfRIC
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~ Design changes
~ Calculations
~ Instrument uncertainty
~ Preservation ofdesign and licensing bases

(UFSAR/DBD)
~ 10 CFR 50.59 (discussed separately)
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'MERICAN'LECfRIC

POMfER

~ Recognition ofchange .

~ Configuration management
~ Training and qualification
~ Engineering rigor
~ Design interface (AEP and others)
~ Management expectations
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'AlERICAN
EtECl'RlC
POMfER

/Plant modifications

/Design document revisions

O'Procedure revisions

O'Training

i'Calculation review (historiclongoing)
/Instrument uncertainty program

/Westinghouse interface meetings





'AIERECAN'LECTRlC

POMfER

~ Plant modifications
~ Calculation upgrades
~ System readiness reviews





~ Industry benchmarking
~ Process improvements
~ Additional training
~ Backlog reduction
~ Replace substandard calculations
~ Enhance calculation control
~ Strengthen design interface process
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'NERlCAN'l,ECTRlC

POMfER

Committed in our SALP response
~ Phase I EIP

—acceptable resolution ofrestart items

-—support safe start-up and operation
~ Phase IIEIP

—address longer term corrective action
—support the business needs ofAEP
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~ We now:
—recognize "change" by today's standard
—better understand our design/licensing bases

—better control design interfaces



~ Improvements in control and maintenance
of the facilitydesign basis are evident

~ Further improvements willbe realized
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Jeb Kingseed

Nuclear Safety k Analysis Manager
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~ Two self-assessments of screens and safety
evaluations Dec. '97 - Feb. '98)

~ Self-assessment ofpossible 50.59 bypass
(Feb. '98)

~ Independent contractor assessment
(April—May '98




